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very year we face something of a dilemma- For decades, 

P DJtAGON's April issue has focused on the humor iriher- 

I I eni to the Dfi£D game, often doing so in the broadest 

JU sense imaginable by starting up pizza and Dorito golems 

or including D^D-themed lyri cs set to the tune of popular 

songs. I’ve never been a huge fan of the tradition, since the 

jokey material often wasn’t actually funny, and usually offered 

little of real use to a campaign. But that's not to say that I'm 

completely without a sense of humor. In fact, the best part of 

Dungeons &i Dragons, for my money, is the laughing. 

Vm an extremely busy person as well as a Mac person, which 

means I haven't played a lot of these newfangled massively 

multiplayer online games. Given the addiction to them 

displayed by members of Paizo’s editorial team, I have 

no doubt they axe beautiful, compelling games that cap¬ 

ture some of the best elements of the fantasy roleplaying 

that has made D&jD one of the most successful consumer 

brands and cultural phenomena of the last century. What 

1 have a hard time believing is that these new games, 

usually played alone in a darkened basement, promise 

the same kind of unpredictable, face-to-face interaction that 

forms the true appeal of tabletop roleplaying. 

Anyone who has read or played through Dungeon's 

recent Age of Worms Adventure Path, or for that matter 

anyone who has read any of my freelance RPG design cred¬ 

its, probably knows that I take DS(D very’ seriously and that 

I greatly enjoy the rich history of the game and its vari¬ 

ous campaign settings. My fantasy reading tastes tend to 

skew toward the morally ambiguous sword and sorcery 

tales of the 30s, 60s, and 70s that informed Gary Gygax and 

Dave Ameson when they created the original Dungeons # 

Dragons game. I like my horror Love crafty and my fantasy 

infused with more than a dash of Robert E. Howard. But 

none of these things explain the true allure of the best ~D8(D 

campaigns* For that, you've got to understand the humor. 

Sometimes, it’s a random Monty Python quote regurgi¬ 

tated at exactly the right moment. Sometimes it's an unex¬ 

pected maneuver in combat or a terrible toll when the party 

needs it least. A lot of the time it has nothing to do with the 

game at all—a choice insult from one player to another, a 

spilled bit of food or drink, or a new nickname. Whatever 

the cause, D£fD is an excuse to get together with friends, 

and when friends get together, laughter usually follows. 

As much as I love the continuity of the game, learning a 

new trick with my player character, or weaving compelling 

mysteries as a Dungeon Master, the true joy ofD^D comes 

when friends laugh together. 

Accordingly Dragon’s April issue is a good reminder to us 

all not to take ourselves Loo seriously, and I can think of no 

better symbol of no t taking ourselves too seriously than the 

boxy little critter on this month’s cover. After hinting about 

them in subtext and minor articles for the better part of a 

year, we're finally ready to bring the modrons back into the 

spotlight, and there’s no better month to do it than April. 

The modrons suffered greatly in the transition from sec¬ 

ond to third edition. Once a paragon race of law, they van¬ 

ished utterly around 2000 or so, presumably because the 

third edition design team thought they were dumb. You can 

understand the reasoning. The original mcdion art, from 

first edition's Monster Manual 11, made them look like dice 

with legs, geomorphic losers representing the most alien— 

and hardest to swallow-—-creatures in the Great Wheel cos¬ 

mology-. By the time the third edition Manual of the Pkmes 

came out, they warranted two measly paragraphs and were 

replaced, more or less, by a bunch of bugs* But thanks to 

April, the modrons axe back in all their weird, alien glory 

and they have a message directly from the mouth of their 

mysterious leader, Primus: 

Don’t take yourselves too seriously We certainly don’t* 

Erik Mona 

Editor-in-Chief 

erikm@paizo.com 
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•fflfurui 
I just received #352 and let me say 

you guys really outdid yourselves. I 

had been telling fellow gamers how 

worthless Dragon has gotten and 

issue #352 is a prime example. I don't 

expect that you would actually read 

this letteT as you are obviously phobic 

of “snail mail." In the rare chance that 

you dof I doubt that anything 1 write 

will have any lasting effect. It just goes 

in one ear and out the other with you 

guys. Issue #352 is a prime example* 

Did you actually read Michael Mal¬ 

ian's letter? In the same issue that you 

print his letter com plaining about 

wasted space, you devote almost the 

entire issue to Bas-Lag* 

Mow I'm happy that Erik Mona 

likes China MiMillek books. Why am 

I paying for that? Hey Eri'k! 1 want my 

money back for issue #352! Myself I 

run a Forgotten Realms campaign 

and I do enjoy the Realms materialr 

but I would rather have material that 

could be used in any campaign rather 

than have useless material about 

Eb err on's dragonmarked or some 

other campaign-specific material. 

Heck* I'd rather have a story from Ed 

Greenwood, or RA Salvatore* 

Quit devoting the entire issue to one 

subject Like #352, #351 devoted the 

whole issue to some stupid inn. I want 

my money back for that issuet tool At 

least put some different subjects in 

each issue, then when there's a stinker 

of an article one of the other columns 

may be of some use. 

It would also be nice if Sage Advice 

answered actual problems. “The Mobster 

Manual says all outsiders have proficiency 

with martial weapons. Do aasimars?" Of 

course they do, dibhole! They are out¬ 

siders! Answer questions that are not 

answered if you actually read the books 

or confirm hazy subjects like 'II I take the 

Arcane Disciple feat in the Complete Divine 

for my human favored soul of Boccob am 

I considered as having access to the Magic 

domain for the dungconkeeper prestige 

class? If 1 take the Magical Training feat 

in the Player's Guide to Tamm am I consid¬ 

ered an arcane spellcaster if 1 wanted to 

take the dragon disciple prestige class?” 

Get the magazine back on track, 

guys. For us unfortunate people with¬ 

out computer access it is our link to 

the DSfD world. When it ceases being 

relevant there is no reason to sub¬ 

scribe. Those of us who cannot play 

“Waicraft” or other awesome games 

have only DckD foT that RPG outlet. 

If you made it this far... 

C Searing 

Via “Snail Mail” 

Issue #352 was km fi d to stir up some 

cQntmfflrsp. l forcwjjomtj in that China 

Mte'wUe 5 brand ofjhtitosy wouldn't appeal 

equally to all readers; luftidi h om reason 

why we jammed so marry monsters and 

new races mto fhe Bru-Lqg gazetieur. Is 

your Forgotten Realms campaign too 

orthodox to mckdr a slake moth or han- 

dlinger? Really? Arid while it is no doubt 

true that Erik Mona Bfas China Mmllf* 

my opinion on the matter is farfrom unique, 

as MuadlftA boob routinely hit kst-sdfer 

Ih/s, he has hem the recipient of fhe pres¬ 

tigious Arthur G Garb award twice, and 

hm ken nominatedJsr the Hugo, Nebula, 

Bretm Stokav and Wo fid Fantasy awards. 

Drag cm has, In the past, devoted signifi¬ 

cant pages to other popular authors Mice 

Terry Brooks and George & fl Martin, and 

will amtimie to da so in the future. 

Issue #351 \ World Serpent fan was 

merely a framing device for a tour of 

DSiD's various campaign settings, which 
arc ojtm jarringly djjfermt Jrom one 

another* Sorry it didn't work jar yaw, but 

as #35-i appears to be the besM riling issuf 

of the: magazine in more than a year. 

ONYXIA’S LAIR CONTEST WRAP-UP 

All of us here at Dragon would like to congratulate Janich 

Vaceczko, of Mon roe Fa 1 Is, .Ohio, on winning last December's 

Onyxia's Lair Contest! Janich pillaged a collector's edition 

copy of Blizzard's new The Burning Crusade expansion for 

the World ofWarcrafi online RPG and a prize pack of Upper 

Deck Entertainment's incredibly popular World of Warcrqft 

trading card game. Thanks to everyone who entered, and 

just look on the next page for our newest contest. 

■ Mffiit 

0 WSpf 
Sfc vr 
^ 

SJT. " 
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SETTING ALIGHT THE GRAIL-SHAPED BEACON 

Pafzo Publishing, in association with 5p amp lot: the Mus/rai, 

brings you a giveaway of Pythonesque proportions* 

have been concealed in both April cover issues 

of Dragon and Dungeon, All of the grails 

look the same, although they might be hidden In drasti 

catly different locations. To make things | 

we’ve even hidden two of the grails on paizo.com. 

twelve and email their locations to contest@paizo.com with 

the subject line “Grail Giveaway" and well award Fifty (50) 

of the correct entrants Spama Jot-related prize pack: 

(See paizo.com/spamalotgiveaway for additional 

details*) Don't let a set of Monty Python coconuts 

escape your grasp—enter today! All entries 

must be received by April 30, 2067. Void 

where prohibited. 

I*d say if ms to fhc Me of at least a Jew 

of our maim. 

As for Adukr. our wizened old Sage 

answers flu? questions he mxms, m matter 

how dumb or obvious they mjrghf be to some 

readers. I matured to track him down and 

pose your questions to him* and a Jew days 

later 0 cllit fttt/e mouse arrivrrf hearing a 

scroti with scratchy writing. Accardimj to 

the Sage, the mtmm toy oar questions arc; 

No. and yestyrmmkdyou choose to cast \kt 

spefls m a sorcerer). Not bad turn-araund 

time for a "snail moil" fji action, rh? 

iwmm 
I received my copy of Dragon #352 a 

couple of days ago and read it vora¬ 

ciously The Bas-Lag gazetteer was awe¬ 

some* I have not yet read Pfcrdfdo Street 

Station, hut I have to say that Hie generic 

feel of it mixed in with a tiny bit of flavor 

from Eberron matches the theme of my 

homebrew almost perfectly 1 look for¬ 

ward to getting my hands on the novel. 

The Class Acts were great as well* 

1 really liked the info provided for 

divine characters* I am a huge fan of 

the Aztec pantheon myself with Quet- 

zalcoatl being my favorite deity of the 

pantheoHj so naturally my eyes lit up 

when I saw this stuff Absolutely bril¬ 

liant! fd also love to see deities from 

the Egyptian pantheon touched on. 

Thanks for a wonderful issue. 

Charles Weirder Jr. 

Via Email 

While we, don't currently fruvf plans to 

fiaturc Egyptian gods in Class Arfsy ] W 

Jonvarded fhv idea to the right 

prvpte. and you newv know wfial might 

Hajytru in thv future* 

JfflSUlfflllffEHIB 
1 have been a long-time reader of 

Dragon and have played for most of 

my life, I have just recently renewed 

my subscription to Dragon and have 

loved every issue. When 1 started to 

read issue #352 I could not believe 

someone was complaining about 

the content in the magazine. Do not 

listen to them. 1 almost always cam¬ 

paign in the Forgotten Realms, 

but I really enjoy articles about any 

campaign. They are always good fox 

new ideas for my work* Alsos the arti¬ 

cle about bows and crossbows was 

great. They were a great addition to 

the game. Keep up the good work 

and thanks for keeping DSfD and the 

Forgotten Realms alive. 

George “Euric” Anderson 

Smyrna, TN 

We hopeyou (and C. 5earmg/br that mat¬ 

ter) haw Ihtm enjoying (hr r^jufcir 'Voids 

Guide" FancQrxgM Realms jrafure 

that is mm1 a mimfMy part of cadi issue 

of Dhagon. WeVgot an tmUing army 

of Realms articles fn start1 in the coming 

months, and m look jbrmrd to hearing 

/mm readers ahmt them. —Edit Moral 

I'm NOT ANTI-RELIGION, 
W JUST ANTI HYP0£R#jy. 

GAMIKG IS AS 
ADDICTIVE AS SEX 

...but there’s no 
orgasm to let you know 

when to stop. 



FIRST WATCH PREVIEWS, NOTES, AND NEWS FOR GAMERS 

Lolth, the Demon Queen of Spiders, 

returns this month in Expedition to the 

Demonwtb Pits* Entangling designers 

Wolfgang Baur and Gwendolyn EM. 

Kestrel to spin a new tale, the Spider 

Queen's machinations trigger a quest 

that leads characters from their home 

world to Sigil, the City of Doors, and 

ultimately to the Abyss* Says Baur: uTo 

be able to take Gary Gygax's vision 

and put it through the Plan escape 

blender—how could I say no to that?" 

Among the endless hordes of drow, 

demons, and pure mayhem are ten 

new monsters, masses of treasure, 

and a ticket for characters of levels 9 

to 12 to roam the planes. 

City of Peri/ takes you downtown, but 

watch your back. Like other entries 

in the Fantastic Locations line, this 

dual D^D and D£jL) Miniatures acces¬ 

sory includes two reusable double¬ 

sided maps created by master car¬ 

tographer Jason Engle* Perfect for 

urban encounters, they depict a mar¬ 

ket square, sewers, a two-story inn 

primed for a balcony fight scene, and 

a back alley with wooden planks per¬ 

fect for scoundrels to make into roof¬ 

top bridges. To expand the adventure 

possibilities, Ed Stark designed an 

accompanying 16-page booklet with 

encounters and monsters keyed to 

specific minis* 

NEXT MONTH IN DRAGON #355 

CREATURE CATALOG Vi 

by Kevin Boose. C Wes lev Clough ft c:. 

You can never have too many 

monsters] The sixth entry mtc our 

JortJfprLitiuing senes of bestiaries 

presents eleven new threats and 

otd favorites, including the cannon 

golem, the obilytax, the rot grant, the 

scarecrow, and more! 

SEVEN SAINTLY DOMAINS 

jiy Hot Ktack'an 
Standing In opposition tc the severs 

deadly sms, these goodly domains 

allow you? dene to evtoll the virtues of 

Throughout Dragon's more than 

30 year history, no series of arti¬ 

cles has run longer or to greater 

acclaim than its monster ecolo¬ 

gies. This month, Djugon Presents: 

Monster Ecologies takes a look back 

at this prestigious series, com¬ 

piling some of the most popular 

ecologies from the past several 

years, along with anecdotes from 

the best-known authors and per¬ 

sonalities in gaming, pages of new 

content, art, historical details, and 

an index of every ecology the maga¬ 

zine has ever printed. You can find 

this special issue at your local game 

store or online at paizo.com* 

charitv* chastity, generosity* humility, 

patience, temperance,.and real* 

MUSIC IN 0$iD 

by Jose Monfcro 

Take advantage of your iPod* iTunes. 

and some of our own playlists ic ja22 

up your next game, 

PLUS! 

The Ecology of the Devoured Voids 

Gu'de. Dragon marks. Class Acts, 

Scale Mail. Sage Advice. Savage 

Tidings, and comics, including The 

Order of the St rrk and mere! 
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reported hy Shelly Bamt William I, Christensen, Mike L Fiegel, and Josh Frost 

CRITICAL HIT DECK 

Among the most popular house rules enacted by gaming 

groups, critical hit tables provide a cinematic and descrip¬ 

tive alternative to simply multiplying damage. Boiling down 

that idea into a 52-card deck—which provides a visceral and 

tactile thrill to the player who draws from it—this month 

Paizo Publishing releases the Critical Hit Deck. Each card 

contains four different critical hit effects reflecting four 

kinds of damage—bludgeoning, piercing, slashing, and 

magical. While most at least equal that magical xz damage 

multiplier a few likely lead to instant death! 

FRESH FROM THE FORGE 

Dwarven Forge releases two new miniature terrain sets this 

month: the third set in the Den of Evil room line, an d the 

second set in the Medieval Building line. The Den of Evil set 

includes two cauldrons (with removable flames), two doors, 

a forbidden tome, and various wall and floor tiles complete 

with extraplanar-looking designs. The Medieval Building 

Expansion Set includes, among other things, a fireplace, two 

beds, a staircase, stone pillars (to allow for building mul¬ 

tiple levels}, and wall and floor tiles- Both sets are available 

at dwarvenforge.com and can either stand alone or be com¬ 

bined for more complex layouts. 

THINGS THAT SHOULD NOT BE 

Cthnlhu, Dagon, and the Ghoul from ‘Tickman's Model'5 

now- walk the earth, thanks to SOTA Toys' release 

of three figure s based on the works 

of H,P, Lovecrafh 

'T wanted this line to be 

about taking the classic stories 

of Lovecraft and combining them 

with an original take by our art¬ 

ists/' said SOTA Toys president Jerry 

Macaluso. "I want these to he beau¬ 

tiful and terrifying all at once/' 

Long-awaited by fans, many 

of the figures sold out before 

they arrived in stores, but 

Cthulhu himself still 

awaits you online at 

sotatoys.com. 
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FIRST WATCH 

NOT IN KANSAS 

The Zorcerer of Zo, from 

Atomic Sock Monkey Press 

(atomic sock monkey, com), 

is a fairytale RPG that takes 

place in a world inspired by 

Os, Neverland, and Narnia. 

"ZoZ lets you be the 

clever third son that devel¬ 

ops into Prince Charming, 

slays the dragon, and saves 

the princess," said Chad 

Underkoffler, the game's 

creator. "If you liked Shrek 

or The Vrincess Bride, ZoZ 

has something for you,15 

A unique feature of the 

book is an extensive sec¬ 

tion detailing the first ZoZ 

campaign, offering insights 

into the game's creation, 

Gamemaster tips, and 

player commentary. 

1D6 DELICIOUS DICE 

Having to eat those low rolls 

doesn't taste so bad with edi¬ 

ble dice. While obviously for 

the casino crowd, the choco¬ 

late and gummy d6s from 

vegasi mage, com are likely 

to appeal just as much to 

gamers with a sweet tooth. 

Dicegamers.com also has 

a variety of gamer snacks, 

most notably dice lollipops 

and six-siders made out of 

cheese. These dice are great 

gifts (ox gags) for gamers, and 

of course everyone knows 

that dice that don't perform 

up to snuff get eaten, guar¬ 

anteeing the survival of the 

highest rollers. Now if only 

some multi -classed gamer- 

chocolatier wo uld work up a 

set of tasty zosiders! 

INDIE IN INDY 

Game and voter registra¬ 

tion ends this month for 

the Indie RPG awards, an 

annual celebration of sm all 

press game design that cul¬ 

minates with an award cer¬ 

emony at Gen Con Indy. 

"Over the last ten years, 

more people have been 

independently self-pub¬ 

lishing games, many of 

incredible talent and 

sophistication,” said John 

Kim, who coordinates the 

awards. atThere are so many 

games that it can he hard 

to find the ones you really 

want* The awards are one 

way of addressing this.” 

Check out and take part 

in the Indie RPG awards at 

rpg-awards.com. 

OPEN DESIGN HI 

Want to have your say in a 

professionally made adven¬ 

ture? Through open_design. 

livejournaLcom, you can 

join dozens of othcT patrons 

and take part in directing 

the work of veteran game 

designer and author of 

Dunceon's Dungeoncraft 

column, Wolfgang Baur. 

in creating an adventure 

to your specifications. The 

third project of this type, 

Baur explores cursed Cas¬ 

tle .Shadoujcra^, a history- 

haunted site on the Plane 

of Shadow. Besides the new 

adventure, GMs can also 

check out design essays and 

QS^A sessions to learn how 

to write top-notch adven¬ 

tures of their own. 

NTH IN DUNGEON #145 

THE DISTRACTION 

by Tim Hitchcock 

A band of settlers awaits certain death 

upon the vldous blades of making gholl 

hordes. Can the PCs distract the raven¬ 

ous army long enough for reinforce¬ 

ments to arrive? A D&jTj adventure for 

•^rd-leve! characters. 

VILE ADDICTION 

by Stefan Happ. Stephen S. Greer, 

8. Matthew Conklin ill, Tom Gam, 

and Ashaiwn Duyon 

A horrific drug has siezed the population 

of the strange oty of Exag, yet confronting 

its source only reveals the true extent of 

a dire new threat. Part one of the three- 

part Seeds of Sehan Campaign Arc, this is 

a D^D adventure for 8 th-level characters, 

A backdrop of Exag is Included, 

CITY OF BROKEN IDOLS 

hy Tito Lent/ 

The central mesa of the Isle of Dread is 

taboo to the locals—a place shrouded 

in mystery and cloaked in rumor. The 

time has come to confront what dwells 

atop the islands bestial crown. A Sav¬ 

age Tide Adventure Path scenario for 

i^th-level characters. 
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FIN FANG FOOMI 

This year, WizKids (wizkids.com) 

unleashes another massive conven¬ 

tion-exclusive HeroClix figure: Fin 

Fang Foom. Jack Kirby's infamous 

alien dragon and long the scourge 

of numerous Marvel heroes, can 

now also rule your dining room 

table. The colossal dragon features 

nearly 50 slots of powers and a 

unique Rampage Dial that allows 

him to Lear the battlefield apart, 

reshaping the terrain and taking 

HeroClix with it. 

WizKids also plans to release a 

Mighty ThoT HeroClix figure to aid 

heroes in their fight against Foom. 

Both convention exclusives will he 

available at Gen Con Indy and other 

conventions this summer. 

SET THE SKY ON FIRE 

Mew from EN Publishing comes 

the War of the Burning Sky Campaign 

Saga, a twelve-part series of down¬ 

loadable adventures starting with 

“The Scouring of the Gate Pass” 

"WotBS is an epic campaign saga 

spanning an entire wax-tom conti¬ 

nent,” said ENWorld owner Russell 

Morrissey. “The saga lets the players 

see the mighty and terrible face of 

war in a world of magic ” 

Color battlemaps support each 

adventure, as well as a free down¬ 

loadable guide. Adventures can be 

purchased, individually or all at once 

with a twelve-issue subscription. You 

can check out more news, art, and 

ongoing discussions about War of the 

Burning Sky at enworld.org. 

Wffi RliLETHE [1VIM7 
Vthen Yni) can Control in:: Dead 

THE DEAD MATTER 

Midnight Syndicate (midnight- 

syndic ate. com), the creators of 

the official Dungeons si Deacons 

Soundtrack 3X6 teaming up with 

Robert Kurtzraan (producer of From 

Dusk till Dawn) to produce The Dead 

Maher, a horror-suspense film. uMy 

contributions to the storyline and 

production concept were definitely 

influenced by my yeais of playing 

Dungeons si Dragons and Vampire: 

The Masquerade/' said director and 

co-writer Edward Douglas, of Mid¬ 

night Syndicate, 4'We plan to blend 

elements of the score with new 

material and atmospherics so that 

the CD will be an extension of the 

movie/' The Dead Matter releases in 

theaters in zoo8* 

RPGA REPORT pyGPnsTMfarii 

A few weeks ago, gainers from around 

Lire globe descended on snowy Wash¬ 

in glon DC for D$[B Experience, a 

bonanza ofiRPGA campaigns and min- 

iaLu res events. We d onT have rot)m to 

talk about every one df the hundreds 

of events that went on in February, so 

here are a few' highlights. 

Members of Wizards of the 

Coast's R£(D and D^D Brand team 

were oil hand lo show sneak pre¬ 

view's of several products appearing 

later this year, including Exfirdfima 

hi fKfe Dirmmiueh Pits and Mobster 

Man u a f V. At the ye arly RPG A Mem - 

bers' Meeting, other big announce¬ 

ments related to the Undermnini- 

Tain JLiruni-campaign/* a three-part 

super-d u ugeon advent ure debn ti n g 

at this year's Gen Con Indy. Also 

unveiled were plans to adapt the 

massive Expedition To the Demo mu eh 

Pits to I J VTNG GR1 ■ Y H AWK, 

Players Look on hordes of mo nsters 

on 1 heir way l hrough the DS?D Drive, 

as well as special adventures like the 

Oly of Bra .vs for Living G k i: yh aw & 

and Cairn ojStanr Hearts for X l- n ' l')H j K 

ExrEprTTGNS. This convention also 

brought both the Living Death and 

Mark of Heroes campaigns to a 

close, then- final adventures attracting 

crowds of nostalgic fans. 

There was also plenty for D§§0 

Miniatures players to do, with huge 

events like the Uhkafimaed prer¬ 

elease. The DflfD MmiatuTfs Limited 

Championship and the first D£(D 

Miniatures Co n sliu c led Q u al i fi er 

of the season rounded out the pre¬ 

en iere events at lhe sliow. 

You can check out more about 

what happened at D§if> Experience 

and what we have planned for Liter 

this year at rpga.eom. 
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FIRST WATCH 

More than fifteen years ago, Shadmurun 

debuted as a hybrid tabletop roleplaying 

game bridging the gap between fantasy 

and science fiction, in the Shadownm 

nniverse trolls, orks, elves, and dwarves 

all “co-exist" in the long shadows cast 

by the megacorp oration sin a distopian, 

cyberpunk future. Currently published 

by FanPro, SJiodoivmn (shadowrunrpg* 

com) remains one of the most popular 

RPGs in gaming. 

Being a game of corporations and 

corruption, hardware and hackers, the 

Shadowmn world is uniquely suited to 

make the transition to the electronic 

medium. Having had several incarna¬ 

tions on previous platforms, Shadownm 

is getting along-awaited installment on 

the Xboxgfio. 

The new Shadoiwmn straddles the 

line between the frenetic, action- 

packed combat system of a first-person 

shooter and the story-driven depth of 

an RPG, Players can take on the single- 

player story mode alone or battle up to 

sixteen other players online via Xbox 

Live. Characters have access to swords, 

magic, and a variety of high-tech weap¬ 

onry as the story takes them through 

the streets of a city in 2031 Brazil (pre¬ 

ceding much of the tabletop EFG's 

timeline). There, they find the ms eves 

embroiled in a fight between a mega- 

corporation and an ancient society 

over who will control magic, which has 

newly returned to the world. 

Shadowrim for the Xbox 360 

is scheduled to release in the 

coming months from Microsoft 

Game Studios and Fas a Studio, 

Check out screenshots and more 

news at shadowrun.com. 
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CORE BELIEFS 

HEiROHEOUS 

by Sean K Reynolds 

illustrated hy Andrew Hou • cartography hy Robert Lazzaretti 
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Heironeous, The Invincible, Tbe Archpaladin, is tbe 

champion of rightful combat and chivalrous deeds. He is 

the patron of those who fight for honor, justice, and the fair 

and good order of things. Beloved of the gods, he is gifted 

by them with many powers to fight evil, particularly against 

his half-brother Hextor. Long worshiped only by officers, 

leaders, and paladins, he has reached out to the common 

soldier to be the patron of anyone who raises a blade in the 

advancement of good and justice. He is a shining example 

of all that is knightly and righteous. 
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V SEAN K REYNOLDS 

CORE BELIEFS: HEIRONIOUS 

THE BASICS 
Heironeous is a lawful good deity. Most or his faithful are lawful good, with 

about one-third neutral good and a tiny minority lawful neutral Formal 

attire is a dark blue robe with silver.trim, with senior priests having more 

ornate trim. Combat attire is traditionally chain mail, half-plate, or full plate 

with a blue and stiver tabard worn over the armor. Heironeous is called the 

invincible, the Valorous Knight, and the Archpaladin. His symbol is a white 

hand, clutching a silver lightning bolt His realm, the Fields of Glory, is in the 

Seven Mounting Heavens of Celestri, although he often leaves this.place to 

battle evil on other planes; His portfolio is justice, valor, chivalry, and honor. 

His domains are Good, Law, and War. His traditional favored weapon is the. 

battle axe but the longs word has become prominent in recent years. Most of 

his worshipers are paladins, good fighters and monks, and clerics. 

Heironeous (hair OH nee 

us) is a vibrant and power¬ 

ful battlefield champion 

of that which is right and good. He 

exemplifies all the best knightly 

qualities—chivalry, justice, honor, 

daring, and valor—and is tlie patron 

of countless paladins. Although orig¬ 

inally an Oeridiau god, his worship 

has spread beyond those people to all 

who believe in bravery, order, and the 

right to act against evil. His greatest 

foe and opposite is his half-brother 

Hextor, god of tyranny, and their 

faithful dash frequently, 

Heironeous is confident and 

proud, hut not stubborn or fool¬ 

hardy—he is perfectly aware of his 

own strengths and weaknesses and 

is not afraid to turn to another 

when confronted with an obstacle 

he cannot overcome alone. His will¬ 

ingness to wotIc with others and 

utilize their strengths makes him 

a natural leader—a trait he encour¬ 

ages in bis owm worshipers, Hri- 

roneous believes pacifism to be a 

luxury bought with the blood of the 

valorous and it is cowardly to refuse 

to fight evil and oppression if you 

have the chance, 

Heironeous’s natural form is that 

of a tall handsome man with metal¬ 

lic coppery skin, auburn hair, and 

amber eyes, dressed in fine chairmail 

and carrying a battle axe. At birth, his 

skin was imbued with a magical sub¬ 

stance called meersalm, making him 

invulnerable to. all but the most pow¬ 

er fid weapons and giving him his 

unusual coloration. He sometimes 

disguises himself as a mercenary, old 

man, or a young boy, all with normal 

coloration and raiment, but usually 

wearing chain mail. His battle axe 

can shrink to one-twentieth of its 

normal size and back again in an 

instant, allowing him to carry it in 

any form. Traditionally, the battleaxe 

has been his favored weapon, but in 

recent years he has also encouraged 

the use of the longs word to interest 

mortals who fee! it is a more knightly 

weapon. Both weapons are consid¬ 

ered favored for his teligion. 

Heironeous teaches that the wrorld 

Is a dangerous place full of evil things 

waiting for the opportunity to strike. 

Those with the strength to stand tip 

to evil arc honor-hound to do so. 

The constant presence of evil poses a 

never-ending series of challenges to 

those who fight for justice and pro¬ 

tect the w7eak and innocent. Vigilance 

is important, but not to the extent 

that it causes good to mistakenly turn 

on its own in suspicion (that is the 

nature of evil, not good). One must 

act honorably at all time's, as the ends 

do not justify the means, but honor 

does not dictate foolishness—a lone 

knight against a powerful demon 

is not barred from using stealth to 

find the best position from which to 

attack. Trickery and outright decep¬ 

tion, though, is always unacceptable. 

His faithful uphold the virtues of 

justice and chivalry and strike down 

those who pervert and destroy these 

ideals. They face danger with certainty 

and calm so as to set an example for 

others. Tor the Arch paladins chosen, 

glory is the rew/aid for defeating evil 

and virtue comes from upholding the 

tenets of the faith. 

Heironeous is a war god and uti¬ 

lizes the best military tactics in all 

circumstances. Generals and officers 

pray to him for guidance and wisdom 

in planning and executing battle 

plans. He prefers daring and aggres¬ 

sive tactics but understands the need 

for conservative strategies, especially 

when greatly outnumbered or lim¬ 

ited in resources. His chivalrous code 

requires a soldier to accept an enemy 's 

surrender, although any treachery 

on the part of prisoners is justifica¬ 

tion for a swift execution. Likewise, 

he teaches that harming civilians is 

always evil and unjust. 

Although primarily a god of 

aggressive action, be is also a protec¬ 

tor god and attracts many worshipers 

wiiose lives are at risk from nearby 

evil—in particular the Shield Lands 

(see sidebar). His religion is popular 

in all nonevil lands, counting faith¬ 

ful among the riven, half-riven, and 

dwarven populations. 

Services to Heironeous include 

singing battle hymns, offerings made 

to a copper statue of the god, and the 

sharing of strength-giving foods such 

as hearty meats, full-bodied red wines 

(in moderation), and spiced kara-fruit 

stew. As an army travels on its stom¬ 

ach, some Hcironeans become skilled 

cooks to keep their soldiers well-fed 

and happy when on the march. The 

Invincible's temples are adorned in 

blue and silver and behind every altar 

is a copper statue of the god in silver 

mail with seven silver bolts radiating 

from behind Ms head. 

Heironeous's church is orga¬ 

nized like an army, with each temple 

belonging to an overall hierarchy and 

his followers having a dear chain of 

command. Promotions in the church 

are based on experience, skill, and 

Valorous deeds, so it is uncommon 

(but not impossible) for a higher-level 
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* SEAN K REYNOLDS 

CORE BELIEFS: HEIRONIOUS 

WHite many, of the texts venerated‘by Heironeahs are great law codexes, 

••.others deal with matters/of faith and.the code by which the faithful con¬ 
duct themselves* 

The Book of the Code? This volume consists of four chapters, with the 

first stating the Heironean Code, while the remaining three give numer¬ 

ous examples of proper behavior according to the Code, including unusual 

circumstances, and corner cases to help explain the nuances of interpreting 

the code, often with specific examples from history* The example chapters 

are much longer than the first, and different copies of the book may have 

more or fewer examples, or attribute "anonymous” examples to particular 

heroes important to the scribe’s tern pie. Some of these minor differences 

lead to arguments between different temples, but the examples in question 

concern such minor issues that they do not lead to splits within the church— 

especially since the Duty to the Archpaladin{which states that obedience to 

Heironeous is more important than obedience to church eiders or a temple) 

overrules, any apparent contradiction. Some "traveling copies” of the book 

omit the last three chapters entirely. These are often used for basic instruc- 

tion of layfolk or in missionary work, where the larger text would be cumber- 

some, confusing., or overwhelming. 

Book of Penitence] This work describes the achievements of Ferrante, a 

great paladin of Heironeous who faced a powerful evil and won out despite 

magical temptations from his foe* Ferrante disappeared hundreds of years 

ago, presumably starting a voyage across the sea to face an even greater 

threat Although not universally held as.a saint, at least one large temple 

holds him as its'patron, and if believes he was transformed Into an angel' 

to battle evil after his death. Also called the Just Book, its first chapter con¬ 

tains the code* with the remaining chapters describing 

the events of FerranteV paJadinhood and using 

examples from his life to explain the code, ^i 

particularly bow to ovemome ternpta- .. -^ 

lions and follow the true path The ; 

authors are Ferrante himself 

and Onwald Sidney (fils' —■ 
closest companion and s 

' chronicler)* The. last hun¬ 

dred or so pages of the < r . 

original book have been 

torn, out, leaving a still- 

lengthy tome of 523 pages (ali 

copies are of this damaged original 

and only contain the extant pages)* 
fc|Sl .:;T; ; : . > . . T"T-= Kjffi 

character to be subordinate to a lower- 

level one* A character’s class has little to 

do with his rank hi the church* Several 

senior officials are fighters rather than 

clerics or paladins, although in most 

cases these non-spdleaster church offi¬ 

cers are not involved in decisions that 

require knowledge of magic* Lower- 

ranking members of the church are 

expected to follow orders &om those 

of higher ranks. Temples usually have 

a well-stocked armory' and one or more 

means of magi cal coramimica tin n (this 

is especially so in dangerous lands), 

A CLERICS ROLE 
Heirone ous’s priesthood is run like 

a military organization and a cleric 

is expected to obey the orders of 

his superiors (although there is 

a way to appeal an unjust order). 

Cleric s should study military 

tactics and historical warfare, and 

it is customary to learn how to use 

a battleaxe or a longsword. Senior 

priests expect their staff to keep 

physically fit, and this requirement 

is relaxed only slightly for older 

members of a temple* When age 

keeps clerics from maintaining an 

active physical roles they are often 

sent to work as judges, strategists, 

and miliLary instructors, particu¬ 

larly in places that require skilled 

soldiers or paladins* 

Experienced clerics of Heirone- 

ous serve as military officers in local 

armies or as advisors to officers* Nov¬ 

ices are often assigned to military 

outposts or chartered adventuring 

companies, or are given open-ended 

assignments to seek out evil in a 

specific area and destroy whatever 

sources they find. A few wise and 

charismatic clerics are tasked with 

finding promising individuals of 

various talents who can be recruited 

to serve Heironeous's causes (even 

if they are not interested in joining 

the church)* In war, clerics take a 

paladinlike leadership role, lead- 

^ ing others into battle and 

confronting evil directly. 

The church has frequent 

crusades against one evil 

or another and available 

clerics should join the 

cause or try to support it in 

some way (by donating money, 

magic, or knowledge). Clerics 

should also exemplify the church’s 

chivalric code* 

The church expects clerics of 

Heirone ous to he brave in the face 

of danger, although not blindly or 

foolishly so—a noble death con¬ 

fronting evil is a fine thing, but 

retreating from a superior force to 

confront it later from a position 

of strength is a wiser plan. Clerics 

should be daring, willing to take 

risks to achieve great things, but 

not reckless or too dependent on 

luck. Most prefer area attack spells, 

personal-enhancement spells, and 
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ern shore of that lake is a country called the Shield Lands. Founded by agree¬ 

ment between local nobles, the Shield Lands represented a bulwark against 

the'chaos, banditry, and. general .evildoing common in the lands to the north 

of them, protecting the civilized countries to the south and west Their dedica¬ 

tion to Heironeous and this duty allowed them to hold firm for centuries, but 

in recent years an army of undead and demons commanded by the demigod- 

kln'B luz the Evil managed to sweep into the Shield 

- La n d s a n d cl a i m rn u ch of Lh e res u It i n g ru i n s. Now 

the valiant " survivors rally in their remaining hold- 

Ings, planning-surgical strikes on occupied terri¬ 

tory, although they know reclaiming the region 

will be a long and bitter fight 

magic that can turn the tide of bah 

tie rather than defensive or healing 

spells—sneh magic is best left to 

clerics of those interests. 

A typical day for a cleric involves 

waking early for prayer, a hearty 

breakfast, some light exercise, study, 

physical and martial training, and 

meetings to discuss local threats 

and problems. If a cleric cannot 

find any immediate task needing his 

axe’s attention, he seeks out nearby 

layfolk to aid them with anything 

that requires his expertise—dealing 

with local bandits, a hungry mon¬ 

ster, or even just a few tips on how 

to better wield a pitchfork when 

wolves come sniffing after -jfl 

the sheep, 

Clerics pray at dawn, 

either alone or as part of a 

larger service led by a ranking 

church official. Spell prepara¬ 

tion takes place after morning 

prayers. Because lowTer- 

ranking follower's might be 

reassigned to distant tem¬ 

ples to aid a local cause, 

even the youngest of 

them are used to travel 

and dealing with dif¬ 

ferent cultures. Thanks 

to their unswerving 

devotion to good 
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and long history of protecting oth¬ 

ers from evil, clerks of Herrone¬ 

ous are well-respected and easily 

find hospitality in most good lands, 

although they are careful not to 

overstay their welcome. 

As with any army, the clergy has 

many ranks and titles. New clerics 

are called the Glorious or (collec¬ 

tively) the Valorous Host. Priestly 

titles are, in ascending order, Hero 

of the Third Rank Hero of the Sec¬ 

ond Rank, Hero of the First Rank, 

Champion of Glory, Knight Gallant, 

Knight Courageous, Knight Valiant, 

and Knight Champion. Senior 

clerics are called Paragons, and 

those who command temple 

armies are Paragon-Generals, 

RELATIONS 
WITH OTHER 
CORE 

1 

7 
K 

V 

Heironeous's attitude toward 

other faiths is simple: those 

that fight for the side of good 

(particularly the more warlike 

gods} are his allies, while those 

who promote evil or suffering 

are his. enemies. In particular 

he spares no effort to thwart 

the plans of his half-brother 

Hextor and battle him at every 

opportunity. Heironeous's pro¬ 

tector aspect makes him a rival to 

the demigoddess Mayaheine (see 

"Core Beliefs: Pelor/' in Dragon 

#346), but their shared lawful 

good alignment and her subservience 

to her patron Pelor means there is no 

significant conflict between the two 

faiths, Heironeous sometimes travels 

with a hero-deity named Murlynd, a 

paladin he sponsored to godhood, 

and the younger power's tiny fol¬ 

lowing is quite friendly with the 

Invincible's church (much in the same 

way the faiths of Pelor and May aheine 

work together). 

A PALADIN'S ROLE 
Paladins of Heironeous have most 

of the same duties and obligations as 

clerics, except their focus is even more 

THE HEIRONEAN CODE 
As a god of chivalry and patron of paladins, Heironeous has a chivalric code, 

perhaps the earliest example of its kind. The Heironean Code consists of 
three sets of duties. 

Duty to the People: This pertains Lo mercy, courage, valor, justice, protec¬ 

tion of the weak, and fidelity to church superiors and officers of just law. 

Included in this part of the code is the willingness to give your life to save 

another, whether for a poor peasant, a knight, or a king. This is the aspect of 

the code that most layfoik and members of other faiths are familiar with, and 

many paladin orders exemplify the concepts of this duty quite literally. 

Duty to the Arch paladin; This pertains to obedience to Heironeous, devotion 

to the church, championing good against evil, generosity, and obeying the 

needs of the faith and church above that of mortals. This part of the 

f code allows a cleric to disobey an order (regardless of the source) if it 

conflicts with the teachings of his faith or the church. In particular, it 

means that direct missives from Heironeous or his agents supersede 

any church law, which prevents corruption in church officials. 

Duty to a Lady: This pertains to courtly love, devoLion to a particular 

lady and after her all other ladies, wiLh a general respect toward all women. 

Officially the code retains this male-oriented language (from older 

V times when the clergy was entirely male) and has no equivalent for 

female clerics to devote themselves to a particular lord, but in prac¬ 

tice women in the church are held to the same standard as men in 

regard to dealing with the opposite gender. There are many examples 

of chaste female clerics oath-binding themselves to just nobles. Some 

progressive members of the church believe this section of the code 

P ^ is redundant to the Duty to the People and wish to fold its rules 

Y\ into that part. Although there is resistance to this among the 

ft C traditionalists, there have been no objections from the 

celestial realm, so it might occur within a generation. 

|j 

1 on battle—not surprising for a 

god of chivalry where the clerics 

act much like paladins. To those 

in the church, paladins are called 

templars (a title they share with 

other martial-oriented characters 

who swear devotion to the church). 

Paladins spend less time studying 

and more time drilling and com¬ 

peting. Some of these bouts require 

them to face four or more opponents 

at once—usually drawn from the ranks 

of temple guards, who gladly step 

up for the honor of training with a 

champion of the faith. Although these 

battles use nonlethal weapons, they are 

held to test the paladin's endurance 

and it is rare for a competing paladin 

to go to sleep without at least a few 

bruises, even after the use of lay on 

hands. With the end of daylight they 

eat and hold prayer vigils, asking for 

strength of character, arm, and heart, 

and calling upon the skill and faith of 

their predecessors. 

Like clerics, paladins are required 

to swear to the three duties of the 

Heiron.ean Gode. Many paladins 

adorn their armor, weapons, or gar¬ 

ments with three lightning bolts as a 

reminder of the duties. Tattooing is 

rare among the faith (most see it as a 

heathen practice) but a few paladins 

go so far as to tattoo these marks on 

a forearm or hand, usually with the 

Invincible's holy symbol at the center 

flanked by a second and third bolt. 

Most paladins join a holy order 

within the church. The four best 

known are the Order of the Shining 
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APHORISMS 
The everyday saying and adages of Heironeous s faithful tell a great deal 

about their beliefs and morals. The samples here represent those aphorisms 

that are most commonly used by today's clergy. 

By the Archpo/ndin's Skin, This oath refers to Heironeous1 magically-hard¬ 

ened copper skin, meaning the person swearing the oath considers his word 

unbreakable and everlasting. Among layfolk it ts used in a similar manner as 

"by the skin of my teeth ” implying success by the narrowest margi n, perhaps 

with subtle intervention by the god himself 

For Honor and Vo/oH This battle cry states'two of the ideals of Heironeous, 

reaffirming their role in the mind of the faithful Because it is assumed that 

a follower of Heironeous is acting in the name of justice and chivalry, calling 

out those ideals is not necessary. In effect, it is a request or pledge that the 

followers actions earns him honor and demonstrates his valor. It is often 

used instead of the Invincible's name or title when turning undead or as a 

closing in a letter. 

Mqy the Axe Grow Greet. Coined by the Knights of the Holy Shielding, it 

refers to Heironeous' stze-changjng axe and is used to express the hope that 

good thrives and grows, that the faithful reclaim the Shield Lands, and that 

belter times will come. In recent months it has been used as a battle cry, 

implying that evil is on the loose and Heironeous is ready to smite it. 

flight Mokes This expression Is a counter to "might makes right” (an 

argument used by many tyrants through the ages), Heironeans believe that 

their dedication to the principles of chivalry, justice, and honor gives them 

the might to topple evil, right wrongs, and face incredible horrors without 

flinching. Their faith is the white lightning that keeps their spine stiff and 

breaks the backs of oppressors. 

Sword, the Brotherhood of the 

Lance Unbroken, the Copper Cru¬ 

saders, and the Knights of the Holy 

Shielding. This last group is the 

largest and most famous. Paladins 

in the church use the same rank 

titles as priests, and might have a 

separate title representing a rank in 

their holy order. 

The church requires paladins 

to spend at least one month each 

year within a temple praying and 

training. This is usually done in 

week-long stints every season rather 

than all at once. 

This elite band of paladin knights was 

the core army of the Shield Lands. 

Although their headquarters in the 

Shield Lands were overrun by Iuzfs 

demon-unde ad army, they remain 

a strong knighthood and have dedi¬ 

cated themselves to retaking their 

homeland. Led by Lady Katarina 

(cousin of the previous leader, an earl 

of the land long missing and pre¬ 

sumed killed in Iuz?s war), they wage 

an ongoing battle to reclaim territory 

and hold it against evil. 

The knights are the moral and 

physical centers of the armies of 

the Shield Lands, inspiring great 

heroism and patriotism among the 

common troops and civilians. They 

are greatly respected by their own 

people and other good folk, but are 

despised by luz’s forces and those 

who serve evil. 

Most of the Knights serve Hei¬ 

roneous, although a few worship 

other good deities such as Pelor. 

The order does not accept anyone 

below a minimum level of skill and 

experience (generally achieved at 

7th level) and applicants must pro¬ 

vide evidence of a heroic deed to be 

considered for membership. Induc¬ 

tion into the order is done during a 
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SEAN K REYNOLDS 

CORE BELIEFS: HEIRONIOUS 

private ceremony in the applicant’s 

patron's temple. Before the citadel 

was seized, induction meant the 

new member received two weapons 

and a suit of full plate armor 

marked with the order’s symbol (a 

black towTcr on a red field, the same 

as the Shield Lands itself), but now 

these items are scarce and initiates 

must supply their own arms and 

armor (reclaiming stores of these 

items from contested lands is 

one way to earn the respect of 

order). Currently, the order’s 

greatest asset is its excellent 

information network. Any 

member (or good friend of 

one) can pass requests for 

information to a knight and 

expect it to reach the entire 

order within a week, and any 

answers can be expected in as 

much time. 

Many knights roam nearby 

lands doing mercenary work for 

good lords, generating revenue 

to support the war on the home 

front They are always eager for 

news of evil magic items and fac¬ 

tions, and an adventuring group in 

need of’ help regaiding such things 

can usually find a knight or two 

willing to assist them, 

HOLIDAYS 
The church has few major holidays. 

These holidays note the anniversaries 

of visitations by Heironeous, great 

battles, and significant victories over 

evil, but the church prefers to focus 

on more practical matters in its daily 

operations. Each regional temple 

might celebrate different anniversa¬ 

ries relevant to the local members. 

Fortnight's Feast; This two-week- 

long event celebrates the victories 

won by the Heironean armies of the 

Kingdom of Aerdy (before that land 

came to be ruled by priests of Hex- 

tor)* Named for the Battle of a Fort¬ 

night’s Length, in which the Aerdy 

vanquished the cavalry of Nyrond 

(the last nation to join the Aerdy 

conquerors), the festival lasts from 

late Wealsun (June) to early Reap- 

ing (July). As the Great Kingdom slid 

into decadence and evil, this holiday 

has slowly lost its original signifi¬ 

cance and now serves as a festival of 

jousting, swordplay, reenactments 

of battles fought across the land, 

and bardic recitation of the deeds of 

long-fallen heroes. 

The Day of Just Rebellion: This 

com¬ 

memo¬ 

rates the battles 

fought to tear the land 

of Almoi free from the evil kings 

of Aerdy. Held late in Coldeven 

(March), this holy day reminds the 

faithful that justice is not served by 

tyranny and honor is sometimes best 

upheld through rebellion (which is 

an aspect of the second Duty of the 

Heironean Code). This holiday is 

observed mainly by the faithful and 

its practice does not extend outside 

the temples. The followers pray* 

meditate, and discuss when rebel¬ 

lion against rulers is the appropri¬ 

ate and just action. As many tyrants 

have attacked Heironean temples 

on this holiday, it also commemo¬ 

rates the death of martyrs* 

Valormight: This holy day predates 

the founding of the Great Kingdom of 

Aerdy and is celebrated on one of the 

last days of Ready Teat (November)* It 

is a remembrance of a ten-month 

war between the faithful and the fol¬ 

lowers of Hextor; despite being out¬ 

numbered six to one (as the tradition 

tells), the Valorous Host held its own 

and managed to confine the Hextori- 

ans to lands east of the Flanmi River. 

Few tales survive of this conflict and 

the holiday has evolved to include 

honoring all champions who fell 

battling Hextor and his minions* 

THREE MYTHS 
The faithful of H dro¬ 

ne ous tend to avoid 

spreading wild and fan¬ 

tastical myths about then 

patron, instead focusing 

on myths grounded in 

some sense of reality. 

Beloved of the Gods: 

Heironeous was given many 

blessings by the "Powers 

of Good” to make him their 

champion. Although most of 

these blessing axe unspecified 

(one is known to be the first meer- 

salm, presented to his mother), they 

are his reward for adhering to good 

and law, as well as for accomplishing 

much more than his patrons ever 

expected possible. Just as these abil¬ 

ities are rewards for continuing to 

serve the ideals of good, the powers 

his followers gain for devotion to 

his cause are rewards from the god 

for following his example. In effect, 

this story teaches a lesson of "do 

not forget that your greatness is an 

aspect of Heironeous's own,” which 

encourages humility and continu¬ 

ing devotion to the Invincible. 

The Blinding Light: Not so much 

a myth as a cautionary example of a 

rival faith, this anecdote talks about 

the church of Pholtus, an inflex¬ 

ible god of light and law. Clerics 

of Phoitus are unbending in their 

devotion and certain in their author¬ 

ity when it comes to law, but their 

fanaticism makes them waste their 

energy in pointless conflicts with 

other lawful churches (including 

Heironeous). To the Heironean s, 

Phoitus's church has it backward 
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(law is more important than 

good, the letter of the law is more 

important than the spiritt blind obe¬ 

dience is better than ever doubting 

an order). The Invincible's church 

counts the church of Pholtus as a 

cool ally and is careful to not speak 

of this matter outside the privacy of 

their own temples. 

The Broken Brotherhood: Heiro- 

neons and Hextor were not always 

rivals. When they were still young, 

tire half brothers were friends, 

although Herroneous was fairer and 

stronger. Eventually, Hextor was 

consumed with jealousy and anger 

toward his brother and devoted 

himself to the powers of evil* Heiro- 

neous tried to reconcile with Hex- 

tor, but the younger brother would 

have none of it, and eventually the 

Archpaladin had to accept that his 

brother was unredeemable. From 

that day he promised no quarter. 

This myth teaches that while some 

of the more soft-hearted deities 

believe that there is hope to turn 

any evil to goodness, the Heironeans 

know that many evil things, such as 

demons, are truly irredeemable. If 

Heironeons understands that one 

day he will put his own brother to 

the sword as just punishment for 

evil, his followers should not be 

swayed by honeyed words and croc¬ 

odile tears from lesser evils. Mercy 

is a virtue of the code, but mercy 

toward the blackest heart is foolish 

and dangerous. 

Few experienced worshipers choose 

prestige classes, as their knightly 

code places them a cut above cler¬ 

ics and paladins of other faiths, but 

those who do take them pursue 

prestige classes that augment their 

knightly aspects, such as cavalier 

(Complete Warriorf ig)t divine cham¬ 

pion {Forgotten Realms Campaign 

Setting, 42), and divine crusader 

(Complete Divine, 33), Some espe¬ 

cially devoted to a particular temple 

become pious templars (Complete 

Divine, 50). A quest-minded hero 

might become a consecrated har¬ 

rier (Complete Divine, 28) or dragon- 

slayer (Drrtconomicon, 125), Members 

of other classes who wish to be more 

paladinlike sometimes become 

holy liberators (Complete Divine, 

45). Those wrho are embalmed in 

meersalm might become anointed 

knights (Book |f Exalted Deeds, 49) to 

better understand the relationship 

between their alchemical and mar¬ 

tial powers. 

Not surprisingly, almost all of the 

relics cherished by Heironeousrs 

faithful are tools of battle. The fol¬ 

lowing three examples are just a 

sample of the large collection of 

weapons and armors held in high 

Tegard by his temples* 

The Invulnerable Coat of Arnd; 

'This fine chain shirt was either 

owrned by or created by the legend¬ 

ary Oeridian hero Arnd of Tdon, 

who established the first pala¬ 

din orders of Heironeous among 

his people more than a thousand 

years ago. The armor fully pro¬ 

tects the wearer from any attack 

that hits it (although the wearer’s 

limbs are still vulnerable, so this 

is not complete protection). It is 

said to provide resistance to acid, 

cold, electricity, and fire, as well 

as most magic* Various legends 

equate other minor powers with it, 

although the sources conflict each 

other. The item is famous outside 

of the church and many do not 

know its associations with Heiro¬ 

neous, but his worshipers consider 

it a sacred artifact of the faith. 

Meersalm: Although not a rare 

or single item, meersalm is a magi¬ 

cal substance unique to the church 

of Heironeous—a portion of the 

same coppe 17 liquid the Invincible's 

mother, Stern Alia, embalmed him 

in to make him invulnerable to 

weapons. Any creature that receives 

this treatment (a carefully protected 

secret of the church) gains similar 

protection. Every temple has a tiny 

amount of this wondrous material, 

used for certain ceremonies but 

kept within its container, A mem¬ 

ber of the church who wishes to 

be embalmed with it must prove 

his worthiness and pay for it to be 

manufactured in sufficient quantity 

for the ritual. Meersalm gives the 

recipient damage reduction 10/ada¬ 

mantine, and if a weapons damage 

is completely absorbed the weapon 

might break (see the meersalm skin 

spell). This protection lasts for 1 year 

so long as the character upholds the 

tenets of Heironeous. Those who 
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lose this protection are ostracized 

by the church. 

Red Thunderbolt: This +2 shocking 

thundering battieaxe is made of magi¬ 

cally hardened copper and inscribed 

with Heironeous’ syinbaL It has 

all the properties of a holy avenger, 

damages creatures as if it were sil¬ 

ver, and sheds light (as per the spell), 

Forged and wielded by the paladin 

Azkava Mor two centuries ago, he 

used it to battle servants of Hextor 

and mighty devils, once even trav¬ 

eling into the Nine Hells of Baa- 

tor itself to reclaim a magical cof¬ 

fer containing the souls of seven 

righteous priests. When he fell to a 

trio of pit fiends the axe vanished, 

perhaps spirited away by an angel 

of Heironeous, Visions of the axe 

sometimes guide young paladins to 

a great destiny. 

While few of Heironeous's clerics 

research new spells, the Archpaladin 

has granted numerous newr ones to 

his faithful over the years, to help 

stem the tide ofevih 

Bolt of Glory 
Evocation [Good] 

Level: Clr 3 

This spell functions like searing 

light, except that the spell deliv¬ 

ers raw positive energy resembling 

a silver bolt of lightning rather 

than a blast of light. Creatures 

from evil Outer Planes or from 

the Negative Energy Plane take dam¬ 

age as if they were undead. Creatures 

from good Outer Planes or the Posi¬ 

tive Energy Plane take no damage. 

^Nleersalm Skin 

Abjuration 

Level; Clr 6 

Components: V, S, M 

Tins spell functions like stomskin 

except if the spell absorbs all the dam¬ 

age dealt by a w+eapon, the weapon 

must make a Fortitude saving throw 

or take 3d6 points of damage. 

The target’s skin takes on a metal¬ 

lic copper coloration for the dura¬ 

tion of the spell. 

Material Component: A Hal of meer- 

salm worth 250 gp. 

Shield of Herron ecus 
Abjuration [Force] 

Level: Clr 2, Pal 2 

This spell functions like shield, 

except that instead of an invisible 
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* TtiEs creature has: the extraplanar subtype but otherwise has the normal 

statistics for a creature of its kind. 

disk it creates a barely-risible shield 

bearing Heironeous’s holy sym¬ 

bol The shield and symbol do not 

obscure vision in any way, 

NPC CONTACTS 
FOR CLERIC “ 
HE7R0NE01 
Characters who face the forces 

of evil can often count upon the 

Invicihle's followers for aid and. 

succor* The following are just two 

of the alli es available. 

Karistyne (LG female human pala¬ 

din 15 of Heironeous) is the leader of 

a group of adventurers who own and 

maintain a castle (named for her) on 

a plateau below the Abbor-Ak Moun¬ 

tains. The castle has five towers and 

is a place of safety for adventurers 

and travelers in the Abbor-Alz ot the 

adjacent Bright Desert. She sees her 

role as seeking out powerful evil mon¬ 

sters in the mountains and destroying 

them The castle has three mounted 

dragon heads as trophies of her work 

as well as the heads of manticores and 

wyvems. It is a matter of hospitality for 

her to welcome adventurers, although 

she checks their auras for evil before 

allowing them into her fortress. 

Her allies and fellow residents 

include Aaron Marauder (NG male 

human fighter 13), Caralin Arvendis 

(N male half-elf fighter 3/cleric 10 of 

Labelas Enoreth, el veil god of time}, 

Helena Stanmaer (N female human 

cleric 12 of Fharlanghn), and Shiaime 

Stomihanded (N female elf wizard 

13) and her cohort Gash arm H ell ora - 

nis (N male elf' lighter 8), as well as 

40 guards and 20 specialists (rang¬ 

ers, a stonemason, armorers, and a 

ballista crew}* A frequent guest is 

Ambara (LG female young adult gold 

dragon), although only Karistyne and 

her adventuring group knows Amba- 

ra's true identity. Although relatively 

close to the Free City of Greyhawk, 

they reject its authority, as Karistyne 

considers it a city of thieves. She 

greatly respects the leader of the 

city's griffon-riders (with whom she 

trades news), and due to his influ¬ 

ence she and the city have an under¬ 

standing: she rules an area out to ten 

miles from her castle and does not 

have to pay tribute. 

Karistyne is nearly 50 years old, 

but due to a magic potion she has 

the appearance and rigor of some¬ 

one ten years younger* She has 

blonde bah, olive skin, dark eyesT 

and a very strong build. Fearless 

and battle-hardened, she doesrit 

take kindly to threats, even from 

the traitorous mage Rary, brooding 

in the deserL. She is a crusader and 

Heironeous s clerics do not often rely on summoned creatures and most of 
, 

the celestial beings that serve hrm already appear on the summon monster 

lists. Clerics can use summon monster spells to summon the following crea¬ 

tures in addition to the normal creatures listed In the spells. 

Summon Monster II 
Aast.mar fighter 2* 

Summon Monster IV 
Aasimar paladin 4* 

Summ on Monster IX 
Young bronze dragon* 

Young.silver dragon1*' 

doesn't like waiting in the castle for 

longer than a week. She respects 

six right-talking people and brave 

adventurers but is still polite to 

those of other nonevi! faiths (as 

evidenced by her friends) and those 

who use subtler means. 

Karistyne is a good contact for 

mid-level parties who need a base 

of operations in a dangerous area. 

Although extended stays and abuse of 

her hospitality is frowned upon, she 

welcomes weary heroes, especially if 

they bring new s, tales of great valor, or 

trade goods. She or her friends might 

join a high-level group on a danger¬ 

ous quest* Because of her contacts 

with many adventuring bands, even 

low-level heroes might know of her 

indirectly or work for someone she 

has helped. 

Champion of Glory Arminder 

Nogg (LG male half-ore cleric 5 

of Heironeous) is a young priest 

serving the Sanctum of Heironeous 

in the Free City ofGreyhawk. He w as 

left on the doorstep of the Sanctum 

as an infant, his mother unknown 

but presumably shamed by her 

half-breed child. The temple took 

him in and although they expected 

little of him other than simple 

labor, he always listened attentively 

during prayers and eventually 

became a novice. Although young, 

he has already proven his worth to 

the church, acting as a spy, messen¬ 

ger, and soldier in the contested 

areas of the Shield Lands (Iris race 

making it possible for bim to infil¬ 

trate the fringe of luz's ore battal¬ 

ions without too much trouble). 

Any snickers that used to folio-w 

him stopped after he bested a rank¬ 

ing paladin in a duel, and all who 

know him respect this young priest 

and expect great things of him. 

Amrinder is tall, with sallow 

gray skin, black hair, yellow-fie eked 

brown eyes, and small tusks. When 

not trying to blend in with evil ores 

he dresses in typical Heironean 

style, proud to walk in his silver- 

and-blue tabard and chain mail, 

bright-polished axe strapped high 
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aw 
Malch.aus is a bold and courageous 

astral deva, very young (only a few 

decades old) and full of enthu¬ 

siasm for the cause. He speaks 

loudly, whether com piemen ting his 

allies or making challenges to his 

enemies. He is sometimes put in 

charge of groups of lesser celestials, 

although he occasionally leads them 

into danger by facing creatures 

suitable for his own strengths but 

beyond that of his subordinates. He 

likes making rallying speeches and 

in idle times he can be heard prac¬ 

ticing ones he wants to use in the 

future—perhaps the only time 

he speaks quietly. 

With coppery skin 

from his meersalm 

embalming (which 

combines with his 

natural durability to 

give him DR lo/adamantine and 

evil) Mai chaus is usually seen as 

a reddish Mur streaking toward a 

battle. He wields a +2 fioiy bgttleaxe 

rather than a +3 disruption mace but 

otherwise has the normal abilities 

of an astral deva. He prefers melee 

combat to using his spell-lilce abili¬ 

ties but doesn't hesitate to wield 

magic if he feels his opponents have 

an unfair advantage or are using 

summoned fiendish help. 

on his back. Blunt and terse but not 

thick-headed, Arminder remains 

quiet unless spoken to, preferring 

to let his actions convince others of 

his value. His voice is gravelly but 

without an ore accent (he speaks Ore 

perfectly due to very hard work). 

Arminder is a good contact for 

low-level heroes who need an “in” 

with the church.. His temple might 

send him to £nd the PCs, bearing 

a message or summons. Tf the PCs 

are captured by ores, he (having 

infiltrated the tribe and serving 

as its sub chief) might be their key 

to escaping. He might join equal 

level PCs as hired muscle for a 

good cause or become a cohort to a 

higher-level PC. 

Mai chaus has all the personality 

traits one would expect of a pala¬ 

din of Hdroneous. He loves bat¬ 

tling evil-—when called by a mortal, 

he is willing to accept a very small 

payment as long as his opponents 

aren't likely to kill him, and if the 

enemy is a demon or devil known 

to him he might waive the payment 

entirely or put off' the negotiation 

until afterward. This makes him 

very popular among the Invincible's 

clerics, so much so that on some 

days hi might already be on the 

Material Plane when someone tries 

to conjure him (which means I-Iei- 

roneous sends someone else). He 

responds favorably to payments 

of magic armor, weapons, and 

augmenting items such as belts of 

giant strength. j[ 
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eep in the Clockwork Nirvana 

I of Mechanus, the great Outer 

Plane of absolute law, past 

the alien beauty of1 the form- 

ian hives, beyond the smoky 

foundries forging masses of 

inevitables, sits the realm of 

Regulus, home to the former 

masters of Me chan us., embodiments 

of the impersonal, unyielding force 

of order: the modrons. 

In the past, sages within the Fra- 

tensity of Order debated whether the 

cogs of Mechanus themselves formed 

the modrons, or whether perhaps the 

madrons first shaped the gears. Now, 

however, few sages take note of the 

diminished race, and many wonder if their fate 

is sealed and their days numbered. 

Recent Modxon History 
The history of the mo dr on race is conceivably as old as 

the planes themselves and—as the modrons are obses¬ 

sively detail oriented—would likely span thousands 

of volumes. In such a treatise’s stead, several events in 

MechanusJs recent history bear mentioning. 

The Roglxe "Maxell 

Every seventeen cycles (a cycle being the seventeen- 

year period of time it takes for the largest gear in 

Mechanus to make one rotation) the modrons tramp 

forth from Regulus in a mass procession known as 

the Great Modron March. Thousands upon thousands 

of them travel the Great Wheel, the entirety of the 

outer planes, with little apparent purpose other than 

to make die journey. A vast number of modrons are 

destroyed on this trek, but those who complete the 

march travel directly to their abso¬ 

lute leader, Primus, upon 

their return. 

Some theorize 

that the march serves 

Primus as a means of 

gathering information 

on the current state of the planes and 

their inhabitants and to calibrate the gears of 

Mechanus accordingly Others say modrons march 

in an attempt to bestow a sense of order, even for 

a short period of time, on each of the 

planes (though, with the amount of 

chaos created in their wake, no one 

thinks this very successful). The mav¬ 

erick sage Ondxild, before his untimely 

demise, believed that by going forth into such 

extreme environments, their purpose is to be destroyed, 

and thereby re spawn as many modrons as possible. Fac¬ 

ing such obstacles, this massive renewing of the modron 

race causes the newly promoted and spawned modrons 

to be stronger and more durable than the previous gen¬ 

eration. Most reputable scholars find this view absurd. 

Whatever the purpose, the Great Modron March has 

occurred every seventeen cycles since the most ancient of 

records—until recently The Rogue March, as it has com e 

to be called, occurred more than a century early and took 

a winding, chaotic course that wound up leaving a large 

numbeT of modrons stranded on various planes. Taking 

advantage, some celestials have sought to convert these 

modrons to the cause of good, while fiends find them 

enjoyable playthings to torture and corrupt. 

Very few know the dark truth behind the Rogue 

March and they guard this secret closely for fear of ret¬ 

ribution. In truth* the long-dead Demon Prince Orcus 

was resurrected and sought divinity as Tenebrous, a vile 

god of the undead Tenebrous slew Primus and took 
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his place within the Energy Fool, 

the seat of control, over the race and 

much of Mechanus. from there he 

connected with every mo tiro n and 

ordered them to march prematurely 

to find any sign of his powerful 

weapon, the Wand of Orcusf as well 

as information on who betrayed 

him- When die inarch completed, 

he simply left. 

Both the visages of Primus and 

Tenebrous, whom Orcus cast off 

wctc left forever altered by their 

untimely end, yet proved too willful 

to merely die. They now exist as ves¬ 

tiges who only contact reality through 

the practitioners of pact magic (see 

Tome ofMaqk and Dragon #341 for 

more information). 

Corrupted Succession 

The link with Tenebrous would soon 

prove to have a lasting impact on all 

modrons. With the death of Primus 

and Tenebrous leaving the Energy 

Pool, it came time for one of the four 

secundi Primus's lieutenants, to take 

up the mantle of leadership. The evil 

within Tenebrous, however, left a taint 

within the modrons, and one secun- 

dus objected to the ascension of any of 

the others. The secundus invoked the 

ancient precept of challenge to deter¬ 

mine who would ascend Another 

secundus stepped up to meet the chal¬ 

lenger and the two departed to see who 

could slay the most chaotic beings in a 

week's time. 

As one secundus began cutting 

through slaadi and other creatures of 

Limbo, the tainted one followed a more 

devious path. He ordered contingents 

of Qie lower caste modrons under his 

command to peaceful Bytopia, where 

they proceeded to destroy entire towns 

of the unsuspecting gnome petition¬ 

ers. At the end of the challenge, both 

secundi declared victory The other 

two, however, rejected the claim of the 

tainted secundi who used his army 

rather than performing the challenge 

on his own and, furthermore, slew7 

beings of both chaos and good, beings 

who were not diametrically opposed 

to the modron older. 

In a shocking display of firry, the 

tainted secundus stormed out of Reg- 

ulus, taking nearly a million modrons 

with him, proceeding to Acheron, 

where he promised fcobuil dhis mill tary 

might until he could take Regulus by 

force and claim the mantle of Primus 

himself Although the rightfully cho¬ 

sen secundus advanced to become 

the next Primus, the modron race 

was crippled. 

Fommian Invasion and 

Inevitable Encroachment 

With the Tenebrous-tainted modrons 

departing Regulus* and countless 

more stranded throughout the planes, 

the formlans saw7 a perfect opportu¬ 

nity to rid Mechanus of its dominant 

race. Several queens worked together 

lb infest many of Reguluss outlying 

gears, but, although they conquered 

many areas held by their opponents 

for eons, the modrons prevented 

them, from entering the heart of their 

city. With the Energy Pool intact, the 

modron forces continually replen¬ 

ished their numbers and held off the 

invading formians. 

Finding themselves in a degrad¬ 

ing stalemate, the formian queens 

stopped their attacks and instead 

worked to isolate the modrons, 

spreading further into Mechanus 

and converting many great gears into 

massive hives. 

Although not nearly as aggres¬ 

sive, the inevitables also encroached 

deeply into the weakened modron 

territories. They held no malice 

toward the modrons. They merely 

needed additional resources for 

their foundries and found the 

native inhabitants easily driven off. 

Recently, Primus has formed a truce 

with the inevitables, allowing them 

some space within Regulus and 

even mono dr ones to assist wbthin 

the foundries. Rumors are starting 

lo spread of inevitables committed 

to returning stranded and captured 

modrons to their home, although 

the tiuth -of these remains to he 

seen, and few believe any inevitable 

would have such a narrow mandate. 

IModxoxi Society 
Inflexible and unyielding, the modron 

race exists now exactly as it did count¬ 

less eons ago. Obsessed with order 

and its own rigid hierarchy, modron 

society is perhaps the most convo¬ 

luted in all the Multiverse. 

Pen soar alitv 

As befitting beings bound to the 

Clockwork Nirvana of Mechanus, 

modrons are orderly to the extreme 

and find the thought of chaos incom¬ 

prehensible. To them, chaos is nothing 

more than order too complex for mor¬ 

tals to understand. They are convinced 

that with proper study and analysis, 

modrons are capable of unlocking the 

hidden logic within chaos. 

To most races, modrons come 

across as unemotional and fruslral- 

ingly bureaucratic in all of their 

dealings. Also, especially given their 

devotion to the welfare of their race 

over the individual, they all seem 

remarkably similar in demeanor. They 

are not, howeve r, pure automatons like 

the inevitables. Each still has a unique 

personality with its own collection of 

character traits (good, bad, and other¬ 

wise). These traits tend to be so subtle 

that they are often overshadowed 

by the immense rigidity of modron 

society and the fact that nearly every 

modron within a given caste looks 

identical to all others. Fox example, 

the pentadxone one deals with today 

might or might not be the same pen- 

tadrone dealt with yesterday—it's typi¬ 

cally very difficult to know for certain. 

Castes 

Caste and hierarchy are vital to 

modrons. Not only does it keep their 

society running smoothly, it also 

defines their very physiology. Each 

caste of modron has a distinct form 

and set of abilities. With this comes 

a pre-determined set of duties within 

the greater modron society. Each oper¬ 

ates according to its caste and would 

never conceive of it any other way. 

There are two main classifications of 

modron among their society the base 
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modrons and the hierarchs. Each of 

these two further divides into several 

castes* Base madrons are general labor¬ 

ers and front-line soldiers. They vastly 

outnumber the higher-caste modrons. 

The five base modrons begin with the 

simple monodiones, who are capable 

of only a single task, but who outnum¬ 

ber all other modrons combined. 'The 

highest of the base modrons are the 

pentadrones, ordered to oversee and 

police their fellows, always vigilant 

against modrons who turn against the 

natural order and go rogue. 

The hierarch classification con¬ 

tains nine levels of modrons: deca- 

ton, nonaton, octon, septon, hexton, 

quin ton, quarton, tertian, secundus* 

These are responsible for directing 

modron society and keeping the base 

modrons working effectively. They 

range from the one hundred deca- 

tom to the four mighty secundi, who 

rival solars and pit fiends in power* 

Above them all rules Primus, the 

One and the Prime. Most consider 

him to be an intermediate deity 

at the very least, but outside of the 

modrons, no known civilization wor¬ 

ships him. Even then, it is unclear 

if the unflinching servitude of the 

modrons can even be considered 

worship. Primus rises from the great 

Energy Pool that links all modrons 

and remains connected to each and 

everyone of diem through it, experi¬ 

encing everything they experience. 

Rogue and Exiled Moebcons 
The existence of the rogue modrons 

adds a twist to the rigid hierarchy of 

modron society. Sometimes com¬ 

mands are misinterpreted (even 

among the modrons), and contradic¬ 

tory instructions can pass through 

two separate chains of command to 

the same modron. Although exceed¬ 

ingly rare, this conflict can easily 

lead to a modron going insane, aban¬ 

doning its duties, and turning rogue. 

Other contradictions in experience, 

such as on the chaotic plane of 

Limbo, can also cause a modron to go 

TOgue. Even more rarely, the seeds of 

disobedience occur naturally within 

a modron, so that it growrs discon¬ 

tent with service to the bureaucracy 

as a whole, even without an outside 

contradiction confronting it. Sages 

theorize that perhaps Primus him¬ 

self plants these seeds in order to 

gain a further understanding of the 

universe. 

Whatever the cause, rogues are 

hunted down and destroyed without 

mercy by thdr fellow modrons. The 

racial opposition they feel against 

rogue modrons far surpasses .any 

they experience, even toward truly 

chaotic creatures such as the slaad. 

Of course, modrons are the epit¬ 

ome of bureaucracy. Even with bow 

reviled rogue modrons are, a rare pro¬ 

cess exists for modrons to be exiled. 

This occurs mostly in modrons, of 

quadrone level and above, since they 

have the intellect to sometimes real¬ 

ize their own rogue nature and begin 
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Fentachrone 

Monodrone's are notorious for per¬ 

forming a task until told to stop* If 

told to mine an area, they continue 

digging even long after any ore is 

gone and they axe chipping away 

at the very gears of Mechanus, if 

ordered to fight, they often con¬ 

tinue fighting anything, even each 

other if no enemy is still present, 

until ordered to stop* This single- 

minded and unceasing devotion can 

he frightening to h eh old. 

Approximately one third of all 

monodfones are not equipped With 

arms, but are winged instead* These 

messenger mono drones carry infor¬ 

mation throughout Meehanus, 

Sigil, and ah the planes. Since hier¬ 

arch modrons can communicate 

Lelepathically over large distances 

witliin Regulus, messenger modrons 

are actually more common outside 

of Regains than within it. 

Duodrone: .Although not as plen¬ 

tiful as monodrones, duod rones 

are very common. They supervise 

monodTones when necessary, and 

can perform either somewhat more 

complex tasks that require, moder¬ 

ate decision-making, ox perform 

two separate very simple tasks. This 

often includes an ongoing task 

{such as watching a location for 

nonniodron arrivals, or collecting a 

certain type of item when found), 

and specific short-term mis¬ 

sions (such as constructing 

a building). Furthermore, 

duod rones are remark¬ 

ably strong for their 

size, and are given 

many manual 

labor tasks that 

involve the need 

for greater strength 

than the mono- 

drones possess. 

Tridrone: 

Tfidrones are often 

supervisors of 

duo drones and 

monodrones. 

They can handle 

even greater tasks 

and can coordi¬ 

nate limited resource 

and decision making, 

their excellent climbing 

all-around vision capability, they are 

commonly used as scouts and guards 

on the borders of Regains. Although 

.a mas sive force of $p ear-wielding 

menadiones can be intimidating, the 

tridrone's ability to throw numerous 

javelins and wield multiple weapons 

can make them a fighting force just as 

deadly and with far fewer numbers* 

Quadroon Quadrones are the 

archetypical modrons and, along with 

the overly plentiful monodr ones, are 

the caste most commonly thought 

of when discussing modrons* There 

are two reasons tor this. First, since 

quadrones can handle the complex¬ 

ity of social tasks and flexibility in its 

decision-making, they are die race’s 

primary contact with nonmodrons. 

Secondly, given how closely quadrones 

work with nonmodrons, modrons who 

are intentionally exiled are converted 

to a sort of quadrone form. Standard 

quadrones are even more capable 

in battle Qian tridrone % and are 

more than a match for most human 

warriors. On top of their individual 

abilities, their coordination makes 

the petition process 

before they are discovered 

and destroyed. Tridrones 

and lower castes typically 

realize what has happened 

to them too late, when a 

squad of pentadrones arrives to 

destroy them. 

Even among the Tare few 

begin the process, a very select num¬ 

ber are approved for exile* These 

exiles undergo a physical transfor¬ 

mation within the Mcdron Cathe¬ 

dral at the center of Regulus, 

which breaks their bond to 

the Energy PooL Tills trans¬ 

forms diem into a creature 

that resembles a quadrone, 

but with a few different char¬ 

acteristics (see the section on 

Rogue Modron Player Characters), 

Those sages who believe that Pri¬ 

mus often plants the seeds of conflict 

within some modrons also theorize 

that Primus himself approves those 

modrons for exile in order for them 

to explore the planes unhindered by 

the rigidity of modron duties. 

Sase fvfoclxon 
Roles 
Those who travel the planes are most 

likely to encounter one of the five 

types of base modrons* Each of these 

modron castes fills a specific role 

within modron society. 

Mono drone: The raonodrones are 

the general laborers of the modrons. 

Projects are ideally broken up into 

as many small tasks as possible, 

and those further subdivided until 

a whole battalion of mono drones 

can undertake very simple single 

tasks, which together have larger, 

more complex benefits fox the race. 

Although this requires a great deal 

of modrons, mono drones are plen¬ 

tiful, comprising more than half 

the entire race. Nonmodrons near 

or within modron territory can 

certainly attest to this. With mono- 

drones performing so many duties 

with no supervisory role, in any given 

location mo no drones could out¬ 

number other modrons three to one. 
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them an unflinchingly organized 

lighting force and capable com¬ 

manders of any lesser modrones. 

Pentadrone: Pentadrone s are 

the highest caste and most power¬ 

ful of the base modrons. They act 

as the interniediaries between the 

hierarch and base modrons. Their 

combat prowess certainly outstrips 

any other base modron, but they 

are quite rare in modron armies. 

This is because, second to acting 

as intermediary to the hierarchs, 

pentadrones typically focus their 

martial abilities on other modrons. 

Squads of pentadrones ate the pri¬ 

mary means of hunting down and 

executing rogue modrons. Indi¬ 

viduals and small groups that infil¬ 

trate Regulus to cause trouble also 

quickly find themselves on the 

receiving end of the pentadronesJ 

paralysis gas attack 

LIVING CONSTRUCT 
Originally appearing in the £b£rj?0n Campaign Setting (page 23), a living construct 

ts a subtype of construct, a created being given sentience and free will through 

powerful and complex creation enhancements. Living constructs combine aspects 

of both constructs and living creatures, as detailed below. 

Features: A living construct derives its Hit Dice, base attack bonus progres¬ 

sion, saving throws, and skill points from the class it selects* 

Traits: A living construct possesses the following traits (unless otherwise 

noted in a creaturek^ntry); 

—'Unlike other constructs, a living construct has a Constitution score* A living 

construct does not gain bonus hit points by she but gains (or loses) bonus bit 

points through its Constitution modi her as wilh other living creatures, 

—Unlike other constructs, a living construetddes not have low-light vision 

or dark vision, 

'—Unlike other constructs, a living construct is not immune to mind- 

affecting effects* 

—Immunity to poison* steep effects, paralysis, disease, nausea, fatigue, 

exhaustion, and energy drain. 

—A living construct cannot heal damage naturally. 

—Unlike other constructs. Jiving constructs are subject to critical hits, 

effects requiring a Fortitude save, death from massive damage, rronle- 

thal damage, ability damage, ability drain, death effects, and necro¬ 

mancy effects. 

—kving constructs can be affected by spells that target living 

creatures as well as by those that target constructs. Darriage dealt 

to a living construct can be healed by a cure light wounds spdl or a 

repair light damage spell, for example, and a living construct is vulnerable to 

a harm spell. However, spells from the healing subschool provide only half 

effect to a living construct. 

—A living construct responds slightly differently from other living crea¬ 

tures when reduced to d hit points, A living construct that has o hit points 

is disabled* just like a living creature. He can only take a single move 

action or standard action in each round, but strenuous acLtvity does not 

risk further injury. When his hit points are less than o and greater than 

-id, a living construct Is inert* He Is unconscious and helpless, and he 

cannot perform any actions. However, an inert living construct does not 

lose additional hit points unless more damage is dealt to him, as. with a 

living creature that is stable* 

—Can be raised, or resurrected, 

—Does not need to eat. sleep, or breathe* but can still benefit from the effects 

of consumable spells and magic items such as hew-sj/rasi and potions. 

—Does not need to sleep, but must rest for 8 hours before preparing spells* 

Lysiology 
While the other outer planar races 

that exemplify a specifi c alignment- 

demons, devils, celestials, slaadi, and 

so on—all possess the outsider type, 

modrons are constructs. As with so 

many other aspects of the modron 

13.ee, sages disagree over their nature. 

Some say they are a version of proto- 

inevitahle that discovered a way to 

bond with their Energy Pool and 

consequently split off and thrived 

as their own race. Others believe 

they were once "Beings of Belief” 

(the current vogue term among pla¬ 

nar academics for outsiders) shaped 

over generations by Mechanus 

itself They often cite ancient works 

about encounters with the modrons 

that depicted them more as pure 

geometrical objects, and not the 

clockwork beings witnessed now. 

Regardless of their origin, 

modrons are constructs* Rather than 

powered by elemental energies like 

many golems or a need to enforce 

the lawTs of Lhe universe like inevita¬ 

bles, modrons are given life by order 

itself For at the center of Regulus, 

the heart of the modron hierarchy 

lies the modron Energy Pool, where 
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Primus himself rises and all modrons 

(except rogues) chaw power. 

Tvfodron Advaxicemexit 
The effect of the Energy Pool becomes 

apparent when examining modron 

life cycles. With the destruction of a 

modron, including Primus kimselfj a 

modron of the next lower caste is pro¬ 

moted to fill that void. The modron 

undergoes a physical transforma¬ 

tion that lasts one day, after which it 

takes on all of the characteristics of a 

modron of the next higher caste* The 

promotion of a modron of the next 

lower caste fills the new void, and on 

down through the castes. At the end 

of the chain, a new monodrone is 

birthed from the Energy Pool, com¬ 

pleting the process, 

Ondrild, a now deceased wizard 

who studied modrons extensively, 

found through complex experimen¬ 

tation that destroyed modrons send 

their life energy back to the Energy 

Pool, and that each advancing modron 

subtly draws upon the pool to power 

its transformation* Ondrild believed 

he was close to discovering how the 

energy transfers (even between planes) 

when he was found murdered and his 

laboratory destroyed. It was no sur¬ 

prise to Ondrild's students that the 

killers apparently destroyed the lab in 

a very thorough and orderly manner* 

None of them carried on his research 

in modrons after that. 

Coxnxaunic at ion 
A unique characteristic of base 

modrons is dial the majority can only 

comprehend modrons of one caste 

above or below them. Monodrones, Fot 

example, believe, that duo drones are the 

only other modrons, and that all other 

castes are incomprehensible beings 

of order, much as many mortals view 

powerful celestials and fiends. Conse¬ 

quently, a tridrone can never directly 

communicate with a monodrone, and 

a pentad rone can never give an order 

to a tridrone or lower. 

This causes communication up and 

down the castes to be a long and inor¬ 

dinately complex process, much to the 

chagrin of those attempting to work 

with modron bureaucracy. On sev¬ 

eral occasions, formians believed this 

to be a critical ’weakness in modron 

defenses, but they found that with 

their ability to break complex activities 

into highly coordinated simple tasks 

modrons can mount a frighteningly 

effective defense extremely efficiently. 

With two simple commands of “kill all 

formians on sight" and "teU all lower- 

caste modrons these two orders,” 

modrons appear to defend against 

invaders at an exponential rate. With 

die battle won, tridxoncs and above, 

who can handle more than two tasks, 

even return to their other duties with 

little interruption. 

Furthermore, hierarch modrons 

within Regulus are able to communi¬ 

cate telepathic.ally with any intelligent 

being, including any modron of any 

caste. This, however, can often lead to 

misinterpretation on the part of the 

lower-caste mod-ron. trying to com¬ 

prehend the edicts of such an ordered 

being, which in turn has a chance of 

creating rogue modrons* Therefore, 

this form of communication is used 

rarely and with great care* 

Saying a Tvtodxori 
iaxacrex 

Although monodrones and duo- 

drones are unsuitable as player 
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TONY DITERLIZZI’S MODRON MEMORIES 
. ah proriefed by Tarry Dfleriizzi 

“IF you've had a .chance to see the Pun escape books (especially the early ones 

from ‘94), youll see something amazing that happened in RPGs: a new philoso¬ 

phy on how gaming booklets could be presented; It wasn’t just my art—it was 

the awesome concepts and story hooks, and the (then) state-of-the-art graphic 

design and production that made these gaming supplements stand out, II was 

about a great group of people who were really excited about creating some¬ 

thing new and imaginative for gamers who were tired of the usual haek-n-slash 

dungeon crawl,. And I was honored to be a part of it. 

fi\ did so much art back in those days* \ don't own much of it anymore, I sold 

most of it off to my loyal fans over the years at various cons. But there are a few 

gems that I still treasure and have to this dayT and among those are my drawings 

of the modrons. 

Hl remember designer Zeb Cook phoning me up while 1 was working on the 

campaign setting to tell me that they were toying with the idea of re-in [reduc¬ 

ing the modrons via Plan escape.-My response was,"Thoseweird little circle and 

square guys from Monster Mammi if?" 

"He replied, "Those -would be the ones/1 and encouraged me to revisit the con¬ 

cept behind them. I didt and knew right away that they HAD to be in Planescape* 

conti.Autfd on pam 42 



characters for all bul the most dedi¬ 

cated players, tridrones aod higher 

castes can he as playable as any other 

monstrous race. Exiled modxons go 

a step further and are particularly 

suited as player characters. 

Although typical modrons merely 

carry on their labors maintaining the 

gears of Regulus and do not advance 

in class levels, exceedingly rare 

modions can gain the experience 

necessary to advance in character 

classes rather than increasing castes 

and Hit Dice. These modrons are 

sent on the most dangerous missi ons 

and therefore have a rather shortlife 

expectancy. When a madron, is pro¬ 

moted to the next caste, though, it 

loses all class levels. 

Rogue HvfodhroxL Characters 
Rogue modrons free players from 

alignment restrictions and from 

having to follow the orders of the 

modron hierarchy. The drawback is 

th at the rest of the modron race wants 

to destroy them. Very quickly after 

someone discovers a rogue modron, 

"There was not a lot of visual exploration that I could afford to do. The 

deadline was very tight and we were all ru nning dangerously late (in fact, 

Art Director Peggy Cooper had waived my sketch stage and had me go 

straight to final art] What s leap of faith!) So I took one look at the origi¬ 

nal drawings and thought: Qz, Ilf make them look like they came right 

out of L Frank Baum's classic Wizard of Oz books (particularly Tik-Tok, 

one of my favorite characters from childhood). 

"Needless to say, Zeb and the crew up in Lake Geneva loved my 

designs. They used them in the campaign setting, and [modrones] 

frequently made appearances throughout the various game books. I 

remember artist Henry Higginbotham made a life-sized one For Gen 

Con one year it was the coolest thing id ever seen (though strangely 

no miniatures were done). 

"Anyways, I moved on from gaming to pursue my dream of creating 

fantastic tales for children, and did my last fully illustrated Planescape 

book. The Pf^peu/dfers Handbook, In rny New York City studio in 1996. 

Of course, there was a modron in it. 

"The rethinking of how a hackneyed or contrived character looks was a 

very big lesson for me. That type dfthinking is what ultimately fueled the 

designs of the faeries, trolls, and goblins that inhabit all of The Spidemiefc 

Chronides books that I did later on with author Holly Slack. And how did 

I meet Mrs. Black you might ask... 

"Well, she came out to interview me for a magazine on my artistic 

contribution to gaming, particularly Plan escape." 

“Tony DTTerlizzi 
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all modrons within Reg ulus know 

this and recognize the character as 

rogue on sight, Pentadrones then 

hunt down and attempt to assassinate 

the character, 

Eot campaigns set on the Mate¬ 

rial Plane, far from the Clockwork 

Nirvana of Mechanus, this becomes 

more viable. With the shake-ups cur¬ 

rently happening among the modron 

race, few pentadrones are assigned 

to destroy rogue base mod Tons that 

have fled the Outer Planes, 

Rogue modron personalities tend 

toward chaotic far more than lawful. 

Turning their backs on the modron 

race, they often seek out to prove 

their independence, even when it is 

not the wisest course of action. Rogue 

mo (Irons tend to either take com¬ 

mand or they simply ignore other 

authority figures. They might appear 

overly emotional, but close observa¬ 

tion shows that they are mostly going 

through the motions in an attempt 

to appear more emotional than they 

really are. Many rogue modrons 

seem identical in temperament to 

true modrons. The subtle flaws in 

these rogues can only be noticed by 

true madrons, and when pointed out 

can seem to border on the absurd. 

Rogue modrons can be from any 

caste (tridrone and higher) and can 

he any alignment and character class. 

See page 172 of the Dungeon MasiePs 

Gufcfr for rules on how to use specific 

modrons as a character race. 

ExiledModTcm Chairactexs 

Voluntarily exiled modrons also 

make fine player characters. With 

their bond to the modron Energy 

Pool broken they gain the living 

construct subtype, losing many of 

the powerful immunities of stan¬ 

dard constructs along with their Hit 

Dice. Essentially, exiled modrons 

begin their lives again with a few- 

faint memories of their pasL life. 

True modrons, and even many 

rogue modrons, view the exiles as 

they view any other nonmodron 

outsider. They are no better or worse 

than a human or tie fling. 

Although these characters have 

a range of personalities, they tend 

toward lawful alignment and still 

prefer to know the hierarchy of com¬ 

mand within any group they join. 

They differ from true modrons, 

however, in that they can be far moTC 

flexible and adapt to various newr 

situations without resorting to a set 

of standard procedures. Still being 

modrons, though, they often have 

difficulty comprehending illogical 

mortal ideas—like art, passion, or 

honor. This leads many to propose 

convoluted rationalizations or end¬ 

less interrogations of those who 

demonstrate such traits. 

Exiled modrons are not from any 

caste. They can be any alignment 

(although they tend toward lawful¬ 

ness) and any character class. Exiled 

modrons are always exactly 5 1/2 feet 

tall and weigh 400 pounds. 

Exiled Modron Racial Traits 

Exiled modron characters posses the 

following racial traits. 

- +2 Constitution, +2 Intelligence, 

—2 Dexterity, —2 Charisma 

• Medium size: As Medium crea¬ 

tures, exiled modrons have no 

special bonuses or penalties due to 

their size. 

- Construct (living): As living con¬ 

structs, exiled modrons differ from 

both other constructs as well as 

other living creatures. For details, 

see the "living Construct" sidebar 

on page 40. 

• Exiled modron base land speed is 30 

feet. Exiled modrons possess vesti¬ 

gial wings, but lack any flight ability. 

• Surprise vulnerability: Due to the 

conflict of free will and their innate 

sense of order, exiled modrons 

have a difficult time reacting to sur¬ 

prises. As such, they are considered 

flat-footed until the second turn in 

combats they did not initiate. They 

are still able to act on theiT first 

turn, but remain fiat-footed, 

- The durable shell of an exiled 

modrons grants acid, cold, and 

fire resistance 2. They also gain a 

+2 natural armor bonus. 
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statistics for a tertian, a type of frier- 

arch modron, appear on page 85 of 

Duncjson #144, 

MCodxoxi Traits 
A modron possesses the following 

(unless otherwise noted in a 

creature's entry)* 

—Resistance to acid, cold, and fire 10. 

—Ever alert, all modrons have a +2 

racial. bonus on listen and Spot checks. 

—Coordinated Ally (Ex) Modrons 

exceptionally well with other 

lawful allies. When successfully aided 

on a skill check or attack roll by a 

iawfuhaligned ally, or when aiding 

another lawfully aligned creature, 

they apply or gain a +3 bonus on their 

cheeks or attack rolls (instead of the 

normal +2 bonus). Furthermore, 

modrons gain a +4 bonus on attack 

rolls against an opponent flanked by 

lawful-aligned ally (instead of the 

normal +2' bonus). 

—Fixed Initiative (Ex) Modrons 

are rigid in their action, even in the 

* Exiled modrons retain some most chaotic situations* As a result, 

degree of their alien intelligence 

and hence receive a +2 racial bonus 

on all saving throws versus illu¬ 

sions and mind-affecting effects* 

• Exiled modrons take a -2 penalty 

on all Charisma-based skill checks 

made against chaotic creatures. 

- Exiled modrons gain a +2 racial 

bonus on Spot and Listen checks. 

- Exiled modrons cannot wear stan¬ 

dard armor or clothing, including, 

robes, vests, and shirts. Such items 

have to be custom made to fit. 

* Automatic languages: Common, 

Bonus languages: Celestial, Gnome 

Infernal, and Modron. 

* Eavored Class: First class taken. 

The class that an exiled modron 

takes its first level in becomes its 

favored class. 

• Level adj us txnent: +1. 

Bass fvfodxon 
Statistics 
Of the fourteen separate types of 

modrons {not including Primus), 

the five known as base modrons out¬ 

number all others by thousands. The 

a modrons initiative check is always 

equal to half its Hit Dice plus its Dex¬ 

terity modifier or other modifiers 

(like Improved Initiative)* When com¬ 

bat begins, a modron uses this num¬ 

ber as its initiative—it never rolls an 

initiative check. 

MONODRONE CR1/2 

A small spherical creature, its body cov¬ 

ered in metal plates and dominated by a 

single eye, amhks toward you on do tic- 

work legs. 

Always LN Small construct (extrapianar, 

lawful) 

Init -hi; Senses low-light vision, 

darkvlsion 60 fL; Listen +2, Spot +2 

Languages Modron 

AC 14, touch 12, Rat-fooled 13; Dodge 

(+1 size, +1 Dex, +2 natural) 

hp IS (I HD) 

Immune construe! traits 

Resist acid, cold, and fire resistance 10 

Fort+0, Ref+1. Will +0 

Weakness single task 

Speed 20 ft. {4 squares) 

Melee short sword +0 (ld4-HL/19-20) 

Melee slam +0 (ld3“l) 

Ranged Eight crossbow +2 (ld6/19-20) 

Base Atk +0; Grp—5 

Special Actions focused strike 1/day 

Abilities Str 8, Dex 13, Con —, Int 4, 

Wis 10, Cha 7 

SQ coordinated ally, fixed initiative (1) 

Feats Dodge 

Skills Craft (any one) +1, Listen +2, Spot +2 

Advancement by character class 

Focused Strike (Ex) Once per day, a 

monodrone can take an additional 

standard action in a round. This 

action must be identical to one 

it just performed. For example, a 

monodrone could make two melee 

attacks against the same target 

or, if a monodrone were to gain 

spellcasting ability, it could cast the 

same identical spell twice in the 

same round targeted on the same 

creature or location (assuming it is 

capable of casting the spell more 

than once). It could not, however, 

move, make an attack, and then 

move again (as the moves do not 

immediately follow one another). 

Single Task (Ex) Monodrones are 

only able to focus on a single task 

at a time* This tightened focus in 

combat translates to only being 

able to engage a single opponent in 

combat. Once it attacks a creature, 

the monodrone continues fighting 

the same creature until destroyed, 

its opponent is defeated, or it is 

ordered to attack another target. A 

monodrone cannot attack any other 

creatures except its target, even if 

they provoke attacks of opportunity* 

Messenger Monodrones 

Messenger monodrones have the fol¬ 

io wing modifications: 

Speed 20 ft. (4 squares), fly 40 ft 

(average) 

Melee slam +0(ld4-l) 

Special Actions focused strike t/day, 

recite message 

Retite Message (Ex) Messenger 

modrons can be dictated a message 

in any language up to 1 minute in 

length. They then carry that message 

until a superior (a higher caste 

modron or an arcane spelteaster 
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who summoned the monodrone 

as a familiar) either dictates a new 

one or orders the current message 

forgotten. Monodrones do not 

understand messages not in the 

modron language but can still recite 

them exactly, regardless of language. 

Monodrones cannot be used to cast 

spells in this manner, even those with 

only verbal components. 

Strategies and Tactics 
Individually, monodron.es are not 

very effective in combat. When 

encountering any form of aggres- 

siont even verbal, they flee and report 

to other modrons in the vicinity 

unless they outnumber their oppo¬ 

nents by at least three to one. 

In sufficient numbers, howeverr 

monodrones can be devastating. 

Even with their lowT intelligence, 

they still naturally coordinate their 

attacks, surrounding those who 

appear to be the greatest threats 

first and concentrating their 

attacks. If ordered to attack by a 

superior, they fight to the death 

without wavering. 

Messenger monodxones never 

fight unless they face no other option 

or are ordered to fight. 

DUODRONE CR1 

17m awkward blocky creature is roughly 

humanoid shafe, ambling on a pair of 

thin mechanical legs. Two rectangular 

segments make up its form. A face on the 

upper one studies you closely. 

Always LN Small construct (extra plan a r, 

lawful) 

Init-Jj; Senses low-light vision, 

darkvisron 60 ft.; Listen +3, Spot +3 

Languages Modron 

AC 15t touch ID, flat-footed 15 

(+1 size, -1 Dex, +5 natural) 

hp2l [2 HD) 

Jmmurie construct traits 

Resist add, cold, and fire resistance 10 

Fort +0, Ref-1, Will +0_ 

Speed 20 ft. (4 squares) 

Melee mwk spear+4 (ld8+4/x3) 

Ranged mwk spear -1 (ld§+3/*3) 

Base At k +1; <3rp +1 

Special Actions surge of strength 

Abilities Str 16, Dex 9, Con —, Int 6, Wis 

10, Cha 8 

SQ coordinated ally, fixed initiative (0) 

Feats Monkey Grip1* 

Skills Craft (any one) +1, Listen +3, Spot +3 

Advancement by character class 

*From Complete Wdrrror, can use a 

weapon one size larger than its size 

with no extra effort. 

Surge of Strength (Ex) As a swift action 

once per day, a duodrone can gain a 

+4 bonus to its Strength. This bonus 

lasts until the duodrone's next turn. 

Strategies and Tactics 
Duodrones are not afraid of combat 

and fight to defend themselves even 

without orders. If vastly outnumbered, 

one usually leaves to warn, others 

while the rest stand and fight, even, as 

a delaying tactic. They have no fear of 

death since they are dimly aware that 

they will return to the Energy Pool and 

be reborn. 

As with all modrons, duodrones 

naturally coordinate their attacks but 

are more apt to split up and attempt 

to weaken as many foes as possible. 

They often start off with their surge of 

strength in order to make themselves 

appear even stronger than they already 

are in hopes of either finishing their 

opponent quickly or scaring them off. 

TRIDRONE CRB 

A bimm ^amid-shaped creature stands 

h fore you. Each of its three sides sports a 

single eye, mouth, and javelin-wielding 

arm, and the creature constantly rotates 

to view you with a different eye. Although 

seemingly made of flesh underneath, it is 

covered in metal plates and its limbs appear 

more clockwork than natural 

Always LIST Medium construct 

(extraplanar, lawful) 

Init +1; Senses all-around vision, low- 

light vision, darkvision 60 ft.; Listen 

+3, Spot+10 

Languages Common, Modron 

AC 14, touch'll, flat-footed 13 

(+1 Dex, +3 natural) 

hp 36(3,HD), 

immune construct traits 

Resist acid, cold, and fire resistance 10 

Fort+1, Ref+2, Will +2 _ 

Speed 30 ft. (4 squares), climb 30 ft. 

Melee 3 mwk shortspear +3 (ld6+2) 

Ranged 3 mwk shortspear +2 (ld6+2) 

Base Atk +2; Grp +4 

Abilities Str 14, Dex 13, Con —, Int 10, 

WIs 12, Cha 10 

SQ coordinated ally, fixed initiative (2) 

Feats Combat Reflexes, Multiweapon 

Fighting 

Skills Listen +3T Search +S, Spot +10, 

Survival +5 

Advancement by character class 

All-Around Vision (Ex) The sensory 

organs on all sides of a tridrone allow 

it to look in any direction, bestowing 

a +4 racial bonus on Spot and Search 

checks. Opponents gain no flanking 

bonuses when attacking a Eridrone. 

Strategies and Tactics 
Tridrones focus on movement and 

using the terrain to tactical advan¬ 

tage. In caverns and inside buildings, 

they often climb the walls and drop 

down upon their enemies. Further¬ 

more, they typically begin combat 

by throwing their javelins and then 

charging into meiee. 

Sin ce they spend much of their time 

exploring or working on the edges of 

Mechanics gears, tridrones tend to be 

more solitary than the other modrons. 

Due to tins, they are moie apt to fight 

as individuals rather than as a coordi¬ 

nated whole. Given their preference for 

continually darting about during com¬ 

bat and their near identical appearance, 

a group of attacking tridrones can be 

very difficult to fight effectively. 

QUADRONE CR 4 

A creature the size of a hitman with a cube- 

shaped body marches nearby. Eyes on every 

side of the cube ivafchyou as h passes. With 

its four arms, it carries hvo bows, one warily 

aimed toward you and the other scanning 

hack and forth an the thorite side. 

Always:LN Medium construct 

(extraptanar, lawful) 

init +4; Senses all-around vision, low- 

light vision, darkvlston 60 ft., Listen 

+12, Spot +12. 
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Languages Common, Modron 

AC 19, touch 14, flat-footed 15 

{+4 Dex, +5 natural) 

hp 47 (5 HD) 

Immune construct traits 

Resist acid, cold, and fire resistance 10 

Fort+1, Ref+5, WilI+3_ 

Speed 30 ft. (4 squares) 

Melee 2 mwk longsword +5 (ldS+3) 

Ranged 2 mwk longbows +7 (Id8/x3) 

Base Atk +3; Grp +5 

Abilities Str 16, Dex IB, Con —-, Int 14, 

Wis 15, Cha 12 

SQ coordinated ally, fixed initiative (6), 

modron leader, repetitive attack 

Feats Multiweapon Fighting, Weapon 

Focus (longbow) 

Skills Craft (any one) +6, Diplomacy +2, 

Knowledge (any two) +6, Listen +12, 

Sense Motive+11, Spot+12 

Advancement by character class 

All-Around Vision (Ex) The sensory 

organs on all sides of a quadrone 

allow it to look in any direction, 

bestowing a +4 racial bonus on Spot 

and Search checks. Opponents gain 

no flanking bonuses when attacking 

a quadrone. 

Modron Leader (Ex) Quadrones are 

capable of giving orders to any 

modron of a lesser caste. 

Repetitive Attack (Ex) If a quadrone 

makes a full-attack action against the 

same target on consecutive turns, it 

gain a +2 bonus on its attack rolls. 

Changing targets or performing any 

other action causes the quadrone to 

lose this bonus. 

Winged Quadrones 
Winged quadrones have the follow¬ 

ing mo difica don s: 

Speed 30 ft (6 squares), fly 30 ft. (poor) 

Ranged mwk longbow +9 (Id8/x3) 

Feats Two Weapon Fighting, Weapon 

Focus (longbow) 

Strategies and Tactics 
Quadrones are the lowest caste to 

have significant intelligeiice and the 

capability to strategic and plan. With 

this, they can be incredibly effective, 

balancing ranged attacks with there 

two longbows against deadly assaults 

with their short swords. 
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In groups of mixed castes, they 

are well aware of the capabilities of 

lesser castes and order them to attack 

according to their particular strengths. 

Furthermore, given that they interact 

with outsiders more than the other 

castes, quadrones are often aware of 

the strengths and weaknesses of other 

races and, being neither good nor evil, 

don't hesitate to use every advantage 

possible to crush their opponents. 

They fight furiously not out of brutal¬ 

ity or a desire for glory, but from pure 

efficiency. Orders must be obeyed, 

buildings must be constructed, and 

enemies must be defeated. This struc¬ 

ture is implicit in a quadroneh under¬ 

standing of these concepts. 

PENTADRONE CR 5 

L% a clockwork starfish on rickety but 

strong tegs, the creature strolls 

forward, A single eye sits on each append¬ 

age and a small tube on the top of the 

creature slowly and subtly angles toward 

you, Glancing in every direction, the crea¬ 

ture regards you carefully. 

Always LN Med [urn construct 

(extraplanar, lawful) 

Init +2; Senses all-around vision, low- 

light vision, darkvlsion 120 ft.; Listen 

+12, Spot+16 

Languages Celestial, Common, Infernal, 

Modron 

AC 21, touch 12, flat-footed 19 

(+2 Dex, +9 natural) 

hp S3 (6 HD) 

Immune construct traits 

Resist acid, cold, and fire resistance 20 

Fort+2, Ref+4, Will +6_ 

Speed 30 ft (4 squares) 

Melee slam +10 (2d6+9) 

Base Atk +4; Grp +10 

Attack Options paralysis gas 

Abilities Str 22, Dex 12, Con —t Int 17, 

Wis 16, Cha 16 

SQ coordinated ally, fixed initiative, 

levitation gas 

Feats Alertness, Blind-Fight, Combat 

Reflexes, Tra'ck 

Skills Gather Information +4, Hide +11, 

Knowledge (any one) +9, Listen +12, 

Search +ll(.Spot + 16, Survival +11, 

Tumbjfe+8# I 

Advancement by character class 

All-Around Vision (Ex) The sensory 

organs on all sides of a pentadrorte 

allow it to look in any direction, 

bestowing a +4 racial bonus on Spot 

and Search checks. Opponents gain 

no flanking bonuses when attacking 

a pentadrone. 

Paralysis Gas (Su) Pentad rones can emit a 

30-foot line of paralysis gas. Creatures 

caught within the area must make a 

DC 16 Fortitude save or be paralyzed 

for2d4 rounds.The DC is Charisma- 

based. After a pentad rone uses its gas 

emitter to spray paralysis gas, it can not 

use it again for levitation or paralysis 

gas for 5 rounds. 

Levitation Gas (Su) Pentad rones possess 

a gas emitter that, when aimed 

downward, allows them to float as 

per a levitate spell cast by a 5th level 

wizard. After a pentad rone levitates 

in this manner, it cannot use its gas 

emitter to levitate or spray paralysis 

gas for 5 rounds. 

Strategies and Tactics 
As the most advanced of the base 

modrons, pentadiones have a com¬ 

plex set of responsibilities. They 

must interpret and pass down orders 

from the hierarchs to the hundreds 

of thousands of quadrones (and then 

onto the millions of other lesser 

modrons), and they must hunt down 

and destroy their own kind when 

they turn rogue. To manage these 

duties, pentadrones are introspective 

and deeply analytical. They attempt 

to study every obstacle carefully for 

all possible solutions, whether faced 

with a river with no bridge or being 

severely outnumbered by n pack of 

demons looking for a plaything. 

Once they decide on a plan, they 

immediately launch their assault. 

The dramatic shift from quiet obser¬ 

vation to sudden attack can be quite 

effective in catching opponents oft 

guard. Unlike the monodrones and 

duo drones and to a lesser extent 

the tridrones and quadionest pen* 

tadTones constantly re-evaluate their 

plans and are capable of abandoning 

a plan already in action to pursue 
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MODRONLORE 
Characters with bardic knowledge or ranks in Knowledge (the planes.) 

can learn more about rnodrons. As there are numerous different kinds of 

madrons, add l he listed modlfer to the CH of Lhe rood ton you Ye seeking 

information about to determine I he check’s DC. 

Knowledge (the Planes) 

DC Result 

to +CR You can identify the creature you're facing as a modron, a 

construct native to the Clockwork Nirvana of Mechantls, 

This result reveals all construct traits. 

15 + CR Mod to ns are strictly hierarchical and literal creatures, highly orga¬ 

nized, but inflexible This result reveals the caste of the modron 

before you and its role within the modron hierarchy, 

zp +GR Every few hundred years an army of madrons leaves thier home 

city, Regulus, to. traverse the planes in an event called the Great 

Modron March. You know one or two special abilities of the 

modron before you. 

25 + CR -Events of ^reconcilable chaos or obvious breakdowns of their 

racial bureaucracy cause some modrons to leave Meehan us and 

venture off on their own. This result reveals if a. modron is a true 

modron, a rogue modron, or an exile. 

30 + CR The leader of the modrons ts a godlike being called Primus. This 

result allows you to Identify, any of the nine castes of hierarch 

modrons. 

another. Again, these shifts axe typi¬ 

cally dramatic and sudden. 

Knowing their importance among 

the base modrons, pentadrones 

have a stronger survival instinct 

than other modrons and withdraw 

from fights to save themselves. As 

with so many aspects of modron 

life, this can easily be interpreted 

as an emotional act, but in reality, it 

is merely the most logical course of 

action in many circumstances. If the 

situation dictates that staying in the 

fight, even at the cost of its own life, 

would have the greatest outcome for 

other modrons, then a pentadrone 

fights with as much determination 

as the single-minded monodrone. 

They fully understand the signifi¬ 

cance of the EneTgy Pool and know 

that the destruction of their current 

form is only temporary. 

Jzy&etmnm£% with Base 
h/ied&Gms 
Within Keguius, modrons are seen 

everywhere. Outside of that realm, 

however, they are extremely rare but 
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typically travel in squads, legions, or 

massive marches. 

Messenger (EL 1): Messenger 

mo no drones are used frequently to 

communicate with modrons trav¬ 

eling throughout the planes, espe¬ 

cially the Material Plane, They also 

are quite useful as familiars. 

A messenger monodrone carries 

a message from its wizard master 

to his arcanist guild. The message 

concerns a number of devils wTho 

appear Lo be constructing a pla¬ 

nar portal to open into the arcan- 

ist guild tower with the assistance 

of someone within the guild. The 

monodrone is captured, though, by 

another young and brash sorcerer 

in a misguided attempt to “train” it 

to be his familiar. 

Serial Killer (EL 5): Many 

modrons tainted by Tenebrous 

have willingly accepted the evil he 

left within them, and have turned 

their orderly minds toward hei¬ 

nous acts, 

A tridrone among those infected by 

Tenebrous has fully embraced its new 

evil yearnings. It has traveled to the 

Material Plane and roams the dark 

alleys of a major city, brutally killing 

the weak and forgotten. Since the killer 

solely strikes at the poor and neglected, 

the City Watch only makes half-hearted 

attempts at investigation. Coupled with 

the fact that the tridxone thoroughly 

plans each attack, the Watch lias not 

been able to do anything to curtail Llie 

minders. The homeless and poor call 

the tridrone Maniel the Silent Death, 

after a villain of local folklore. The 

tridrone lias been perfecting its kill¬ 

ing abilities for months and has gained 

three levels of ranger with a favored 

enemy of humans. 

Rogue Hunters (EL 9): Modrons 

often travel in small groups to hunt 

down and destroy modrons that 

have turned rogue. 

A pack of modrons led by a pen¬ 

tadrone aie hunting down a rogue 

modron. The hunting party consists 

of one pentadrone, four quadrones, 

two tridrones, and two duodrones. 

The rogue qnadrone, who has taken 

the name Cubdian the Bright, has 

turned to the path of goodness 

and devoted himself to Pelon He 

stands little chance against the pack 

of modrons and desperately flees 

for Ms life. 

B&§e Ecology 
Mono drones are genderless and 

spawn directly from the great modron 

Energy Pool Modrons of all other 

castes are promoted horn a lower caste 

and undergo, a physical and mental 

change to match the new caste. They 

lose all abilities and class. levels and 

appear as an ordinary member of their 

new caste. All modrons draw power to 

survive and for then transformations 

between castes from the Energy Pool 

within Regulus. 

Environment Modrons live on 

the Clocltwork Nirvana of Mechanus 

largely within the realm of Regulus. 

Outside of Regulus, they can be found 

wherever their mission leads them 

and favor no particular environ¬ 

ments. Tridrones and pentadrones 

are more suited for treacherous 



terrain and harsh conditions than the 

other castes and therefore are more 

prevalent in those areas than the 

other castes are. 

Typical Physical Characteristics: 

Mo dr o ns look like a cross between 

do dework creatures and living 

flesh. Their bodies are shaped like 

geometric objects with spindly arms 

and legs. They have no visible noses 

ox ears, but can smell and hear nor¬ 

mally through other small orifices 

hidden on their various faces. 

Monodrones are spheres with a 

single eye and month. Messenger 

monodrones have small mechani¬ 

cal wings in place of arms. Mono- 

drones stand 2 feet tall and weigh 

40 pounds. 

Duodrones are flat and rectan¬ 

gular in shape, with a single rather 

normal face with a pair cf eyes. They 

also possess small wingst and are 3 

feet tall and weigh 120 pounds. 

Tridrones are shaped like inverted 

pyramids, with a flat triangnLar top and 

spindly appendages sprouting below. 

In addition, on each of the other three 

faces of the pyramid, the tridrone has 

a single eye and mouth. Tridrones axe 

4 feel tall and weigh 350 pounds. 

Quadrones are cubes with only 

two legs and either four arms or two 

arms and two wings. They have a pair 

of eyes an d a mouth on every face of 

the cube—even the base and top. 

Quadrones' cubical bodies are 6 feet 

tall and their large blockish forms 

weigh 500 pounds, 

Pentadrones are shaped like a five- 

pointed starfish, with thick append¬ 

ages drooping down from a central 

high point. Each appendage possesses 

a single eye and mouth. In the center 

of the appendages stand five legs and 

a spherical gas emitter. They lack any 

arms but are able to use their append¬ 

ages for grasping objects as necessary. 

Pentadrones stand just over 7 feet tall 

and weigh 500 pounds. 

Alignment: True modrons; are 

logic and order incarnate and 

therefore are all lawful neutral. Any 

that deviate from this are exiles or 

rogue modrons, the latter of which 

are hunted and destroyed. 

Topical Treasure 

Modrons rarely cany coins or goods. 

Outside ReguiuSj modrons axe 

equipped with the standard level 

of items. Within Regulus, modrons 

only carry what items are necessary 

for their duty. Consequently, unless 

specifically placed on guard duty 

or hunting for rogue modrons, a 

modron is not armed. 

hfodrtms with Class Xevols 
Ttue and rogue modrons have no 

favored class. All mulfidassing between 

standard classes causes an experience 

penalty. Rogue modron clerics still 

tend toward lawful deitiest but shifted 

toward either good or evil. Rogue 

modrons are wary of lawful neutral 

deities who might feel obligated to 

turn the rogues over to Primus. 

Tridrone level adjustment: +3. 

Quadrone level adjustment: +4. 

Pentadrone level adjustment: +5. 

Fox Placer Characters 
All base modrons can work as sum¬ 

moned monsters, while mo no drones 

might appeal to PCs as familiars. 

Summoning Modrons 
As a lawful-aligned spell, spdlcasters 

can summon modrons using the fol¬ 

lowing summon monster spells. 

Monodrones as Familiars 

A mono drone familiar can be sum¬ 

moned using the Improved Familia 

feat [Dungeon Marier’s Guide, 200). A 

arcane speflcaster must be lawful- 

aligned and at least 5th level to acquire 

a mono drone familiar. 2 

Tridrone 

ModFon 

Monodrone 

Duodrone 

Tri drone 

Quadrone 

Pentadrone 

Summon 

Monster level 

1st level list 

5th level list 
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all them the Elder. 
\.... p 

/ Bom in the morning of the world, 

/ witnesses to a thousand fid] moons 

and c ounfie s s sun s els, to th e m eve n 

the ebb and flow of the glaciers seems 

but a single beat of the world's heart. 

Within the span of their extraordinary 

lifetimes empires rise up to cast their 

shadows across the landscape only to 

yield beneath the weight of years, leaving 

nothing but a few crumbling ruins and 

the whisper of myth as their legacy. 

The Elder, those who endure, who per¬ 

severe as the grist of ages shapes and 

molds the world, walk hand in hand 

with history. 

Whether fee-willed undead, 

eternal elf long-lived monster, 

or something even more 

bizarre, playing an Elder 

character demands special 

consideration. This article 

offers you the tools you 

need to create such an Elder, 

a character old beyond ages. 

Am mrazz 
BEAUTY 
Although the rules pre¬ 

sented in this article 

ibcus on those who have 

lived for a thousand 

years or more, many of 

the concepts are applicable 

to any character who has sur¬ 

vived beyond the normal life 

expectancy of her race. You 

must, however, first work 

out how your character 

managed to achieve her 

status as an Elder charac¬ 

ter by selecting between 

two broad choices. 

YWlf| wem OWf 
Exactly what constitutes an Elder character depends a 

great deal upon the life expectancy of your campaign 

world's typical inhabitants. Elder characters possess a 

special perspective, the detachment that comes from 

watching many generations of shorter-lived folk take 

their moment in the sun only to wither and lade away. 

Seeing these ephemerals forge great empires and tow¬ 

ering monuments to their glory only to disappear, 

swallowed by the ages, leaves Elders uniquely con¬ 

scious- of the impermanence. of all thing's—even the 

deities themselves. A human, with a maximum age of 

about a hundred years, would likely consider the mists 

of history quite a bit closer to the present day then an 

elf capable of living well into her eighth century. 

IN 

Your character possesses 

a life span typical for her race, 

but, for one reason or another, was 

born long ago. Rather than while away the ages 

between the' time of her birth and the present' day she 

somehow managed to skip over the intervening centu¬ 

ries. The method by which your character found hex way 

into future could serve as interesting fodder for cam¬ 

paign and plot development Consider the three possi¬ 

bilities outline cl below. 

Catapulted Forward: Something, an explosion im the 

lab, a botched sacrificial rite, or perhaps breaking £ magi¬ 

cal bottle filled with fire raw essence of time, cast your 

character out of her normal era and propelled her into 

the distant future. This works particularly well if other 

creatures arrived with her—perhaps personal enemies, 

vulnerable dependents, or villains wifii;truly sinister plans 

for this new era. E 

Proven in Time: Your character ran afoul of some- 
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I 

DMs who favor consistency in their campaigns might find this discussion a ■ 
Ifttie vague. One simple way to bring clarity to things comes from creating ; 

new special quality, endless, and assigning it to those creatures you consider^ 

particularly longdrved in your campaign. Depending upon the nature of the J 

creature and your intent as the DM, this special quality could apply to every f 

member of the species, a select group of elders or perhaps only those who:| 

fou nd some way to cheat death. Remember, this special quality does not granffl 

imrrfortality, rather it gives those enjoying it the ability to^live until killed/* still F 
leaving them vulnerable to attack, the rigors of disease, and accidents, 

‘ Endless (Esc)? A creature with this special quality ceases to age once jtj 

: achieves a certain point in its life cycle, most often sometime after reaching 

adulthood but prior to its equivalent of middle age. These creatures exis 

m a special kind of physiological stasis, counteracting all the consequences ; 

of advancing years that usually lead to frailty and eventually death. While/ 

they must still perform ail the necessary sustaining actions (eating, sleeping, 

breathing, and so on) normally demanded of their type, they never suffer j 
from any sort of physical deterioration or consequent reduction in Strength, 

Dexterity, and Constitution. Lacking this special insight into their own mor- 

and the incentive to find new, less taxing ways to deal with challenges, 

hey also never gain any improvements to thdir Intelligence, Wisdom, or* 

. Charisma due to advancing age. 

.. 

without kill I ng her. Be it an encoun¬ 

ter with, a basilisk, a temporal stasis 

spell, or a minor of li/e — 

from her perspective countless 

centuries passed in but an instant, 

leaving her forever exiled from her 

own era. This approach often leaves 

your character in the debt of whom¬ 

ever freed her, perhaps burdening 

her with many complications as the 

campaign progresses. 

Parasite: Somehow, the most 

important elements of your charac¬ 

ter—her personality, her soul—were 

preserved in an object or place until 

one day a person from the present era 

immortally without altering her fun¬ 

damental nature. Rather then become 

undead, she simply endured, the 

years mingling into decades and the 

decades into centuries. This approach 

gives yon the advantage of beginning 

play fully integrated into the present- 

Ihe process her host. If your character 

had no control over whether to pos¬ 

sess her host, maybe herself the victim 

of a botched curse, she could face the 

world, with her hands relatively dean. 

The guilt of stealing someone else's 

body, however, and perhaps the need 

to conceal her true identity from her 

host's friends and family, could serve 

as aninlieresting challenge, 

CHEATINH TH£ K£Ap£K 
Your character, somehow; in the dis¬ 

tant past, found a way to embrace 
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The easiest way to achieve this 

comes from giving your character the 

endless special quality (see sidebkr). 

Resources like the Monster Manual 

explicitly give a staggering life span 

to only a handful of creatures. For 

instance, the eldritch giant found 

in Monster Manual ill can live up to 

3,000 years, while dragons reaching 

the cusp of a miHenium find them¬ 

selves merely ancient, with the wyrm 

and great wyrm age categories yet to 

come. Despite this seeming scarcity, 

the rules suggest a number of other 

likely candidates. 

To create an ageless, monstrous 

character begin with intelligent, 

free-willed creatures lacking a Con¬ 

stitution score. Most notably drawn 

from 'the ranks of the • undead this 

also includes a handful of sentient 

constructs such as the dreadguard 

and the nimblewright from Monster 

Manual II. Creatures like these find 

the weight of ages less onerous 

than nibst other beings, weather¬ 

ing the grinding of the centuries 

like a mountain resists the wind 

and rain. 

Since the rules present many 

undead as templates, they prove 

particularly adaptable as ancient 

characters, allowing you to create a 

centuries-old Mch, an antediluvian 

vampire rogue, or a fighter who long 

ago became a death knight. Most of 

these templates impose a hefty level 

adjustment, however, and usually 

also demand an evil alignment, so 

they sometimes prove problematic. 

One fairly simple solution to this 

problem involves using the awaken 

undead spell as detailed in Lifrris 

Mortis, or perhaps a more powerful 

version permitting a wider range 

of Intelligence, Wisdom, and Cha¬ 

risma scores for its recipients. This 

spell should allow you to create a 

free-willed zombie or skeleton of 

any alignment, probably with a level 

adjustment of only +i. 

Next, consider those creatures who 

seem likely to view the passage of time 

as irrelevant or at worst a nuisance. 

While technically this includes most 

outsiders and elementals—ageless, 

eternal representatives of forces that 

transcend mortal frailties—their sta¬ 

tus as residents of planes far removed 

from the Material Plane generally 

make them unsuitable. Your best bet 

comes from the handful of outsiders 

with the native subtype, like janni, or 

creatures augmented with the shade 

template, who could conceivably 

spend countless centuries watching 

mortals scurry about. 

Any number of creatures firmly 

connected with nature, and the restless 

energy of the Material Plane, might 

find the notion of a life span measured 

in, mere centuries ridiculous, Treants, 

for instance, likely enjoy a longevity 

to outlast many generations of elves. 

Some fey—those connected to natu¬ 

ral phenomena less fleeting than even 
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^ Many BMs and players prefer to begm with Ist-tevel characters, relishing^ 

challenge of slowly, over the course of an entire campaign, advancing them to 

the heights of power and glory. When considering an Elder character with hun¬ 

dreds—if hot thousands—of years of living prior to the start of the campaign, 

this seems nearly impossible Especially since few, if any, of those creatures able tm 

£ achieve that kind of life span possess the sorts of powers and Hit Dice suitable for 

|; Istdevd characters. 

f ' Monster classes (such as those in Savage Specks) and the application erf similar ^ 

ic.€ ml£s to templates offers a solution to this problem. Such progressions make it 

i possible to generate even very powerful creatures as lst-level characters, requiring! 

f them to earn their more formidable abilities as they advance in levels, if you find 

§ metering any adventuring skills consider some of the possible explanations out- 

| lined below. All assume that your character at one time enjoyed greater power and " 

^ somehow lost ft 

yh Atrophied: Your character stopped using many of her abilities long ago and, 

i ' $bwly, over time, they faded away- Now, after decades of decline and decay, she 

JP. must start all over again, struggling to refeam what once came so naturally to her,11 
;. Cast Down: Perhaps due to bad luck, the machinations of an enemy, or divine 

f retribution, your character was stripped of most of her abilities, forcing her to 

* begin anew. This works particularly well when used with traditionally evil creatures 

*£: who recently chose to serve the cause of good. 

Reborn: Your character found herself on the brink of death or a similar catas- 

N tropheand discovered only one solution: a form of reincarnation. Although she 

. remembers the details of her old life she must learn how to use her abilities all 

- over again. 

Severed: While it made sense at the time, your character decided long ago to 

Jl fink most of her abilities to an object or place, leaving her with a fatal Achilles 

Ipheei. Nov/ she must pay the consequences. Driven away from her stronghold, 

| - 'her object of power destroyed or stolen, she must find new sources of energy 

Ll and strive for her revenge 

9mp&onm ewt&k 
Th e hammer of history shapes e very¬ 

one to a greater or lesser degree A 

person bom into a time of strife and 

deprivation presents a profoundly 

different face to the world than one 

who came to adulthood carefree and 

comfortable. Each person is like an 

unbroken chain, its links forged by 

events, meeting the future profoundly 

influenced by these earlier experi¬ 

ences. Even those with the memories 

ofamflleniuin behind them a till find 

themselves trapped within the steel 

web of th eir bwrn past. 

Each of the ancient backgrounds 

outlined here allows yon to create an 

character with a worldview uniquely 

affected by her: pqsl Some assume she 

spent her formative years learning 
|§... t 

trees—such as nymphs or 

might measure their lives in terms of 

eons rattier then years, 

Einally, consider the many creatures 

who, due to their reputation or role 

in folklore, seem ideal candidates for 

extended lifetimes. Any number of 

sinister creatures, including aboleths, 

doakers, and nagas could, thanks; to 

their innate biology or some pact 

with the forces of darkness, rack up 

countless centuries of life. On the 

other hand, if you prefer creatures that 

more closely mirror humans, malting 

it easier for them to east in a typical 

diameter upon creatures like hags, 

raksbasa or pure blood yuan-ti. Each 

of these could easily live through a 

thousand summers in a typical cam¬ 

paign world. 

the lore of vanished civilizations or 

worshiping lost deities. Others draw 

upon the sum total other Experiences 

over the centuries, mastering esoteric 

skills, building ale gen darv re putation 

or perhaps siruply developing a fero¬ 

cious will to live. All of them .require 

het to take the Wedded to History feat 

in order to gain any of the benefits of 

the background. 

pl|p|§ 
The temples lie in min, the idols 

nothing but dust. Where once a thou¬ 

sand voices cried out in adoration now 

only one remains to drive back the 

silence, Ytmr character began her life 

as a devotee of a mighty deity who has 

since almost completely disappeared 

from the mortal realm. The last ser¬ 

vant of a forgotten or perhaps dying 

entity1, she works tirelessly to bring 

about its return despite her secret fear 

that the world has moved on. 

Effect: A tiny fragment, the merest 

sliver, of your immortal patron main¬ 

tains a tenuous connection to the 

world through you, sometimes grant¬ 

ing a special insight into the nature 

of time and space. Once per day as 

a swift action, you may discover the 

consequences of an action prior to 

carrying it out, giving you the option 

of trying something else instead. This 

effect duplicates the spell augury, 

but it can only see i minute into the 

future. Your caster level lor this effect 

is equal to your character level, In 

addition, your insight grants you a +1 

b onus o n initiative che cks. 

o? immw 
Slipping effortlessly through history, 

molding events to her liking making 

arid breaking nations, your character 

enjoys a singular reputaiidh as a his¬ 

torical figure. Although much of your 

character's power and influence has 

waned over the years, the name still 

commands respect Inspiring some 

with feelings of radiant awe and oth¬ 

ers with shivers of almost supernatu¬ 

ral dread, ifer ability to in It lienee EhqjjdJ 

familiar with her past dtfeds server as 

one ofher potent assets. 



eventually passed 

Scholars tell us that in bygone eras mortals actually found a way to side 

doom decreed by the deities. A handful of the mightiest of magic worl<^| 

ers discovered a secret loophole in the law of dfeath, allowing them to endow 

those they cared about with a form of Immortality, albeit with a potentially J 

fatal vulnerability. Unfortunately, since they could not grant this boon to 

themselves directly, and distrusted their colleagues, all of these genius 

into the next life, taking their fantastic secret with them. 

E Nqc-fomancy 

Level: 5or/Wiz"9 

Components: V, S, F, XP. 

Casting Time: 1 hour * * 

’ Range: Touch 

Tai^efc Any living creature other then yourself 

D u ratio n: I nsta n ta n eo u s 
m 
l'' Saving Th row: Will n egates (h a rm I ess) 

>: Spell Resistance: Yes (Harm I ess) 
- 

pYjP create^ magical connection between a living creature and a small magicj 

; item like a. ring, pendant, or si ml tar trinket with a market price of at least 4,000 | 

gp. This forever eliminates any of the item's existing magical properties and 

causes it:to radiate a strong aura of necromancy. The recipient--of the spell 

f may draw upon the strange, inanimate resilience of this object, gaining the f 

endless special quality so long as she wears it (which occupies an Item slot on 

I thfc body). If she loses or otherwise removes this object, however, she begins to 

age again at the rate normal for her race and in addition suffers a -1 penalty 

1 Upon all saving throws. Against death effects she instead suffers a -2 penalty. 

, These penalties remain in effect until she once again carries the object on her , 

:J person. The connection she enjoys with this object makes it all but impossible 

jgtp destroy while she lives, requiring .theIntervention of a deity, contact with 

•art artifact, or similarly unusual circumstances to smash it Due to her special 

anneetion with it, the recipient of the spell always knows the approximate 

r location of her object so long as both are on the sa me plane. 

cus: Magic item with a market price of at least 4,000 gp. 

Effect: Whenever you make a Bluff, 

Diplomacy, or' Intimidate check 

against a target who knows your true 

identity you may add +3 to the roll. 

Having this fame, however^ comes 

with a price. Those who know of your 

past often call upon you to aid Lheir 

cause or side with them in conflicts. 

Bom in a Lime of glory; ofunfmamu ahl e 

wonder, your character mourns for all 

that was lost and pities those whomever 

of magic and reality that would bring 

tears of envy to the most learned of 

today's scholars, Somehow, when disas¬ 

ter claimed her homeland, she man¬ 

aged to survive, although sometimes, 

in her loneliness, she almost wishes 

her bones rested alongside those ofher 

long vanished peers. 

Effect: You possess a startling grasp 

of magical theory, pennitting you to 

work wonders that dazzle and amaze 

those bom in the present day. You 

may always treat Use Magic Device as a 

lasted the paradise she once called class skill and use it even if untrained, 

home She began her life as a resident Further, you only risk a mishap when 

of a legendary rivilization, eiij Dying an activating blindly if you fail y out check 

education in to the fundamental nature by 15 or m ore (instead of 10 or more). 
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Bom In the distant past, you 

: - enjoy a special insight or possess 

I uncanny abilities that distinguish 

^ you from those for whom the time 

l of your birth is at best nothing 

tibut a few memories passed down 

: th rou gh countless gene ratio n s. 

Prerequisite: You can only take 

l this feat at 1st level. 

$£ Effect: You may choose one of 

: the ancient backgrounds described 

fit in this article) gaining any special 

abilities that accompany it 

HAN P Of F&OPmCY 
Blessed—or maybe cursed—by the 

arbiters of destiny, your character 

grapples, often blindly, to ensure the 

fulfillment of a particular prophecy. 

Despite her longevity, her ages of 

diligent service, she greets each sun¬ 

rise kn owing that it might be her last, 

discarded by her unseen masters, 

her obscure purpose finally fulfilled. 

Sometim.es, in moments of weari¬ 

ness, when she realizes how little of 

the world ofher childhood remains, 

she cries out in frustration and con¬ 

siders simply letting the burden 

fall from her shoulders. She soon 

discovers that even that momentary 

rebellion served the greater plan, 

however, leading her to an inevitable 

destiny—and perhaps doom. 

Effect Despite your ignorance of 

your full roll in the prophecy you 

still possess the innate ability tq 

sense those tasked with thwarting 

you, Once per day, you may desig¬ 

nate one creature you face in com¬ 

bat as your rival and opposite. You 

receive va +2 bonus on attack rolls 

and opposed skill cheeks when 

facing that creature. 

One by one your character's con¬ 

temporaries fell to the wayside; too 

slow, too weak, unfit to endure the 

endless grind of years. Every tiring 

she knew, everyone she loved, van¬ 

ished into history, forgotten. Nowt 

V. 



only she remains, her* extraordinary 

will to exist pushing her forward 

through even the most ummagina- 

ble torment and trauma. 

Effect: You may draw upon your 

ferocious, savage tenacity to sustain 

yourself in times of crisis, although 

this leaves you feeling drained and 

dispirited afterward* You may, when 

making a fortitude or a Reflex saving 

throw, choose to use your Will save 

instead* However, this imposes a 

cumulative -i penalty on all subse¬ 

quent Will saving throws for the day. 

mmmm. 
While your character might resem¬ 

ble a typical member of h er race, she 

enjoys a perspective and physiol- 

ogy quite different from that of her 

modem counterparts. Atavistic, the 

hu al holdover from an earlier stage 

of evolution, she sometimes draws 

upon resources, both physical and 

mental that set her apart. Despite 

her origins she generally considers 

hers eh' fully inte¬ 

grated into the present 

era, making full u$e of equip¬ 

ment and magic available to her 

without any hesitation or fear. Note, 

this background only applies to the 

living and is unavailable to undead 

and similar creatures* 

Effect; Yout status as a precursor 

of the modern version of your face 

sometimes presents at momentary 

quirk of your physiology or psychic 

makeup that foils attacks designed 

to harm members of your race* You 

are not subject to attacks or effects 

geared specifically to Creatures 

of your type. This includes such 

things as a tanger's favored enemy 

bonuses, the extra damage bom 

bane weapons, and spell effects 

geared to one specific creature type 

(forinstance, charm person, since it 

decades of dab¬ 

bling she possesses 

a startling array of talents 

and skiffs, in eluding a facility 

for the rudiments of virtually any 

language* Witness of wonders to stir 

the heart and horrors to shock the 

ages, her resourcefulness borders 

upon the mythical 

Effect: You may attempt to use any 

trained-only skill even if you have 

no skill ranks in It, although you 

take a-2 penalty on the check. Fur¬ 

ther, you may try to communicate 

in any known language, requiring a 

successful DC 15 Intelligence check 

to get your meaning across. 

AN£i£NT 
the following feats grant yoiir Elder 

an even stronger tie to his past and. 

abilities that come from enduring 

countless ages* 

only affects humanoids). 

All members of your race consider 

you a distant, but revered, relative, 

Prerequisites: Wedded to History, 

WAMP£££k Effect: Shift, the initial attitude of 

Jaded, unflappable, in the course anyone of your race one step closer 

of y6ur character’s extraordinary: to helpful. In addition, you receive 

span of years she has encountered a +z bonus on Diplomacy checks dpr 

everything at least once* Nothing furfter shift the attitude^ of atiyote - 

race?\ surprises her anymore, and due to 

vsApril2007 
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The tutelage of your long-vanished 

homeland allows you to mimic the 

magical aura of others, including 

the creators of certain magical 

creatures. 

Prerequisites: Use Magic Device 

9 ranks, Wedded to History, golden 

ager background. 

Effect: You may, as a hill-round 

action that provokes -an attack of 

opportunity, attempt to imperson¬ 

ate the master or creator of a non- 

mtdligent creature of the undead 

ot construct type. This requires 

you to make a Use Magic Device 

check (DC 26 + HD of creature). If 

you succeed in tricking the creature 

you may then, as a standard action, 

command it to perform any task it 

is normally capable of performing 

so long as you succeed in another 

Use Magic Device check (DC = iq + 

HD of creature). You must make this 

check each round in which, it per¬ 

forms the commanded action, and 

if you should ever fail a check you 

must reestablish your false persona 

prior to issuing a new command. 

Special: The creature always rec¬ 

ognizes its true master, making it 

impossible for you to contrplit when 

in his presence. 

packet [am&xAi'l 
Your incessant combing of market¬ 

places and bazaars sometimes leaves 
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even you surprised by the 

contents of vour backpack. 

Prerequisites: Appraise 

1 rank, Wedded to history, wan¬ 

derer background. 

Effect: You may carry up to a maxi¬ 

mum of 10 gp/level worth of items 

without recording their exact nature. 

Tliis allows you to*—assuming you 

retain access to your gear—sub¬ 

sequently designate all or part of 

tliis amount to immediately add a 

desired item to your equipment list. 

You must spends hours shopping in 

a town to replenish this gear. 

Special: You must record an 

amount of weight occupied by 

this gear at the time of purchase 

and adjust your encimtb ranee 

accordingly. You may not acid an 

item to your equipment list if its 

weight exceeds the amount you 

allocated for this purpose. 

PAWN IN 

You are a mere plaything to cosmic 

powers that might never permit you 

the release pf death, although they 

take a toll in pain and suffering when 

you fail them. 

Prerequisites: Diehard, Endur¬ 

ance, Wedded to History, hand of 

prophecy background. 

Effect: Whenever you fall prey 

to an attack that reduces you horn 

positive hit points to -10 or fewer, 

or you fail a saving throw to resist a 

death attack, make a Fortitude saving 

throw' (DC 25-your level). If you suc¬ 

ceed* you take 2 points of Strength 

and Constitution drain, but find 

yourself alive with 1 hit point, 

immmA 
Only completely trusting yourself 

you learned how to tend to your own 

wounds and aliments. 

Prerequisites: Wedded to History, 

survivor background, 

Effect: You treat Heal as a class skill 

and can give yourself long-term care. 

Further, once each day you may heal 

id4+youT Intelligence modifier points 

of damage (mimumum 1) by stitching 

up wounds and. applying various 

alchemical unguents. Performing this 

healing requires 1 minute of uninter¬ 

rupted work and a healing kit (using 

up one use of die kit). 

ta&mm-l 
All your vital organs—heart, lungs, 

liver—^are slightly off center, making 

it difficult for your enemies to accu¬ 

rately aim their most deadly attacks. 

Prerequisites: Great Fortitude, 

Wedded to History, throwback 

background. 

Effect: When a critical hit or sneak 

attack is scored against you, there is 

a 2$% chance that the critical hit or 

sneak attack is negated and the dam¬ 

age is rolled normally. 

0? mm \ 

Your attachment to a vanished deity 

serves as a terrifying example to the 

most devoted servants of other deities. 

Prerequisites: Bluffi iankf Wadded to 

History, apostle of the lost background. 

Effect Whenever you face someone 

able to cast divine spells you mayT as a 

standard action that does not provoke 

an attack of opportunity; attempt to 

unnerve him by recounting the fate 

of your own deity. Make a Bluff check 

opposed by die target's Sense Motive 

check. If you win, the target is shaken 

for the remainder of the encounter. If 

your check exceeds the target’s by 5 or 

more, the target is frightened for one 

round as well. This is a mind-affecting* 

language dependent effect, w 



ECOLOGY 

"Who can fathom the depths of the abyss?” 
—Ecclesiastes A monstrous mix of human, eel, squid, and lamprey, 

kopms are deep-dwelling amphibians of evil disposition 

and appearance. Uncivilized and savage, kopms dwell 

under the sea, roaming submerged caverns and ruins. 

They are rarely seen above the surface, but sometimes they 

emerge from the watery depths and saltwater pits of ancient 

coastal cities to prey on the local population. Whether these 

creatures have goals beyond their hunger for live flesh is 

a mystery'. It is rumored, though, that kopras were once a 

civilized and powerful race ruled, by a caste of sorceress- 

matrons and fanatically devoted to Demogorgon, the Prince 

of Don oils. 

Although they have regressed to a primitive state, kopras 

were once part of a great civilization comprised of a multi¬ 

tude of city-states across the oceans of the world. More than 

three thousand years ago, these twisted, aquatic cities were 

founded at the time of a great proliferation of the kopru race, 

which coincided with an abundant growbh of their basic food 

source, a particular species of dam meliusk called kopura. 

At that time, the largest of the kopura were imbued with 

demonic magic by early kopru shamans, who cultivated a 

fiendish specimen sacred to Demogorgon. These fiendish 

dams invariably produced black pearls of great size and value, 

used by the kopru shamans to work dark magi c. The shamans 

founded a class of ruling nobility, and kopru power swiftly 
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spread throughout the oceans with the 

rise of thousands of city-states in the 

following centuries. 

Although the first kopru nobles 

were male shamans, the physically 

stronger and sorcery-attuned females 

soon took charge, and the government 

of the city-states developed as a form 

of matriarchate, an oligarchy of noble 

families headed by the eldest female 

member. Wherever they ruled, koprus 

enslaved masses of primitive sahua- 

gin, locathah, and sea elves, which they 

captured in hunting raids and subju¬ 

gated with their domination ability. 

The kopru forged occasional alliances 

with kuo-toas but were almost always 

i n co nflict with ixitxachi tls. They 

fought ritual wars with neighboring 

city-states and periodically sacrificed 

slaves to two super natural entities, 

which they believed to be the creators 

of their race; Prakal, the Dark Globe, 

and Shothotugg, the Great Whirlpool 

About twTo thousand years ago, the 

kopru were at the peak of then civiliza¬ 

tion and were among the most powerful 

marine races of the world—exceeded 

only by the deeper-dwelling aboleths. A 

sudden, unexplained disease caused the 

I® 
KNOWLEDGE OF THE KOPRl 
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koprusf kopura food source to dimin¬ 

ish, resulting in a severe shortage. This 

famine, coupled with the depletion of 

other marine resources, marked the 

beginning of their decline. 

The kopru grew increasingly greedy 

and angry, and they developed cruel eat¬ 

ing habits. To survive the famine, they 

lolled and devoured their slaves, and 

in some cases members of the nobility 

practiced cannibalism on lesser kopru. 

Wars erupted among bordering city- 

states, and strife grew between kopru 

nobles and commoners, until a great 

rebellion of slaves finally caused the 

destruction of most of the undersea 

city-states about fifieen-himdred years 

ago. Nobles were hunted and mercilessly 
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slain by both their rebellious slaves and 

vindictive subjects. Kopru society fell to 

ruins. As other marine races occupied 

their territories, the few surviving kopru 

went into: hiding in remote depths. 

Today, kopm ruins are remembered 

as drowned places of great woe and 

slaughter, and have been abandoned 

and shunned ever since. Only the savage 

descendants of the kopru of old return 

to the places of their former glory, both 

to seek refuge from their enemies and to 

relieve the insane melancholia that con¬ 

stantly torments them. 

mmmm 
The serpentine body of the average 

kopru is 9 feet long and weighs 300 

pounds. Aht 1 manlike torso with a large, 

anguilliforin head and two muscular, 

spine-covered arms extends down into a 

powerful tail that splits into three flex¬ 

ible tentacles- Kopru hands have four 

webbed and clawed fingers, useful for 

swimming but as dexterous as any land- 

dweller's—perhaps even more so. Their 

skin varies from tones of gray to blue, 

green, and orange, and is thick and oily 

like a whale's, providing excellent pro¬ 

tection from the elements. Upon their 

for ward-jutting heads, koprus' bulging 

eyes resemble polished orbs of mother- 

of-pearl protected by heavy, wrinkled 

lids. Below, the mouth is a Fanged orifice 

surrounded by four to eight prehensile 

tentacles, a number that differs depend¬ 

ing on breeding and regional variation. 

An average specimen lives for fifty years. 

Once a year, female koprus lay three 

to five eggsT which need a very warm 

environment to hatch. For this reason, 

koprus usually mate in tropical regions, 

and the Females look for hot springs or 

sulfuric waters to lay their fecundated 

eggs. Koprus enjoy bathing in such hot 

water and can tolerate boiling tempera¬ 

tures without harm, sealing their eyes, 

nostrils, and gills if fully immersed. 

Koprus have both gills and lungs, 

although these organs are atrophied in 

some regional breeds (see the Amphibi¬ 

ous Kopru sidebar). They are excellent 

swimmers but are extremely clumsy out 

of the water, where they must slither and 

crawl using their tail and bands. 

In ancient times, kopm nobles cus¬ 

tomarily practiced skull deformation as 

a sign of noble status, enhancing new¬ 

borns both physically and mentally. 

The deformation allowed the newborn 

to grow bigger through a program of 

hypemutrition. Being more intelligent 

and stronger than their lesser brethren, 

noble, or “high skull,” koprus were natu¬ 

ral leaders and ruled without opposition 

for more than a thousand years. 

Koprus are capable of speech, buL 

infrequently do so. On the rare occa¬ 

sions they do vocalize, their words axe 

ugly strings ofhsiting gasps, hisses, and 

belches. Among their own kind they 

communicate through their gazes—an 

eerie, completely silent form of com¬ 

munication. Noble koprus, thanks to 

their skull deformation and larger 

eyes, seem able to perform more elabo¬ 

rate communication. 

Koprus practice strange magic drawing upon the powers of their fiendish patrons, 

KOPRU SKULL DEFORMATION 
The young of kopru nobles were once deformed in order to enhance their strength 

and intellect, making them so-called "high skull'1 kopm. Although forgotten by 

most of the race* a few surviving nobles still engage in this practice. The effects of 

skull deformation result in the following traits (in addition to their modifiers for 

size and advancement) and related changes to a kopru s statistics. Only a kopru who 

underwent the proper rituals soon after birth can benefit from these alterations. 

Size: Large. 

Hit Dice* 12 HD, 

Abilities: 4 2 □ exteri-ty, +4 I nielligence* 4-4 Charisma. 

CR: 9. 

KOPURA SHELLS 
Large, black cl a ins filled wrlh bitter, Hell-red meat, many kopru spel least- 

ers employ kopura shells in their magic. Any spell with the evil descriptor 

cast using a kopru a shell as an additional material component has its effec¬ 

tive caster level increased by 4-2. The shell Is destroyed in the spell's casting. 

Kopru a shells are exceeding rare and cost upward of 100 gp. 
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Their ancient civilization shattered, 

most kopru live alone or in small bands, 

caring only about survival. While dan¬ 

gerous predators and fearsome combat¬ 

ants, melancholia has become a com¬ 

mon problem among koprus, which 

show a distinctive mania cal-depressive 

behavioral pattern. When not pushed 

by hunger, most kopms lie inactive in 

their lairs for weeks, a factor that con¬ 

tributes to their inability to rebuild 

anything of their past splendor. Kopms 

almost never wear clothing or jewelry, 

but practice tattooing and piercing with 

bone instruments and ornaments. They 

can wield weapons but rarely do so. 

At the time of the city-states, kopru 

commoners, the so-called f!ow skulls/’ 

lived under the strict regulations ruled 

out by their dominating caste, the "high 

skulls.” The matriarchal oligarchy of 

the koprus wras a trapezoidal-pyramidal 

scheme of ruiing families, with a small 

group at the fop and. a much larger 

number near the bottom. The “high 

skulls” had different levels of influence 

and prestige, depending on the number 

of individuals in their service and on 

theiT degree of affiliation to the colleges 

of shamans and sorcerers. “Low skulls," 

on the other hand, wrere all the same, 

with little influence and voice. 

Kopru commoners built houses, pal¬ 

aces, and temples, tended the kopura vats, 

and fought in slave raids and ritual wars 

between city-states—mock wars where 

every death was considered a sacrifice 

to Demogorgon. They wrere allowed to 

mate and reproduce, but they could not 

form named families on their own and 

could typically only earn respect through 

combat in ritual warfare. 

In kopru noble families, the matri¬ 

archs ruled as ruthless tyrants, con¬ 

stantly fomenting strife among their 

subjects to divide and rule them more 

easily. Their prestige in kopru society 

wTas the highest, and they were cho¬ 

sen among the females of a house for 

their might as sorceresses. The exclu¬ 

sively male college of shamans was 

the other, equally potent power in the 

city-state. Although they had a great 

degree of freedom in their matters, the 

shamans were considered the voices 

of Demogorgon and, when organized, 

could cowr even the matriarchs. 

At the bottom of the social ladder 

were the masses of nonkopru slaves, 

who had no rights whatsoever and 

were doomed to lifelong exploitation. 

Koprus were very observant of the 

superstitious practices linked to Prukal 

and Shothotugg, the Dark Globe and 

the Great Whirlpool of their mythol¬ 

ogy. More than “real” deities, Prukal and 

Shothotugg represented darkness and 

water, or the “qualities” of the Abyss, 

and were believed to be the parents of 

Demogorgon. According to kopru leg¬ 

ends, Prukal manifests at sunset above 

the sky, enclosing the entire world in 

darkness for the night. The stars are 

holes punched through Prukal when it 

was wounded by the light beyond. This 

happened the day land emerged horn 

the sea-covered world, confining the 

power of the koprus to just a portion of 

the world. The matter that once filled 

the holes fell unto the world as dark 

dust, which transformed the kopura. 

Since then, fiendish kopura have sup¬ 

plied the kopru with powerful black 

pearls made of PrukaTs own substance, 

which are capable of incredible dark 

magic. As such, koprus love the darkness 

of the ocean depths and hate any form 

of skylight They are almost never seen 

above the surface during the day, and 

they prefer moonless, starless nights to 

emerge for any reason, Koprus consider 

starlight a cursed element and mark 

themselves with special, star-shaped tat¬ 

toos to neutralize its influence. 

The other primeval deity of the 

kopru, Shothotugg, symbolizes both 

theiT favorite element and their great¬ 

est supernatural faculty. Koprus believe 

that Shothotugg lives in large under¬ 

ground basins and the deepest of 

pits. Shothotugg's chaotic whirling is 

where everything originates and where 

everything must return. The day the 

first kopru city state of Shotho Kopur 

was founded, the shamans performed 

a massive sacrifice, dropping tons of 

treasure and hundreds of victims into 

a great chasm on the bottom of the 

sea. In return, Shothotugg granted the 

koprus their ability to dominate sen¬ 

tient beings with their hypnotic gaze. 

Nowadays, koprus still make similar 

sacrifices on much smaller scales and 

out of sheer superstition. 

Although the vast majority of koprus 

seen today are round-headed "low skulls/’ 

a few surviving nobles are rumored to 

live under the ruins of some cities, where 

they have renewed the traditions of their 

race and rediscovered many secrets of 

their ancestors. Having shaken off their 

racial melancholia, these “high skulls'’ 

even dream of restoring the might of 

their ancient civilization. Regardless of 

caste, all koprus revere Demogorgon 

and, if called to his service, answer with 

the fervor of true fanatics. 

Kopru ruins He in many places at the 

bottom of the oceans. They are huge 

complexes of palaces, pyramidal tem¬ 

ples, lesser houses, and large squares, 

now reduced to heaps of salt-encrusted 

rubble covered with seaweed, coral, and 

anemones. A decorative theme common 

to all kopru architecture is the depiction 

of the kopru head. Kopru heads were 

sometimes carved into colossal propor¬ 

tions, like the 40-fbot-tall ones some¬ 

times found on coastlines near areas 

of kopru influence, Sometimes heads 

are carved in ivory, coral, and amber, or 
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have details in mother-of-pearl, jade, 

and other semiprecious materials. These 

heads are often larger than life-size, and 

can have incredible value as art objects. 

In ancient times, koprus worshiped 

Demogorgon extensively, and their sha¬ 

mans formed an organized clergy at the 

service of the Prince of Demons and his 

supposed progenitors. The adepts were 

invariably male, and the most power- 

fill among them were able to summon 

the Prince of Demons in a way that 

their body merged with Demogorgon's 

essence. When this happened, the kopru 

shamans permanently transformed 

into hideous, two-headed mutants who 

were actually aspects of Demogorgon 

himself (see “City of Broken Idols" in 

Dungeon #145). 

Sacrifices in the name of Prukal— 

Demogorgon's mother in kopru mythol¬ 

ogy—took place on special occasions, 

such as celebrations, the conclusion of 

a successful slave raid, the end. of rit¬ 

ual war between two city-states, or the 

annual laying of eggs by a matriarch 

The sacrifices were held atop great basalt 

pyramids, which were invariably tapped 

by apparatuses used to crush the victims. 

The apparatus looked like a large amber 

cylinder with a descending stone pis¬ 

ton, which pushed down the millstone 

on creatures trapped inside. After the 

death of the victims, the millstone was 

raised and the shamans would foresee 

the future through the bloodstains on 

the calendar stone's surface. 

The pyramids were usually built over a 

deep undersea pit, where weekly sacrifices 

were done in the name of Shothotugg— 

Demogorgonk other mother. These pits 

were connected to nearly bottomless 

undersea rifts. The treasure cast into the 

pits wras considered taboo, and whom¬ 

ever tried to recover it was immediately 

put to death, be it a noble, commoner, 

slave, or foreigner. 

Oleklan is the priestess of a group of 

koprus who rediscovered the tradi¬ 

tions of their race in the labyrinths 

under Shotho'Kopun Her skull wras 

deformed at birth by an incredibly old 

kopru, probably an undead survivor of 

the original kopru civilization. During 

her life, Oleklan has ritually deformed 

the skull of about thirty other koprus, 

effectively creating a new noble fam¬ 

ily, whose female members are already 

showing sorcerous talent. Oleklan has 

also recruited about two-hundred 

normal koprus, forming one of the 

largest organized groups since the 

fall of the city-states. Dp until now, 

the aging Oleklan has cared only about 

Kopru writing was a clumsy, loose, 

and rarely used ideographic code with 

hundreds of thousands of complex 

symbols spread throughout the vari¬ 

ous city-states across the world. This 

wiitirig system is- today undecipher¬ 

able without the help of magic, and 

has been long forgotten by tfie kopru 

themselves. Numbers, on the other 

hand, were strictly codified in handy 

ciphers by kopru taw. These num¬ 

bers were engraved on the calendar 

millstones used by the shamans to 

crush sacrifice victims and perform 

divinations. The way the victim's blood 

stained the numbers on the stones 

surface was the omen the shamans 

n eed ed 10 To res ee th e futu re. 

Having g strong oracular tradition, 

kopru shamans often recorded their 

perceptions of the future in the same 

way other civilizations might recount 

the past. Thus, much of kopru art¬ 

work—-mostly being elaborate bas- 

reliefs and heads—have dates, either 

in the past or future, incorporated into 

them. As the kopru calendar begins 

with the founding of their fist and 

gre atest d ty-state, Shoth o1 Ko p u r (n ea rly 

I3t60Q years ago), every date measures 

from that time. For example, a massive 

onyx relief drug from kopru ruins off 

the coast of Keoland and now hangin g 

in the Gradsiil library shows horrible 

twin serpents breaking from an egg 

covered in continents and screaming 

humanoids: Symbols depicting the 

number 13,597 circle the work. 

the survival and prosperity of her fam¬ 

ily, but her sons have resumed active 

worship of Demogorgon and might be 

planning some greater evil already, 

OLEKLAN CR12 
Female advanced kopru sorcerer 7 

CE Large monstrous humanoid (aquatic) 

Init +6; Senses darkvision 60 ft.; Listen 

+5, Spot +10 

Languages Aquan, Common 

AC 21, touch id, flat-footed 15 

hp 134 hp (17 HD) 

Fort+9, Ref+16, Will+15_ 

Speed 5 ft. (1 square); swim 40' ft. 
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Melee tail slap +22 (ldS+8), and 

2 daws +20 (ld6+4), and 

bite +20 {Id 6+4} 

Base Atk +15; Grp +27 

Atk Options constrict 4d6+12, improved grab 

Special Actions dominate person 

Combat Gear potion of cure serious 

u/ounds, wdnd of magic missile (5th) 

Sorcerer Spells Known (CL 7th) 

3rd—(5/day) haste, hoid person (DC 19) 

2nd—(7/day) detect thoughts (DC 16), 

invisibility, Tosha's hideous laughter 

(DC 18) 

1st—(7/day) charm person (DC 17), 

identify, magic missile, ray of 

enfeebkment (DC IS), shield 

0—(6/day) dancing lights, detect poison, 

detect magic, light, ghost sound, 

mage hand, prestidigitation 

Abilities Str 26, Dex 22, Con 16, Int 17, 

Wis 10, Cha 19 

SQ amphibious 

Feats Ability Focus (dominate person), 

Combat Reflexes, Greater Spell Focus 

(enchantment), Iron Will, Multiattack, 

Spell Focus (enchantment) 

Skills Bluff+14, Concentration +13, 

Diplomacy +18, intimidate +11, 

Knowledge (arcana) +13, Knowledge 

KOPRU NUMBERS 
The kopm numerical system is e hybrid of Homan. I prevalent) and Arabic, 
Numbers are written as the Roman ones with the following exceptions; 
1} A "zero" symbol exists, although it is Used only to indicate "CT and multiples of thousands, 

millions, and billions {see below). 
Special symbols for "2“ and "4* exist. They are used only as tha unit digits when a; 
number (or prefix, sea below) ends with them (l.e., J,234" or “13" hut not ^16“ or "33'"), 
To make unit digits from *6" to "S," the symbols for 1" and "5" are used os In the Roman system 
When more than one “M" symbol is needed, multiple thousands are showed by e prefix 
number separated by a stash, which represents thousands, millions,, and billions. gjgy 
Multiple thousands, millions, and billions are written rn a Roma ft/Arabic, way, putting the 
'•zero'" symhol after a normal number for thousands, millions, and bill ions each In the prefix / 
before the slash [in much the same way as a comma is used] 

(nobI\ ity a nd roy a Ity) +8, Lists n 

+5, Move Silently +10, Search 

+13, Ip £11 craft +20, Spot +10 

Swim +18 

Possessions combat gear 

plus ring of Dexterity +4 (as 

gioues of Dexterity), ring of 

protection +2 

Constrict (Ex) With a 

successful grapple check, 

Oleklan can constrict a grabbed 

opponent, dealing 4d6+12 points 

of bludgeoning damage. 

improved Grab (Ex) 

If Oleklan hits an 

opponent of her own 

size or smaller, 

she deals norma! 

damage and attempts 

to start a grapple as a free 

action without provoking 

an attack of opportunity. 

If she wins the grapple check, 

she establishes a hold and con 

constrict. 

Dominate Person ($u) Once per day, 

Oleklan can produce an effect like 

that of a dominate person spell {caster 

level 10th, Will save DC 16), except 

that the range is 180 feet and the 

duration Is eight days. 

Amphibious (Ex) Although koprus are 

aquatic, they can survive Indefinitely 

on land, 2 
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|o fight hack against Lhe rising 

savage tide, this article series 

gives you, the player, the lips, 

tricks, and tools you need to avoid 

being swept away. While the pages of 

Dudgeon magazine present DMs with 

every vile plot and cunning monster 

ADVENTURE TIE 
This installment of Savage 

Trdlngs links to the seventh 

episode of the Adventure Path, 

"City of Broken Idols/* presented 

in Dungeon #145. 

•a-•& 
needed to run the Savage Tide Adventure Path, Dragon 

offers details and options to help you stay on course, This 

month’s installment offers information on the mysterious 

city at the center of the Isle of Dread's plateau as well as a 

new prestige class developed by the natives of this region to 

batde the heart of darkness that poisons their ancient land. 

TQTEMIC 
DEMONSLAYER 
When darkness infects the heart, it takes 

the tip of a spear to excise ifc 

—Qinian Saying 
pi 

The Glman natives of the Isle of 

Dread have suffered from the depredations of predators 

bo tli natural and unnatural since the fall of their empire. 

For generations* the few remnants on the island have 

survived on the verge of' extinction, facing the unknown 

dangers of the jungle night that creep from a lonely pla¬ 

teau at the heart of the island. They learned, that high 
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walls and organized defenses could 

fend off the dangers of the jungle, but 

another kind of weapon was. needed 

to fend off Lhe dangers that came 

from beyond. To this calling arose 

the totemic demonskyers, a small 

order of natives who, along with mis¬ 

sionary members from the Church 

of the Whirling Fury, have developed 

powerful tools for defeating fiends. 

Becoming a Totemic 
Demonslayer 
Developed to combat the threat 

posed by the unnatural incursions 

of fiends, totemic demonskyers are 

wilderness warriors skilled at facing 

these otherworldly foes. Using 

their affinity with the natural world 

and the strength of their belief in 

ancestral totems, these demonslayers 

gain special adaptations and powers 

useful in combating such horrors. 

Becoming a. totemic demonslayer is 

not limited to the Glman, but it is dif¬ 

ficult for others to do so, as it requires 

the special blessings and-.rituals of 

both the Glman and the Church of 

- 

TOTEMIC DEMONSLAYER 

the Whirling Fury Only when such 

rituals have been completed can the 

denionskyer begin collecting tptemic 

tattoos and utilizing the abilities pro¬ 

vided by the prestige class. 

Rangers, barbarians, druids, and 

those characters with a strong con¬ 

nection to nature are most likely to 

take tins ckss, fighters and monks 

have been known to take this class 

For its. martial qualities and role in 

defense of the people of the Obnan 

settlements. Likewise, sorcerers 

sometimes gain a few levels, harness¬ 

ing their own natural magical abili¬ 

ties and augmenting them with those 

provided by the totem spirits to fight 

the forces of darkness, Paladinswould 

be well-suited for this ckss but are 

exceedingly rare in lhe Glman cul¬ 

ture in and around the Isle of Dread. 

Entry Requirements 
Alignment: Any noire vil 

Skills: Knowledge (nature) 8 ranks, 

Knowledge (the planes) 2.ranks, Sur¬ 

vival 2 ranks. 

Base Attack-+4. 

/ iJMMM188884* -• 

Special: The recipient must 

undergo a ritual conducted by an 

Glman holy man and the Church of 

the Whirling Fury. 

' " =* 4 
Class Features 
Totemic demonslayers are extremely 

versatile, having a great variety of 

optiops as they advance in level 

within the class. As they increase 

in power, they tailor their abilities 

to best suit their favored tactics in 

dealing with the unnatural menaces 

that threaten their island home. 

Favored Enemy (Ex): At 1st level, 

a totemic demqnslayex gains the 

favored enemy (evil outsider) ability 

just as if he was a ranger who had 

chosen evil outsiders as a favored 

enemy. The ability is identical to 

the ranger ability, giving the totemic 

demonslayer a +2 bonus on Bluff, 

Listen, Sense Motive, Spot, and Sur¬ 

vival checks when using these skills 

against evil outsiders* Likewise, he 

gets a +2 bonus on weapon damage 

rolls against such creatures. If he 

already has evil outsider as a favored 

Slip m B 

Base 

Attack Fort Ref Will 

Level Bonus Save Save Save 

1st +1 m +2 +0 

2nd +2 +3 +3 +0 

~r ■ * 
it>rv 

111 
4th +4 +4 +4 +i 

suffer ■ . : • M +4 . ■ M 
mm% 

,6th +6 +5 +5 42 

+5 || 45 ,42; 

8th +8 +6 +6 +2 

mmrnm -. - ■ -= - >* jg8|B 1 |1 
. jjj|| jjjp - --Vr 

10th +10 +7 +7 43^ 

Special 

Favored enemy, lesser totem tattoo 

Detect demons 

Lesser totem tattoo 

Summon spell dampening 

1mproved favored, enemy, 

:. Jessef foteyb iaftfc 

Resist treachery +2 
- 

•-■■GfiaMhtotem tattoo 2 1 

Augmented detect demons, 

resist treachery +4 

greater favored enemy,:;.;: 

greater totem tattoo 

Resist treachery (immune), 

greater totem tattoo 

—-& 

HIT DIE: DIO 

— Spells per Day — 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 

Class Skills (6 + Int modifier per level): Climb, Concentration, Craft, Handle Animal, Hide, Jump, Knowledge 

(geography), Knowledge (nature), Knowledge (the planes), Listen, Move Silently, Spot, Survival, Swim* 

^---——- 
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enemy through an other, class, these 

bonuses stack with those. 

Lesser Totem Tatto o (S u): Al ist 1 eyel, 

a totemic pjlpfe gains Ms first 

lesser totem tattoo- He gains another 

lesser totem tattoo upon reaching 3rd 

level and 5th level. Tbtem tattoos are 

described below. 

Spells: A totemic demonslayer has 

the ability to cast a small number of 

divine spells. To-cast a spell, he must 

have a Wisdom score of at least 10 + 

die spell’s level, sq a totemic demon¬ 

slayer with a Wisdom of 10 cannot 

cast these spells, Totemic demon- 

slaver bonus spells are based on Wis¬ 

dom, and saving throws against these 

spells have a DC of 10 + spell level + 

the totemic demonslayefs Wisdom 

modifier. When he gets o spells per 

day of a given spell level, he gains only 

the bonus spells he would be entitled 

to based on Ms Wisdom score for that 

spell leveL The totemic demonslayer’s 

spell list appears below. He has access 

to any spell on die list and can freely 

choose wMch to prepare, just as a 

cleric. A totemic demonskyer pre¬ 

pares and casts spells just as a deiic 

does (although he cannot spontane¬ 

ously cast cure or inpict spells). 

Detect Demons (Sp): At 2nd level, a 

totemic demonslayer can detect out¬ 

siders with the evil subtype within 

60 feet at will as the spell detect evil 

This ability'does not, however, detect 

outsiders that are ethereal, have mind 

shielding, or who are present, only in 

the body of someone or something 

that is possessed by a demon, such as 

a hend-pf possession (see .Fiend FblfqL 

Summon Spell Dampening (Su): To 

deal with one of the most deadly tools 

ofdemons, the ability to instantly call in 

demonic reinforcements, at 4th level a 

totemic demonslayer can inhibit their 

power to do so. Once per day a totemic 

demonslayer can create a dampening 

held in a dodbot-radius emanation. 

Conjuration (summoning) and con¬ 

juration (calling) spells and spell-like 

abilities automatically fill, within tins 

radius, although creatures summoned 

outside the dampening held can enter 

if normally. The dampening held lists 

io rounds. Creatures summoned or 

called before the totemic demonslayer 

creates the dampening held are unaf¬ 

fected At 7II1 level, a totemic demon¬ 

slayer can use this ability one addi¬ 

tional time per day. 

Improved Favored Enemy (Ex): 

Upon leaching 5th level, a totemic 

demonslayer’s training and technique s 

for battling evil outsiders are further 

honed, raising the associated favored 

enemy bonuses to +4, As before, these 

bonuses stack with any the totemic 

demonslayer has from other classes. 

Resist Treachery (Su): As the totemic 

demonslayer increases in ability, 

he grows more inured to the wiles 

and craftiness of demons and their 

ilk. At 6th level, he gains a bonus 

on saving throws against enchant¬ 

ment spells or effect?. This bonus 

increases to +4 at Stli level At 10th 

level, a totemic demonslayer be comes 

immune to such effects altogether. 

Greater Totem Tattoo (Su): At yfch 

level, a totemic demonslayer gains bis 

first greater totem tattoo. He gains 

additional greater totem tattoos at 

9th level and 10th level Totem tattoos 

are described below. If the totemic 

demonslayer chooses, he can elect to 

gain two lesser totem tattoos in the 

place of any greater totem tattbo. 

Augmented Detect Demons (Sp): At 

8th level, a totemic demon slayers abil¬ 

ity to detect demons is honed to die 

point dial it functions even against evil 

outsiders that are ethereal, using mind 

shielding, ox only present in the body 

of a hbst that lias been possessed It also 

detects any creature under the control 

of an evil outsider through charm or 

dominate effects, although it is not able 

to determine HD or die source of the 

controlling influence unless the demon 

itself is within range. 

Greater Favored Enemy (Ex): Upon 

reaching 9th level, a totemic demon- 

slayer's training and techniques for 

battling evil outsiders are so honed 

that the associated favored enemy 

bonuses increase to +6. As before, these 

bonuses stack with any the totemic 

demonslayer has horn other classes. 

Totemic Da monslayer Spell List 
Totemic demonslayers choose their 

spells from the following list: 

ist Level: bless water, bless weapon, 

delay poison, detect evil, entangle, fame 
fire, magic fang, magic weapon, obscur¬ 

ing mist pass without trace, protection 

from eta I, remove fear, resistance, speak 

utilh animals, summon natures ally L 

2nd Level: align weapon, harkskin, 

bear's endurance, buffs strength, cat's 

grace, eagle's splendor, fox's cunning, 

glitterdust; owl's wisdom, resist energy, 

silence, speak uiitfi plants, summon 

nature's ally If zone of tenth. 

3rd Level: ddrfrvislon, daylight, dispel 

magic, good hope, greater magic fang, 

greater magic, weapon, baste, heroism, 

magic circle against evil, protection from 

energy, quench, remove 

ness, remove curse, summon nature's ally 

III, tree shape. 

4th Level: animal growth, break 

enchantment, commune utith nature, 

dimensional anchor, dismissal, dispel 

ei)ff freedom of movement, neutralize 

poison, shout, spell immunity, summon 

nature's ally IV, tree stride. 

Totem Tattoos 
Totemic demon slayers gain their 

special abilities against their 

otherworldly foes through belief in 

the power of their ancestor spirits as 

represented by the creatures native to 

their lands. The^e powers can only he 

gained through the activation of totem 

tattoos that the totemic demonslayer 

acquires through advancement in Ms 

prestige class. The totemic demon- 

slayer can never have more tattoos than 

allowed by his level. Additional tattoos 

invariably smudge and nrn during the 

tattooing process and leave permanent 

scarring where they are attempted. 

Once a totem, tattoo lias been selected 

by a totemic demonskyer, that choice 

can never be changed, nor the tattoo 

erased, since it represents the char- 



actefs acceptance of that ahcestra] 

spirit into his soul If a tattoo is cut 

or burned off or if the limb bearing 

the tattoo is lost, the tattoo, reappear 

at some other location on the body 

within, a few days. In cither case, the 

totemic deroonslayer never loses the 

use of the tattoo's powers. 

Activating a totem tattoo is a swift 

action that does not provoke attacks of 

opportunity. Each tattoo can only be 

used once per day although the same 

tattoo may be taken multiple times as 

levels increase allowing for additional 

uses of an ability per day. Totem tat¬ 

toos are supernatural abilities that can 

be dispelled (caster level equal to the 

totemic demonslayers level.). 

When a totem tattoo is activated, a 

DC 15 Spot check notices a faint aura 

resembling the shape ofthe totem arm 

mat surrounding the totemic demon- 

slayer for 1 round. This animal shape 

can clearly be seen by anyone using see 

More than one totem tattoo 

can be in nse at the same lime. 

Lesser Totem Tattoos 
The following tattoos are j 11st a sample 

of those that might be available. Your 

DM might approve unique tattoos 

suited to the style of your character, 

Aflosaurus: The bearer of this tat¬ 

too gains the improved grab abil¬ 

ity, enabling him to start a grapple 

attempt without provoking an attack 

of opportunity if be bits with a natu¬ 

ral attack. If he establishes a hold, 

be can rake like an allosaums at Iris 

normal attack bonus as if using a sec¬ 

ondary weapon dealing idS points of 

damage + his Str modifier. This abil¬ 

ity lasts for 3 rounds. 

Ape: If the bearer of this tattoo hits 

a single opponent twice in the same 

round with melee attacks, he can rend 

the opponent's body. This attack auto¬ 

matically deals an extra ad6 points 

of damage + double the demcmslay- 

er's Strength modifier. The totemic 

demonslayer does not have to activate 

this ability prior to making his attacks, 

but rather can activate the tattoo after 

having made two 

successful melee hits. 

Once activated, this tattoo's ability 

remains in effect for 3 rounds. 

Baboon: Upon activation of this 

tattoo, the bearer gains a climb speed 

of 30 feet, a +8 racial bonus on Climb 

checks, and can take 10 on Climb 

checks even if rushed or threatened. 

This effect lasts for 10 rounds. 

Badger: The bearer of this tattoo 

can enter a rage identical to that of 

a 1 st-level barbarian, gaining a +4 

bonus to Strength and Constitution 

and a -2 penalty to AC (see page 25 of 

the Player's Handbook). 

Boar; This tattoo grants the ferocity 

of a boar. It allows the beater to con¬ 

tinue fighting without penalty even 

while disabled or dying Once acti¬ 

vated, tliis ability lasts for 10 rounds. 

Crocodile; The bearer of this tattoo 

gains the crocodile's ability to hold 

its breath. He can hold his breath 

for a number of rounds equal to 4 

x his Constitution score before he 

risks drowning. This ability lasts for 

1 hour once it is activated, 

Prirconychus: The bearer of this 

tattoo gains the ability to make a 

pounce attack as a deinonychus can. 

When activated, he can make a fttll 

attack when charging a foe. If he has 

also activated an alios aurus tattoo, he 

gains those rake attacks as web while 

using the pounce attack. This tattoo 

lasts for 3 rounds once it is activated. 

Dimetmdorj; The bearer of this tat¬ 

too can activate it to gain the dime- 

trodoris ability to move with sudden 

speed. He increases his land speed 

by 50 feet for 1 round, during which 

he gains a +2 dodge bonus to AC, 

Sea Turtle: When the bearer of this 

tattoo activates it, his skin hardens 

like the shell of a sea turtle, and he 

gains damage reduction 2/— for 5 

rounds. This does not stack with the 

-== - it 1 i 

damage reduction 

provided by the ankylosaums tattoo. 

S'mike; The bearer of this tat¬ 

too can activate it to gain both the 

improved grab ability and a con¬ 

strict attack. He can attempt to start 

a grapple without provoking an 

attack of opportunity if he hits with 

a natural attack, and, if he estab¬ 

lishes a hold, he can use his arms 

and legs to constrict his opponent 

for idS points of damage + double 

his Strength modifier. This ability 

lasts for 3 rounds once activated. 

Greater Totem Tattoos 
These greater tattoos cover large por¬ 

tions ofthe demon slayer's skin, making 

them nearly impossible to hide. 

Arikyl dstiUntsi The b carer of this tat¬ 

too, upon activatiorij causes his skin 

ip toughen like the hard carapace of 

an ankylosaums, giving him damage 

reduction 4/— tor 5 rounds. This does 

not stack with the damage reduction 

provided by the sea turtle tattoo. 

Giant Wasp: By activating this tat¬ 

too, the bearer coals all of his piercing 

and slashing weapons with a poison. 

The poison functions as a ravage (as 

described in the Bock of Exalted Deeds), 

so it affects only evil creatures but is 

able to penetrate the poison immu¬ 

nity of demons. Injury Fort DC r4, 

Dex id6/Dex id 6, The coating lasts 

fbr.up to grounds or until the weapon 

successfully strikes an opponent, 

Phanaton: The bearer of this tat¬ 

too can activate it to gain the ability 

to glide for 10 minutes. This negates 

falling damage and allows him 20 

teet of forward travel for every 5 feet 

of descent, effectively giving him a By 

speed of 20 feet while tailing (aver¬ 

age maneuverability). He cannot 

hover, even if Iris maneuverability rate 
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increases. He can't glide while carrying 

a medium or heavy load, nor while 

unconscious or helpless. Unlike other 

tattoos, this one can Ik activated as an 

immediate action, so the bearer need 

not wait until his turn to do so. 

Rafcasta: The hearer of this tattoo 

temporarily emulates the “iron war 

claws" used by the catfolk. This tat¬ 

too makes any natural weapons of 

the bearer function as if they were 

composed of cold iron. This effect 

last for 5 rounds when activated, 

Triceratops: This tattoo gives its 

bearer the powerful charge attack. 

On a successful charge attack when 

this tattoo is activated, the bearer 

deals an extra 4db points of damage 

+ fouT times his Strength m odifier as 

if from a natural weapon. Activating 

this tattoo only allows the bearer to 

make one powerful charge attack 

before the effects wear off. 

^ramiosaurus.This tattoo illustrates 

the true king of the Isle of Dread, the 

mighty tyrannosaurus, When the 

bearer activates this tattoo he gains 

a powerful bite attack at his normal 

attack bonus as if using a secondary 

weapon that deals 3d6 points of dam¬ 

age + three times his Str modifier. This 

effect lasts for 3 rounds once activated. 

Whirhvmd: An addition of the 

Church of the Whirling Fury once 

activated, this tattoo allows its bearer 

to fly with a speed of 60 and perfect 

maneuverability. In addition, while 

this ability is in effect any critical 

threat made by the bearer of this tat¬ 

too against an evil outsider is auto¬ 

matically confirmed. This effect lasts 

for 1 minute once activated. 

Flaying a Totemic Demonalayer 
Tire totemic demonslayers repre¬ 

sent the highest ideals of the ancient 

Qlman culture blended with some 

aspects of modem religion. They 

serve as protectors against the 

nameless dread that threatens to 

eradicate human existence from the 

isle and serve as front-line fighters 

when those threats materialize as 

some thing more than the standard 

beasts and dangers that occasionally 

emerge from the jungles. When a 

wall, fire, or warriors with spears are 

insufficient to deal with the threat, 

it enters the domain of the totemic 

demon slayers. This is a responsibil¬ 

ity they take very seriously. 

Demonslayers rely on a more natu¬ 

ralistic approach to dealing with these 

threats, maintaining the traditions 

and beliefs of the Olman and the 

watchfulness of their ancestor spirits. 

Combined with the gifts and teachings 

of the Church of the Whirling Fury, 

demonskyers finally find themselves 

with the tools to take action. While 

many fight the demons preying upon 

their people because such creatures 

are anafhemat not to the ideology of 

some deity but rather to the natural 

order itself some find a deeper divine 

drive to cleanse the land. 

Combat 
Totemic demonslayers Lypically work 

alone, seeking to prevent evil out¬ 

siders from preying on their fellow 

tribesmen. They excel at using the 

wilderness and its natural features 

to their advantage when dealing with 

the outsiders who arc often new to 

the Material Plane and unfamiJinr 

with Its terrain. They are cunning 

trapmakeTs and take advantage of 

the deadly local fauna, sometimes 

luring unsuspecting demons into 

the clutches of the island's powerful 

predators. When direct confrontation 

is necessary, however, they do not 

hesitate to call upon their ancestor 

spirits through their magical tattoos 

and take the fight to their foes. If nec¬ 

essary, they have also been known to 

organize whole villages to effectively 

combat incursions by large numbers 

of demonic marauders, 

Totemic Demonalayer Lore 
Characters with the bardic knowledge 

ability or ranks in Knowledge (local) 

or Knowledge (religion) can research 

totemic demonslayers to learn more 

about them. A check made while in 

an Oilman village gains a +10 bonus 

on the roll. When a character makes 

a bardic knowledge check or a skill 

check, read nr paraphrase the follow¬ 

ing, including the information from 

lower DCs. 

DC 20: Among the Olman of the 

Isle of Dread, there are some heroes 

of renown who slay demons and 

protect the people from the unnatu¬ 

ral terrors of the island. 

DC 25: The Olman are able to har¬ 

ness both the powers of their deceased 

ancestors and the animal totems 

sacred to their Hans to fight against 

evil outsiders that plague the island. 

DC 30: Sacred tattoos on warriors 

known as demonslayers grant them 

the powers of the animals they depict 

whether it be speed, strengths or even 

stranger abilities. These demonslayers 

combine their ancestral bdiefi: with 

some aspects of modem faith to gar¬ 

ner even greater powers in their fight. 

Sample Totemic Demonalayer 
Jakara is a totemic demonslayer who 

has been captured by forces loyal to 

the hopm of the Isle of Dread. He 

is being held in the troglodyte vil¬ 

lage of Laogroat but can be rescued 

by the PCs in ''The Lightless Depths"' 

in DunczdN #144. His captivity has 

left him a half-crazed, broken man, 

although if treated with a heal spell or 

its equivalent he can recover enough 

to share the secrets of his prestige 

class with the player characters. At 

yoiir discretion, Jakara could recover 

enough from his ordeal to even join 

the party as an NPC. In that case, his 

equipment is stored with the hermit 

and can be gathered before continu¬ 

ing with the adventure. 

JAKARA OF THE TIGER CUN CR 12 

Male Olman human ranger S/totemic 

demonslayer 7 

NG Medium humanoid (human) 

I nit +4; Senses Listen +12, Spot +5 

Languages Olman 

AC 20, touch 14, flat-footed 16; Dodge, 
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AFFILIATION BONUS 
Characters who advance in levels 

of the totemic demonslayer pres¬ 

tige class curry great favor with 

the Church of the Whirling Fury, 

These characters gain a -5-2 bonus 

to th'e.ir affiliation score. 

Mobility, light fortification 25% 

hp 97 (12 HD) 

Fort +11, Ref+13, Will +5; +2 against 

enchantment 

Speed 30 feet (6 squares) 

Melee +1 evil outsider haneshdhspear 

+17/+12/+7 (ld6+4) 

Ranged shortbow 

+14/+14/+9/+4 (Id6/x3); 

Base Atk +12; Grp +15 

Atk Options Blind-Fight, 

Lunging Strike, Rapid 

Shot, Spring Attack, 

p/ A fav°red enemy animals+4, 

improved favored enemy- 

evil outsiders +6 

Special Actions totem tattoos, summon 

spell dampening 3/day 

Combat Gear 2 potions of magic fang, 2 

potions of cure moderate wounds drume: 

scroll of owl’s wisdom, pearl of force (as 

bead), 2 flasks of acid, flask of holy water. 

Ranger Spells Prepared (CL 2nd) 

1st'—loncjstridtfr 

Demonslayer Spells Prepared (CL 7th) 

3rd—heroism 

2nd—buffs strength, summon nature's 'ally It 

1st—bless weapon, magic fang, 

protection from suit 

Spell-like Abilities (CL 7th) 

At will—detect demons 

Abilities Str 17, Dex 18, Con 14, Int 11, 

WiklS, Cha 10 

5Q animal companion, wild empathy +6 

(+2 magjeat beasts) 

Feats Blind-Fight, Dodge, Endurance6, 

Lunging Strike*, Mobility, Rapid 

Shot6, Spring Attack-Track6, Weapon 

Focus (shorts pear)6 

Skills Climb +11, Hide 

+19, Knowledge (nature) 

+14, Knowledge (the 

planes) +5, Listen>12, 

Move Silently +19, Spot 

+5, Survival +13 (+15 

aboveground or on other 

planes), Swim +9 

Possessions combat gear 

plus masterwo'rk leather 

armor, +1 light wooden, shield 

of light fortification, amulet of 

natural armor +2, +1 evil outsider 

bane short spear, shortbow, 20 

arrows, 10 cold iron arrowsf ^fcVes 

of'dextErity +2 

Lesser Totem Tattoos boar, 

dfmetfodon, sea turtle 

Greater Totem Tattoos tyrannosaurus 

* From Players Handbook II 

What Do You Know: 
The Central Plateau 

The central plate an of the 

Isle of Dread looms over 

the island like a silent god 

hinting at glories past and 

promising new horrors to 

come. From this dominat¬ 

ing geographic feature 

rose both the Thanaclan civilization 

and the seeds of destruction that laid 

if low. Humors abound across the 

island of what truly lies at this, the 

Isle of Dread's dark lie art. PCs who 

seek information can learn any of the 

following from among the natives. 

- The ancient inhabitants of the pla¬ 

teau were the original builders of 

the mighty architectural achieve¬ 

ments on the island, such as the 

great wall at the isthmus and many 

of the ruins and statuary buried in 

the jungle. 

* Some think these builders Were 

gods, others that they were travel¬ 

ers from a distant realm beyond 

this world. 

* A remnant of the pi ateaifs original 

inhabitants stall exists by a lake 

of steam, where the gods of the 

island rumble beneath the earth 

in disquiet. 

- Villagers who dwell atop the pla¬ 

teau serve an immortal chieftain 

made of stone. 

* The horrors that plague the island 

today originate from otherworldly 

fogs that arise from the plateau. 

* Secret inhuman creatures whisper 

in the ears of the villagers who live 

atop the plateau. 

* Avoid the island's plateau. Its inhab¬ 

itants have sunken into cannibalism 

and other savage practices. 

■ Explorers to the plateau speak of 

great architectural works, such as 

a mighty causeway reaching from 

the jungle below and elaborate 

ruined temples, but the remaining 

inhabitants live only in crude vil¬ 

lages, Even they do not know who 

built the temples. 

Strange hying beasts have been 

seen over the mountain ridges 

near the center of the island, 

they have massive nejsts atop the 

great plateau. 

* The plateau is the heart of the 

island. The gods are furious that 

darkness and evil have infested it 

and have turned their hacks on the 

Olman people in punishment. 2 
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cormanthor: war amidst the Trees 

\vtlf mi: /jcnlkr; Volothamp Qeddarin, at ihpservicet 

this flute, I hrini) lore of fabled Cormanthor. The tkip woods of the elm; whose mtfsttrms A 

shadows hide ruins draw, mitrmfiug and skuikkfl beasts the pro id Tair polk, find davijerous 

iu\]xvUims-it place most folk ofTitcnin lent fa hear about, bat would not dm Id ir( foot hr, a 

vast mini of pastoral hitiitrf and Inrkivij deadfmss. 

'Will, that’s where Volo corns in. yon mil not mttmt into such perils; ].'// do it for pan, 

fptil-distpiised ns a tree ordamij torcmiSc and (rot about astnpseif | went cmpwbtre and saw 

(almost) mrpthinp ! niiphpcmbr.il in this fair mist, but m nil the mre proud W lap the fruits 

of nip boidven before pou. \fpon could do ns I Ime dove, and stand on the mossp banks of a clear, 

ibito&rin/l forest pool in the moniifjhl, i\aiini\ up past di$avtic. ipinricd onl<s and shadowtops 

ai the stars anrbead, lislevinQ to the hooting calls and mill nip of the. Cinn Woods all around 

pern... peril mild die hnppp. 

(And probnblp would, if; a breath or two, when something pounced on pan.) ■ ^ 

by Eric Boyd, with special introduction fry Ed Greenwood 

illustrated by James Zhang * cartography by Rob Lazzaretti 

SPOILER WARNINCj 
This article updates the current situation in Cormanthor 

to the end of the Year of Lightning Storms (1374 dr). It 

contains spoilers for game products such asCity of the 

Spider Queen and the upcoming ShadoiWate; Scourging 

of the Dole, as well as novels such as 8/adrstoJv the Last 

Mythal series, and the War of the Spider Queen series* 

Players and readers be warned* 

groups to rush into the vacuum created by the Retreat, with 

the demon-tainted gold elves of Mouse Dlardrageth and their 

tey'ri legions following soon thereafter. Now, in the wake of 

a great crusade launched from Evermeei Myth Diannor 

has been reclaimed, but the struggle for control continues 

HISTORY 
For millennia, the great forest of Cormantlior lias been known 

as the Hlven Woods, home to the Fair Folk of Cormanthyr 

who held their domain against the ever-encroaching threat 

of humanity. Since the Weeping War (712-714 sn), the capital 

city of Myth Dr armor has been in ruins, overrun by all man¬ 

ner of monsters, while elders of the Hlven Court ruled the rest 

of the woods. After centuries of deliberation, the Elven Court 

declared a Retreat in the Year of Moonfall (1344 dr), which 

led to a mass decampment of the Fair Foil; for Evermeet, 

the Green Isle. Although they left traps and wards to guard 

their ancient homeland, even the Fair Folk were surprised 

at how quickly their ancient nemesis—the drew—infiltrated 

the Elven Woods. The dark elves were but the first of many 

RECENT EVENTS 
Over the past two-and-a-half years, Cormanthor has been 

convulsed by war, 'The following timeline summarizes 

the conflict 

1372 The rear of wild Moyic 
Hleasis 28 Lolth falls silent. 

HI edit 23 An anny of goblins, ogres, giants, and demons 

led by Kurgoth -Hellspawn, a half-fiend fire 

giant, attacks Maerimydxa, Although most 

of Maerimydra5s dxow axe slaughtered or 

enslaved, small bands of refugees escape into 

the surrounding Under dark, known as the 

Deep Wastes* House Dhuurniv, which fell 

, into disgrace after forging the Spider's Truce 

during the Weeping War, is the only Maeri- 

inydran noble house to survive with signifi¬ 

cant holdings, as most lie outside the city. 
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'373 The rear of RO^ue Dragons 
Hammer i Sammaster completes his transformation 

of the Draco rage mythal, precipitating 

a Rage of Dragons independent of 

tlie appearance of the King-Killer Star in 

the (reave ns. 

Ches Loith's Silence ends. Halisstra Melam, 

Leith's Lady Penitent, begins harrying the 

surface-dwelling drow of the Darkwoods, 

Eastern Fringe, and Vel arswood. 

Tarsakhry Zarlandris emerges from Glarni Bog and 

attacks the town of Highmoon. After a 

desperate battle, the great black wyim 

dies amidst the nibble of the Tower of the 

Rising Moon. Lord Theremen Ulath vows 

to rebuild. 

Mirtul 22 Sirvinhandra, thought dead for centu¬ 

ries, emerges from a hidden lair in the 

Dun Hills and lays siege to the Abbey of 

the Just Hammer* After inflicting terrible 

devastation, Lhe great green wyrm is laid 

low by Lord High Justiciar High Avenger 

Deren Eriach. 

Elesias 7 Thraxata the Flamefiend, a red dragon, sets 

fires across Battle dale that consume large 

swaths of woodlands. 

Taraskh 5 Narlgatlira, a red wynn, emerges from the 

ruins ot Myth Drannor and flies south to 

attack Tangled Trees. The summertime 

inhabitants are slaughtered, leaving only a 

handful of survivors later discovered by far- 

wandering residents upon their return* 

Taraskh 12 A band of dragon hunters destroys the 

Zhcntaidm garrison of Elmwood and three 

war galleySi 

Uktar 13 Verthandantalynx a green wyrm lairing in 

the depths of Cormanthor west of Myth 

Drannor, succumbs to the Rage and attacks 

the village of Trenahess, leaving it in ruins. 

Nightal 6 Sam master is destroyed and the rage comes 

to an end. 

1374 The rear of Livhtnina storms 
Taraskh 12 In the wake of a failed assault on Fvereska, 

Mirtul 6 

Mirtul 10 

Mirtul 13 

Mirtul 19 

the half-fiend gold elves of House Dlar- 

drageth return to Myth Drannor, accompa¬ 

nied by a legion of fey Vi liberated from the 

Nameless Dungeon* 

House Dlardrageth’s legions destroy the 

MominglorcTs temple in Myth Drannor, 

killing most of the clerics, although a few 

escape through a portal. 

Scythia Darkhope learns of the te/ri pres¬ 

ence in Myth Drannor. 

Lady Sarya. Dlaxdrageth, matron of House 

Dlardrageth, summons Malkizid, an exiled 

archdevil, to Myth Drannor. 

Araevin Teshurr and his adventuring com¬ 

panions uncover the portal network Sarya 

used to move her army from the ruins of 
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Mirtul 22 

Miitul 24 

MirLul 28 

Kyfhorn 1 

Kythorn 4 

Myth Glauratrh, her bastion near the High Kythorn 12 

Forest, to Myth Brannon 

Scyllua Darkhope begins preparations to 

march a Zhentarim army south to Y hi ask Kythorn 16 

Lord Seiveril Miritar of Elion, leader of 

the Crusade from Evenneet that rescued Kythorn 21 

Evereska, convenes a Council of War in 

the ruins of Myth Glaurach. The com- Kythorn 24 

manders of the Crusade agTee to travel via 

the portal network discovered by Araevin Kythorn 26 

to Semberholme in hopes of defeating 

House Diardrageth once and for all. 

By the shore of Lake Sember, Seiveril 

revives the Dales Compact with Battle dale, Fiamerule^ 

Deepingdale, Mis tie dale , and Shadowdale. 

The Crusade marches north toward Mis- 

tledale and Shadowdale. 

House Diardrageth forms an alliance 

with Hillsfar and Sembia. Hillsfar begins Elamerule 21 

mustering an army to send south down 

the Moonsea Bide to Mistledale and Eleask 5 

Battle dale* Sembia recruits a mercenary 

army to send north along Rauthauvyr's 

Road through Fealherdale and Tasseldale* 

Hillsfar allies with Zhentil Keep, The 

Black Network agrees to invade Dagger- 

dale and Shadowdale* 

Sembia's mercenaries cross Bkckfeather 

Bridge and occupy Battledale. 

Hillsfar reneges on its alliance with House 

Diardrageth, 

The Crusade routs Scyllua Darkhope’s army 

forcing them to retreat to Yulash, 

House DlardTageth attacks the city of Hills¬ 

far and Hillsfar's army based at the Standing 

Stone. The First Lord's tower is destroyed, 

but Maalthiir, ruler of Hillsfar, escapes. 

House Diardrageth breaks HillsfarJs army at 

the Standing Stone, forcing it to flee back 

to Hillsfar. Sembia’s army begins to dissolve 

under repeated assault by the legions of 

House Diardrageth, 

House Diardrageth destroys the Standing 

Stone and allies with the House Jaeire drow* 

Emissaries of the Crusade reach a truce with 

the Sembians* House Diardrageth launches 

a raid against the Crusade encampment at 

Semberholmethut is repulsed. 
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Eleasis 6 

Eleasis 9 

Eleasis 10 

Eleasis .11 

Eleasis 17 

Eleasis 17 

Eleasis 1S 

Eleasis 20 

Eleasis 22 

Eleasis 27 

Zhentil Keep’s army crushes the Hillsfar 

garrison at Yuiash (Final Gafe), 

House Jaelre attacks the Sembian and given 
delegations in Tasseldale; all three groups 

suffer casualties. Maalthiir decamps from 

Hillsfar; destination unknown. 

The Zhentilar invades Hillsfar's wes¬ 

tern territories. 

The Crusade allies with Seinbia against 

House Dlaidrageth. 

Ezoul issues his terms to Hardil Geaias, 

High Warden of Hillsfar (Firm! Cafe). 

The Crusade battles the legions of House 

Dlardragetli in the Vale of Lost Voices. The 

Zhentilar besiege Hillsfar, 

Malkirid is banished. House Dlardrageth 

retreats from the Vale of Lost Voices. Hills¬ 

far capitulates to the army of Zhentil Keep. 

The Crusade surrounds Myth Dr armor. 

The Crusade overruns Myth D ran nor and 

House Dlardrageth falls. A handful of fey'ri 

escape, Seiveril Miritar is slain. 

Fzoul Chenibryl meets in secret with Jezz 

the Lame of House Jaelre and represent 

tatives of the Auzkovyn Clan, The three 

groups agree to work in concert to destroy 

the Fair Folk before they can truly reestab¬ 

lish the City of Song. 

Eleasjs 29 FzOul Chembryl orders Scyllua Darkhope to 

seize control of the Moonsea Ride by estab¬ 

lishing a series of fortifications along the 

road south from Hillsfar, 

Eleint^ Skirmishes between the Zhentarim and 

Myth Drannor erupt along the Moonsea 

Ride, Masked dxow support the Black Net¬ 

work with targeted assassinations. This 

marks the beginning of the Cormanthor 

War, pitting the Army of Myth Drannor 

against the Army of Darkhope and the 

Masked Brigades (Vhaeraun-worshiping 

drow of House Jaelre and the Auzkovyn 

Clan), In the months that follow^ a series of 

increasingly deadly raids and counter-raids 

are mounted by each side. 

Eleintia Storm Silverhand* Dove Ealconhand, and 

the rest of the Knights of Myth Dran¬ 

nor arrive in the City of Song to aid in its 

defense. Within hours they are engaged in a 

series oftiit-and-nin battles with drow skir¬ 

mishers in the forests to the east, 

tjktai 3 A Shairan priestess, Esvele Greycastie, forges 

an alliance with Fzmil Chenibryl, Tyrant of 

the Moonsea. 

Feast of Bsvele Greycastie forges an alliance 

the Moon between the Lolth-worshiping drow of 

House Dhuumiv and the Zhentarim. 

THE ARCHIVAL TRADE PAPERBACK 
FEATURING EVERy DORK TOWER 

COMIC STRIP FROM TEN yEAR5 OF 
SUmi AND DRAGON, IN FULL COLOR, 

COLLECTED FOR THE FIRST TIME/ 



Night al l Scyllua Darkhope returns to Zhentil Keep 

to lead an additional division into the held. 

To her surpriseF Fzoul orders her to invade 

Shadowdale again, but this time with 

support from the Church of Shar and the' 

drew of House Dhuumiv, 

Night al 15 ■ Shavian assassins infiltrate the village of 

Shadowdale and attack Elminster's Tower, 

After a fierce battle, El minster vanishes and 

his tower is blasted into ruin and imrled 

into another plane. 

Nightal 16 In the early morning hours, the Zheii- 

tarim army led by Scyllua Darkhope 

overruns Shadowdale with the aid of the 

Church of Shar and House Dhuurniv, The 

Army of Myth Drannor is unable to 

respond as Zhentarim brigades to the east 

launch simultaneous attacks on several 

key elven fortifications. 

Nightal iS Lord Mourngrym Amcathra publicly 

embraces tlie Army of Darkhope as allies 

and defenders of Shadowdale. 

Nightal 27 Scyllua Darkhope begins preparations to 

march' south with two brigades to attack 

Mistledak; leaving behind the Brigade of 

Shadows to occupy Shadowdale, 

Nightal 29 The triggering of ancient wards alerts Cor¬ 

onal Isevele Miritar that Ary'velahriKerym, 

the fabled Warblade, has returned to the 

Realms Above (or the uppermost reaches 

of the Underdark) in the vicinity of the 

Twisted Tower. 

Nightal 30 Storm Silverhand and Dove FaLconhand 

lead an elite contingent of elves into Shad' 

owdale. The Chosen of Mystra are griev¬ 

ously wounded upon their arrival due to 

the interaction of their silver fire with the 

local Weave and forced to teleport away. 

Their comrades-in-aims are left behind to 

an uncertain fate. 

FACTIONS 
Although Myth Drannor has been purged of the Cult 

of the Dragon, House Dlardrageth, the phaerimm, and 

Zhcntai fin-summoned devils, the Elven Woods are still 

home to many competing factions who battle each other 

amidst the trees. 

with the Masked Brigades to dis lodge the Army of Myth 

Drannor from Lhe City of Song before the Fair Folk can 

reestablish their power in the region. 

Army of Myth Drannor 
In the wake of the Seiveril’s Crusade, the Fair Folk and 

their allies have reclaimed the City , of Beauty. Although 

at this point the settlement is little more than a forti¬ 

fied encampment amidst the ruins of a once^great city, 

the new inhabitants have plans to restore Myth Dram 

noris former glory. The newly ensconced defenders, 

under the command of Isvele Miritar, have renamed 

their legions the Army of Myth Drannor. Isvele’s forces 

now control the Heartwood (the region of forest sur¬ 

rounding Myth Drannor) and are actively skirmishing 

to extend their control north itiLo the Beast Marches, 

west toward Shadowdale, south toward Mis tie dale and 

east to the Moonsea Ride. 

cult of the Dragon 
The Followers of the Scaly Way have suffered a series of 

reverses in the Eastern Heartlands in recent years, from 

the loss of their base in Myth Drannor to the death of 

Samm aster. In the wake of the last Rage of Dragons, the 

Followers of the Scaly Way have retreated to three major 

strongholds in the Gorm author region: the environs of 

Dietchroyaster's Lair, Haptooth Hill, and the ruins of 

Aencar’s Manor. Although the Wearers of the Purple hope 

to recruit one or more new Sacred Ones (dracoliches) 

from the ranks of those wyrms awakened by Sammasteris 

Rage, the bulk of their efforts are directed at undermin¬ 

ing the-burgeoning influence of Lhe Zhentarim. 

Masked Brigades 
5 

Two clans ofWhaeraun-worshiping drew dwell beneath 

the boughs of the great forest of Gormanthor* The 

reclamation of Myth Drannor has prompted the two 

groups to unite against their common foe. The alliance 

is known as the Masked Brigades for the many mask- 

wearing clerics ofVhaeraun in thdr ranks, a practice 

that has since spread to most of the assassins and skir¬ 

mishers who fight from the shadows. The Masked Bri¬ 

gades aTe strongest in the Darkwoods surrounding the 

Elven Court, although they have been driven from the 

seat of elven rule, but small bands of dagger-wielding 

draw stalk Cormanthor from the outskirts of Mis tie- 

dale to Halvan-S' Wood. ^ 

Army of Darkhope 
The Army of Darkhope, consisting of Zhentilax troops 

supplemented by mercenary companies who equal 

them in number is ensconced in Hillsfar, Shadowdale, 

and newly built fortifications along the Moonsea Ride, 

High Captain Scyllua Darkhope reports to Fzoul Chem- 

byri, Tyrant of the Moonsea. He has ordered her to work 

Eric L. Boyd is the collective peri name of Phi! Afhans, Rich 

Baker, Thomas M. Costa, Ed Greimfood, Paul S. Kemp, 

George Kraskos, Steven E. Sckerccf, Lisa Smedmtm, and a host 

of sages from Candlchep, cadi of whom contributed sianifi- 

canity to this article. Arc effort to-amicably resolve wJiosf name 

should he listed first resulted m a tavern braivi at the Old 

Shuii Inn, and all are now barred from Ike premises. 
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BOROMAR CLAN 
by Nicolas Logue * introduction by Keith Baker* illustrated by Jon Hodgson 
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In Sham, one name is synonymous with crime. The 

Boromar Clan's sinister influence pervades every 

level of the City of Towers. Its members bribe Watch 

captains in Dura, collect protection fees from merchant 

consortiums throughout the Central Plateau, and black¬ 

mail powerful families of Upper Menthis, all the while 

clinldng glasses and sipping fine wine among Skyway’s 

elite. The kalfBngs of die Boro mar Clan belong to die 

Sixty, a prestigious group of powerful families of Sham, 

even as they bleed the city for all its wrorth 

WHO IS WHOM 
Saiden Boromar (NE male halfling rogue S) and his wife 

Mala Boro max d'Jorasco (N female haliling expert 4} 

currendy manage the dan. Saiden is a halfling of many 

talents who has deftly maintained the dan's lies to its 

Talent a roots even while expanding the organization's 

influence to include four of the seventeen seats on the 

dty council and sticking his hands into the deep pock¬ 

ets of the mysterious Aurum. Dressed in Sham's latest 

fashions, he navigates the treacherous waters of the city's 

cutthroat politics with ease. Swathed in the gray-black 

garb of a back alley killer, he is as silent as a shadow, and 

his skill with a knife is as lethal as it is legendary. His 

wife, Mala, is an unmarked heir of House Jorasco. Maids 

connections with the dragonmaxked house provide yet. 
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—Tasker, Excoriate of House Sivis 

another strong resource upon which the vicious cabal of 

criminal haLflings relies, 

Saiden and Maids daughter, Byra (NE female halfling 

rogue 3/expert 3), sits on the City Council of Sham as 

Lower Dura's chosen representative. Her vote is backed 

by Caskar Halavik (N male halfling barbarian 2/expert 

4), the famed clawfoot racer-cum-Middle Menthis 

councilor; Thurik Davandi (LN male gnome expert 4/ 

magewright 4), cunning gnome merchant-magewxight 

of Upper Menthis; and. Bestan ir'Tonn (LE male half¬ 

ling aristocrat 3/tdcpath 9), noted barrister (and agent 

of the Dreaming Dark) of Upper Tavick's Landing. 

Behind the clan’s public face reside Castar (NE male 

gnome diviner 3/expert 3), intelligence officer for the 

family, and Halak Boro mar (NE male halfling barbarian 

2/rogue 3), Saideifs illiterate cousin from Talenta whose 

powers of persuasion are invested in his razor-sharp 

tangat (a scimitar blade mounted to a short hah). 

MODUS OPERAND! 
Most criminal cabals resort to thuggery to earn their 

coin. The Boromar Clan is more enlightened. Violence 

is bad for business. The ha I flings made their fortune 

with the promise of stability. They established Sham's 

most powerful and long-standing criminal empire 

through skillful, maneuvering of assets and carefully 

% 



executed planning. Protection rack- cash-flow, but when someone threat- 

ets and smuggling contraband tradi- ens their interests the Boromaxs 

tionaily make the mo st money for th e re sp on d with r uthles s me asures. 

Boromar Clan—as the family's old While other criminal organizations 

timers like to say, “Common crimi- favor public displays of brutal vio- 

nals rob and kill, we provide services lence, the Boromaxs long ago learned 

to the community, and all we ask is a the power of the unpredictable and 

little gold and respect in return/1 utterly inexplicable disappearance of 

Extortion earns a good income, a loved one. When someone crosses 

and while some merchants are none the halflings, that person's wife, son, 

too eager to be fleeced of their hard father, or other very close relative 

earned coin, others happily hand the simply vanishes, A vanished person 

halflings a few silver to keep their is never found. The foolish individ- 

storefronts safe and their goods ual who believed he could cross the 

secure. The Boromars declare those Boromar % and get away with it is left 

who pay as untouchable, and they to wonder forever what horrible fate 

promise dire consequences to any his loved one met. 

other criminal harassing these pro- The Boromars own and operate dozr 

tected businesses. Up-and-coming ens of warehouses in Precarious and 

gangs of ne’er-do-wells with no sense Cogsgate, where contraband—such, 

of the Boromars rich history in crime as illegally obtained dragon shards, 

often mistake the halftings as “soft casks of Saxlonan dreamlily dan- 

criminals" or “stumpy little dandies/' gerous restricted magical weapons, 

The truth is, the halflings avoid vio- deadly poisons, blank notarized Sivis 

lence as a rule because it disrupts documents, and all manner of stolen 
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goods—cool off before the halflings 

fence them. Much illegal contraband is 

smuggled into Terminus via lightning 

rail coaches or ferried in onboard cargo 

barges floating down the Dagger to the 

sky docks of Precarious, 

No smugglers operate in the city 

without the Boromar’s say-so. Those 

who try go missing, their ships scut¬ 

tled in the Hilt. On occasion, the 

Boromars use a third party to encour¬ 

age up-and-coming smuggling orga¬ 

nizations to make in-roads into Sham 

They then seize these fledglings’ ships, 

mercilessly dispatch the crews, and 

fence their cargo for a quick profit. 

Saiden particularly enjoys this scam, 

although engaging in this too often 

makes long-time smuggling partners 

of the Clan jumpy 

Above all, the Boromars prefer 

blackmail. % dead man can’t earn1’ 

is a favorite saying of the Boromar 

Clan. Simply killing an enemy, while 

removing an obstacle, is an expendi- 
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ture of resources (whether paying cor¬ 

rupt Watch members or hiring House 

Tarkanan killers). The halflings prefer 

to turn n thorn in their side into an 

asset, and blackmail is the key. Instead 

of murdering an enemy the dan digs 

up the dirtiestTittle secrets they can 

find and hold these secrets over the 

head of their erstwhile foe, A spotless 

reputation and absence of ill-doings 

is no protection from the industrious: 

scam-artists of the Boromar Clan, who 

are masters at orchestrating a sinister 

crime and Taming their enemy for 

it. When faced with the options of a 

ruined reputation (or languisliing in 

the Gtadel jail) or obeying the Boro¬ 

mar Clan, most poor saps willingly 

concede to serving at the halilingif 

pleasure. The Boromars use these 

dupes to expand their influence and 

pay a steady stream of gold to keep 

then ill deeds Tom coming to light. 

THE GHOST OF THE CLAN 
One of Saideris best-kept secrets is his 

personal bodyguard, an old but very 

lethal claw foot dinosaur with vicious 

oversized talons and a bizarre chame¬ 

leon hide. GhostclawT (CE male awak¬ 

ened clawfoot scout 5), as Saiden affec¬ 

tion ately calls the dinosaur, has been 

at the halfling’s side for more than a 

decade. Awakened by a Taienta half- 

ling druid, Ghostclaw murdered his 

benefactor shortly after gaining higher 

awareness. Even trial ly, Saddens uncle, 

a shifty old country halfling named 

Barang, captured the dangerous pred¬ 

ator after it culled several members of 

his tribe in Taienta, Baiang spared the 

strange beast's life and convinced it to 

protect his favorite nephew, Saiden. 

The young Saiden and Ghostclaw 

shared a talent for kilting and bonded 

deeply. The dinosaur serves tire head 

of the Boromar Clan loyally to this 

day. Only the most trusted members 

of Saideris inner circle even know of 

the dinosaurs existence. Ghostdaws 

adaptive skin allows it to remain hid¬ 

den from, prying- eyes, and unless he 

is charged with stalking an enemy of 

the clan, the dinosaur never strays far 

Tom his master's side. 

BOROMAR CLAN 
AFFILIATION 

Symbol: A silver dragon perched 

upon the spire of a great tower, its 

wings shrouding its form. 

Motto: One need not be tall to 

stand atop the highest tower. 

Background, Goals, and Dreams: 

The Boromar Clan seeks to main¬ 

tain its traditions and dominion over 

Sham's underworld. Daask is shalong 

a foundation that’s taken centuries to 

build. But Saiden and his most loyal 

among the inner circle understand 

that true power persists, and while 

Daask (a rival criminal organization of 

monstrous immigrants) makes waves 

now, the halflings have their eyes on 

the future. Saideris forces cant match 

Daask one on oneT but he is carefully 

maneuvering pieces in place as he 

moves toward the absolute elimina¬ 

tion of the monsters. In the meantime, 

he continues to pursue more ways of 

legitimizing Ms clan's influence and 

increasing his political moxy. Respect 

is everything to the Boromars. They 

will not rest until the entire population 

of the city acknowledges their ultimate 

supremacy over Sharris underworld. 

Enemies and Allies: The Boromais 

survived hundreds of years on top not 

by eliminating the competition but 

rather by assimilating or subordinat¬ 

ing them. The halflings are by far the 

wealthiest of Sharris crime rings, and 

they enjoy their success by focusing 

their efforts on a narrow spread of 

illicit activities. Drug trade, burglary, 

smuggling, and extortion are the 

only areas of crime the halflings care 

about. To date, the Tyrants' endeavors 

in prostitution and information gath¬ 

ering has posed no real threat to the 

Clan, and the Boromar Clan often uses 

the services of House Tarkanan assas¬ 

sins. At tire moment, only Daask poses 

a serious threat to Boromar power. 
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House Jorasco offers healing to the 

clan's baffling members and, perhaps 

mote importantly, sometimes denies 

its services to the Boromars’ enemies; 

Members: Most of the 260 core 

members of the clan are half lings, 

many being bookkeepers, administra¬ 

tors, or expert thieves. The clan insu¬ 

lates its inner circle (108 lialilings, 32 

of which are Tclatcd to Saiden by blood 

or marriage) from airy criminal liabil¬ 

ity through echelons of command, 
lake businesses, and coded messages. 

Accusations leveled at inner circle 

Boromars never amount to much 

more than a few lower-level scapegoats 

paying for the crime. The clan's best 

enforcers are the Clawfeet, a band of 

barbarian/rogue hal flings under Hal alt 

Boromar's command. Beyond, its core 

members, the dan employs hundreds 

of unaffiliated thieves, money lenders, 

debt collectors, con artists, and sells- 

words as well 

Secrets: The Boro mar Clan keeps 

countless secrets, both its own and 

those it uses as leverage to blackmail 

its enemies. One well-kept secret is 

Malays ever growing desire to make 

the Boromar Clan completely legiti¬ 

mate. Mala and her daughter both 

see a golden opportunity to take the 

clan into such bold new enterprises 

as political ascendancy or economic 

domination. They view the family's 

criminality as a relic of its early rise 

to power holding them back from 

greater pursuits (and unimaginable 

wealth and status), Saiden completely 

disagrees, seeing the clan's reputation 

as a fearsome syndicate as yet another 

“face" of the family, used to potent 

effect against those who would stand 

in its way. Behind closed doors, the 

Boromars' rows on this issue are more 

than a little heated. 

Type: Thieves Guild. 

Scale: 10 (regional/major city). 

Affiliation Score Criteria: Boromar 

Clan members constantly interview 

new candidates, HaMings join the 

ranks with ease, but others may enlist 

alter proving their loyalty and worth 

with a short probationary period of 

membership. 

Affiliation Score Modifier 

+1/2 PCs level 

+i 
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Criterion 

Character Level 

5 or more ranks in at least two Charisma-based skills 

Rogue 

Haffling 

Every 10,000 gp in criminal revenue brought to the clan 

Gain blackmail leverage on an enemy of the clan 

Make useful smuggling connections in Xen’dnk or .another far off land +1 

Pull off an impressive heist +i 

Slay member of Daask +1/8 creature's CR 
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+2 

+1 

+1 

Clear a clan members name in a major criminal case 

Gain impressive social status in Sharn 

Embarrass the clan with failure 

Responsible for the death of a fellow dan member 

Aid Daask 

Resort to violence when an alternative would be more lucrative 

Serve in military of any kind 

Kill a noted citizen of Sharn without the dan's permission 

+2 

+1 

-2 
-1 

-1 

-i 

-4 

Affiliation 

Store 

3 or lower 

4-10 

11-17 

18-24 

Title; Benefits and Duties 

Novice member with no benefits 

Sneaktheif: +2 competence bonus on Hide and Sleight 

of Hand checks. Must donate at least 50 gp a month 

of earnings to clan interests. Gain 5% discount on any 

goods or services purchased through a Boro mar-protected 

vendor. If haffling, receive a 10% discount on House 

Jorasco services. 

Streetkeeper: +4 insight bonus on Gather Information 

checks made in Sharn. +4 insight bonus on Diplomacy 

checks made to deaf with the Watch or anyone else on the 

Boromar Clan's payroll. Must manage a gang of 2d4 

Boromar pickpockets (Shorn: O’ty o/Toujers, 151) and pay 

the clan 500 gp a month from their earnings (or pay out of 

your own pocket If they fail to acquire enough gold). 

Core Member: +2 insight bonus on Bluff and Intimidate 

checks, once per week you may have a minor cri minal 

charge levied at you rself or anyone else dropped. 

Whenever Inner Circle member of the dan is implicated 

in a major crime there is a 5% chance of being framed to 

take the rap. 

Knife of the Clan: Once per month, you can arrange to pin 

a crime on an innocent person.Twice per month, you must 

personally take responsibility for blackmailing, intimidating, 

or slaying a powerful enemy of the clan. 

Inner Circle: +2 insight bonus on Disguise and Sense 

Motive checks. Once per month you may order the 

disappearance of any NPC with HD up to 1/4 your 

own. May vouch for a new member every month to 

raise their affiliation score by +2 (once only for any one 

member). Must never be implicated in a major crime (if 

so suffer an immediate-10 to affiliation score). Every 

month must find a way to significantly increase the 

influence of the clan. 

Executive Powers: Pariah, Shadow War, and Terrorize. C 

25-29 

30 or higher 

:--+ 
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SAGE ADVICE fry Andy Colli ns * illustrated by Andrew Hou 

Does a mnltidassed martial adept have 

separate lists of known and readied 

maneuvers (one for each class), or are 

they all combined? 

Each martial adept class keeps a 

separate list of known and readied 

maneuvers. Knowing a maneuver from 

your swordsage levels doesn't mean 

you can ready it as one of your cru¬ 

sader maneuvers, even if the discipline 

is one allowed by that class. 

How does a character with levels in 

more than one martial adept class cal¬ 

culate his initiator level? 

Calculate your initiator level for each 

of your martial adept classes separately. 

Your initiator level for each martial 

adept class equals your level in that 

class plus one-half your levels in all 

other classes (even if those other classes 

are martial adept classes). 

For example, an Sth-level swordsage/ 

4th-Ievel warblade would have an ini¬ 

tiator level of 10th for all swordsage 

maneuvers (including determining the 

maximum level of maneuver the char¬ 

acter could learn from swordsage lev¬ 

els), and an initiator level of 8th for all 

warblade maneuvers (and for learning 

new warblade maneuvers). 

Some prestige classes (such as the 

deep stone sentinel) allow you to add 

your full class level of that prestige 

class to your initiator level (rather than 

one-half the class level). If a deep stone 

sentinel had more than one initiator 

level (such as the swordsage/warblade 

described above), he’d add Ills deep- 

stone sentinel class level to each. 

Can a character save a known maneu¬ 

ver or known stance slot until a later 

level in order to learn a higher-level 

maneuver or stance? 

No. You must learn a new maneu¬ 

ver or stance at the level at which it is 

granted. For example, a ist-level war- 

blade must learn a stance at ist level— 

he can’t delay learning this stance until 

higher-level stances become available. 

At 4th level, and at every even-num¬ 

bered level thereafter, you can swap a 

known maneuver for a new one, and this 

new maneuver can be of any level that 

you qualify to learn. You can’t, however, 

replace a known stance in this manner. 

At certain levels, martial adepts may 

replace known maneuvers with new 

ones. If as a Tesult of this replacement, 

my martial adept no longer meets the 

prerequisite of a previously selected 

maneuver, what happens? 

If at any time you no longer meet 

the prerequisite for a maneuver or 

stance, you can’t use that maneuver 

or stance until you once again meet 

the prerequisite. 

Does the swords age’s Armor Class 

bonus stack with that granted by the 

monk class? 

No. Both class features share the 

same name and have the same effect, 

so they do not stack. 

Does the swordsage’s discipline focus 

count as Weapon Focus for meeting 

the prerequisites of a feat or require¬ 

ments of a prestige class? 

Yes; it counts as Weapon Focus for 

all purposes, including meeting pre¬ 

requisites or requirements. 

Do the swoTdsage’s insightful strike 

and defensive stance benefits (from 

the discipline focus class feature) apply 

to maneuvers and stances that were 

gained from sources other than the 

swordsage class? 

Yes. 

For example, a 5th>level swordsage/ 

ist-level fighter/3 rd-level bloodclaw 

master with discipline focus (Tiger 

Claw) may add her Wisdom modi¬ 

fier as a bonus on damage rolls with 

any Tiger Claw strike, whether that 

strike was learned from swordsage 

levels, from the Martial Study feat 

she took with her fighter level, or 

from her bloodclaw master prestige 

class levels. 

Can a martial adept with a base attack 

bonus of +6 or higher use a full attack 

action to make a strike and then make 

another melee attack with a -5 pen¬ 

alty? What if I have a natural second¬ 

ary attack—can I make that attack in 

addition to a strike? 

No. A strike that requires a standard 

action can’t be combined with additional 

attacks as part of a full attack, regardless 

of your character’s base attack bonus. 

Can I learn the same maneuver more 

than once? 

No. Each time you learn a maneu¬ 

ver, you must learn one that you don’t 

already know. 
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When a class level or other source grants a new maneuver 

learned, can I use that to learn a new stance instead? 

No, You can only learn stances when specifically allowed 

to gain a new stance. 

Can I ready the same maneuver multiple times just like a wizard 

preparing spells, or must each one that you ready he different? 

Each maneuver that you ready must be different;; you 

can't ready the same maneuver in more than one “slot" 

simultaneously. 

Can I initiate more than one maneuver in the same turn or 

initiate a maneuver and also enter a stance in the same turn? 

Yes, as long as you have sufficient actions to do so. 

Conceivably you could initiate up to three maneuvers 

in the same turn—one that required a swifi action, one 

that required a move action, and a third that required a 

standard (ox move) action. Then, at any time before your 

next turn you could initiate a counter or other immediate- 

action maneuver (although that would expend your next 

turn's swift action, of course). 

Can maneuvers and stances be used outside of combat? 

And if so, how frequently can they be used? 

Yes*.* and it depends* 

If you initiate a maneuver outside of a normal encoun¬ 

ter, you can use it again once you've performed the requi¬ 

site action to ready it once again. For example, a warblade 

could potentially repeat the same strike every other round 

(spending the off rounds readying it with a swiff action plus 

a standard action)* 

In the case of known maneuvers that don't allow a means 

of readying it for a second use during the encounter (such 

as via the Martial Study feat), the rules don't describe how 

to determine the minimum frequency of out-of-combat 

reuse. Ultimately then, this falls into the DM's purview. 

The Sage recommends that the DM limit the use of such 

maneuvers to once per meaningful scene or activity (such 

as breaking down a door) so that the character doesn’t over¬ 

shadow the more talented martial adepts. When in doubt, a 

limit of once per minute or so is probably fair* 

In the description for strike maneuvers it states that spe¬ 

cial attacks such as bull rush or sunder cannot be used in 

combination with a strike What qualifies as a special attack? 

Would this include feats such as Power Attack and Cleave or 

class abilities such as sneak attack? 

You can't use bull rush, charge, disarm, grapple, sunder, 

or trip in combination with a strike unless the strike spe¬ 

cifically allows such an attempt. A strike is a special kind of 

attack all on its own, and can't be replaced by any of these 

special attacks* 

Special abilities that just affect your attack roll or damage 

roll (such as Power Attack or sneak attack) function nor¬ 

mally when you use a strike* 
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The text specifically stales that you 

“cannot benefit from spells or effects 

that grant you extra attacks." The Sage 

is inclined to include Cleave in that 

category—you don't get to repeat the 

strike jus the cause it dropped a foe. 

Is a maneuver's damage multiplied on 

a critical bit? 

This depends on whether the 

maneuver is adding bonus dice of 

damage to your attack or if ifs simply 

dealing damage itself 

Extra damage dice (such as those 

from sue ale attack or a flaming weapon) 

axe never multiplied on a critical hit, 

so any extra damage dice granted hy 

a maneuver wouldn't be multiplied 

on a crit Tor example, a critical hit 

with swooping dragon strike wouldn't 

multiply the extra iod6 damage added 

by the strike (but the normal damage 

dealt by the attack would be multi¬ 

plied normally). 

If a maneuver simply deals an amount 

of damage, however, rather than adding 

extra damage dice to the normal attack's 

damage, that damage wTould be multi¬ 

plied on a successful critical lilt. For 

example, the fire riposte maneuver 

deals 4d6 points of fire damage, or 

double that amount with a successful 

critical hit (assuming the weapon deals 

double damage on a crit). 

Do I have to activate a boost before I 

resolve the attack it's affecting, or can I 

wait until I see if die attack bits? 

Generally, you can't spend swift 

actions between making an attack roll 

and determining its success unless 

the ability indicates otherwise. If you 

wanted to gain the benefit of burning 

blade, for example, you'd have to acti¬ 

vate it before making the attack roll. 

Exceptions to this rule can exist, and 

in some cases the DM must apply his 

best judgment as to the appropriate 

timing of the effect. 

Do you have to use a discipline's preferred 

weapon in order to use its maneuvers? 

Not unless the maneuver states so 

specifically* The preferred weapons 

are primarily flavorful, although some 

discipline-related effects, such as some 

of the feats in Chapter 2: Skills and 

Teats specifically require (or reward) 

the use of a preferred weapon* 

How are maneuvers affected when 

used by a creature with more than two 

arms? Tor example, 1 have a thri-kreen 

warblade, and I'm not sure if some of 

the strikes would be performed dif¬ 

ferently or not. Would be get an extra 

attack with the strikes, or something 

along those lines? 

Maneuvers work the same way 

regardless of your number of arms* 

Some maneuvers are more effective for 

characters wielding extra weapons (such 

as time stands still, which grants you an 

extra full attack action)* but the maneu¬ 

ver itself doesn't work any differently* 

When I initiate the time stands still 

maneuver, can I use either of the full 

attack actions it grants to initiate 

other maneuvers? 

No, because the maneuver grants you 

a specific action (a full attack action), 

not a full-round action. You can't initi¬ 

ate a maneuver as part of a full attack 

action, since all maneuvers by default 

require a swiff, standard, move, imme¬ 

diate, or full-round action to initiate. 

If a maneuver has no prerequisites, 

can I learn it at 1st level? 

No, 

In addition to any prerequisites listed 

for a maneuver or stance* you must 

always meet the minimum initiator 

level required for a maneuver or stance 

of that level (see Table 3-1: Highest-Level 

Maneuvers Known). Tor instance, you'd 

need to be 17th level before you could 

leam mountain tombstone strike, since 

that’s a 9th-level strike. 

This applies both to martial adepts 

learning maneuvers or sLances from 

their classes or to characters select¬ 

ing a maneuver or stance via any other 

means (such as the Martial Study feat). 

Die 5atp thanks the Ask Wizards 

column at wimnls.com/tlnd and die Wiz¬ 

ards of the Coast Came Support team for 

questions provided for this column. ^ 
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CLASS ACTS hyjasin Zujom * illustrated hy James Zhang 

ELEMENTS OF 
SURPRISE 

Eastern philosophy recognizes 

five elements, or Many 

schools of thought, in areas 

of endeavor from art to war, describe 

their approach as drawing on one de¬ 

ment in particular. Among others, this 

is .also true of ninjas. The default ninja 

class detailed in Complete! Adventurer 

represents an archetypical wind ninja. 

Earth, or teUefw, embodies stability 

and stubbornness. An earth ninja is 

hard to find and hard to hurt, since 

he draws on the strength of stone. An 

earth ninja takes the “one with the 

earthy variant class feature. 

Fire, or hi, is energetic and aggres¬ 

sive. A ire ninja is most like a war¬ 

rior. His attacks are sudden, direct, 

and violent-—perhaps not as subtle 

as those of other ninjas, but by 

no means less effective. A fire 

ninja takes the “blinding 

Hash1' variant class feature. 

Water,- or rnizu, represents 

clarity, and the senses. A --water 

ninja confounds her oppo¬ 

nents by slowing them down 

and muting 

their senses and 

mental Acuities 

tb re striking. A 

ant class feature. 

Elusiveness and subtlety define 

wind, or ktze. A wind ninja uses her 

ability to walk unseen and unheard to 

strike at her enemies by surprise and is 

the most common type of ninja—-since 

wind most closely represents traits 

associated with ninjas. 

At high levels, all ninjas gain some 

understanding of the fifth dement, 

Void, or ku. This allows them to per¬ 

ceive ghosts and invisible creatures 

and make their own bodies insub¬ 

stantial for extended periods. Void 

is both (die element of nothingness 

and—simultaneously—the element 

of everything. C on tradictory and hard 

to understand, few of Void's secrets 

draw philosophers, and ninjas mas* 

ter only a small selection of its more 

practical aspects. Stories persist of 

ninja clans focusing exclusively on 

Void, but even ninjas dismiss such 

tales as mere rumor. 

The following variant class features 

for ninjas represent training in tra¬ 

ditions focusing on dements other 

than wind. Variant class features first 

appeared in Player's Handhook 11 

water ninja Lakes die 

■'deceptive mist1' vari- 

• Mi 

BLINDING FLASH 
At first glance, a flashy ninja might 

seem like a. contradiction in terms, 

but when you remember that light 

can blind just as easily as illuminate, 

you understand the philosophy of tlie 

tire ninja. Once a lire ninja strikes 

she becomes kisLanLiy noticeable, but 

by Minding her foes she nonetheless 

espouses the typical ninja philoso¬ 

phies ol ambush and surprise. 

Level: and. 

Replaces: If the ninja selects the 

blinding flash class feature, she docs 

not gain ghost step at-and level, the 

ghost strike class feature at 8th level, 

or the improvement to ghost step at 

Loth level. 



Benefit: You can spend one daily 

use of your fci power to momentarily 

durst into flames. Anyone within 20 

feet must make a Reflex save {DC 10 

+ 1/2 your ninja level + your Wisdom 

modifier) or be blinded for 1 round. 

Creatures that succeed on the save are 

merely dazzled for 1 round. Using tills 

ability is a swift action that does not 

provoke attacks of opportunity 

Like ghost step, this ability allows 

you to make sudden strike attacks on 

blinded targets. 

At 8th level, when you make a sud¬ 

den strike attack against a blind foe, 

your victim must make a Fortitude 

save (DC 10 + 1/2 your ninja level + 

your Wisdom modifier) or be blinded 

for an additional round. You cannot 

increase the duration of blindness 

past 1 additional round, regardless of 

the number of sudden strike attacks 

you make. 

At 10th level, your hands and feet 

remain wreathed in flames for 1 

round after using blinding flash. 

These flames do not damage anything 

you hold or wear. While the flames 

persist, unarmed strikes and melee 

weapon attacks you make are treated 

as having the flaming burst special 

ability. In addition, anyone striking 

you with a melee weapon, unarmed 

strike, or natural weapon fakes id6 

poin ts of fire damage (Reflex save for 

half; DC 10 + 1/2 your ninja level + 

your Wisdom modifier). Opponents 

making ranged attacks or attacks 

using reach weapons are unaffected 

by this ability. 

DECEPTIVE MIST 
An attack by a water ninja lacks the 

suddenness of a wind ninja's strike. 

Instead of appearing from out of 

nowhere, a quickly rising mist usu¬ 

ally precedes a water ninja. Most 

opponents cannot react before the 

mists thicken to create confusion and 

an opportunity for the water ninja to 

strike from an unexpected direction. 

Level; 2nd. 

Replaces: If the ninja selects the 

deceptive mist class feature, she does 

not gain ghost step at 2nd level, the 

ghost strike class feature at 8th level, 

or the improvement to ghost step at 

10th level. 

Benefit: You can spend one daily use 

of vour fei power to create a thick "bank 

of fog, similar to that created by the 

ofcsnirim) mist spell, which spreads in 

a cylinder 20 feel high with a 20-foot 

radius, centered on you. It lasts for 1 

round and is stationary. If you move 

outside the area of the deceptive mist 

it instantly disperses. Your visi on is not 

impeded by your own deceptive mist, 

and it does not provide creatures with 

concealment against you. For all crea¬ 

tures except you, the mist obscures all 

sight, including darkvision, beyond 5 

feet. Creatures 5 feet away have con¬ 

cealment (attacks have a 20% miss 

chance). Creatures farther away have 

total concealment (50% miss chance, 

and the attacker cannot use sight to 

locate the target). 

At 8th level, when you create a 

deceptive mist you may lace it with 

any contact or inhaled poison for 

which you have enough doses. The 

deceptive mist retains its previous 

qualities, but it also affects every 

creature within it with the poison 

you lace into it. Because the mist 

disperses into such a large volume, 

creatures gain a +2 bonus on saving 

throws made to resist the mist’s poi¬ 

son. You are subject to contact poi¬ 

sons within your own deceptive mist 

but not to inhaled poisons. Lacing a 

deceptive mist with poison requires 

two doses of a contact poison or one 

dose of an inhaled poison. You can¬ 

not lace multiple types of poison into 

your deceptive mist. 

At 10th level, when you create a 

deceptive mist you may imbue it with 

an effect similar to the solid fog spell. 

This fog is so thick that any creature 

other than you moving through it 

progresses at a speed of 5 feet, regard¬ 

less of its normal speed, and it takes 

a -2 penalty on all melee attack and 

melee damage rolls. The vapors pre¬ 

vent effective ranged weapon attacks 

(except for magic rays and the like). 

A creature or object that falls into 

your solid deceptive mist is slowed, 

so that each 10 feet of vapor it passes 

through reduces falling damage by 

id6. A creature can't take a 5-Foot step 

while in your solid deceptive mist. 

ONE WITH THE EARTH 
An earth ninja emphasizes defense. She 

cannot misdirect her foes in combat as 

easily as a wind ninja, but the ability to 

call on the earth itself for hiding and 

protection can make her much more 

difficult to attack and damage. 

Level: 2nd. 

Replaces: If the niuja selects the one 

with Lhe earth class feature, she does 

not gain ghost step at and level, the 

ghost strike class feature at 8th level, 

or the improvement to ghost step at 

10 th level. 

Benefit: You can spend one daily 

use of your Id power to meld into stonet 

as the spell of the same name, for up 

to 1 minute. You may maintain your 

melding into stone by spending a 

daily use of your fci power per min¬ 

ute, Activating this ability is a swift 

action that does not provoke attacks 

of opportunity. 

At 8th level, you gain a burrow speed 

equal to your land speed for 1 round. 

You can tunnel through earth, sand, 

or even solid stone (but not metal). 

Any tunnel you create doses behind 

you, preventing another creature 

from following you. If you are in con¬ 

tact with the face of the material you 

are burrowing through, you can see 

and hear out as if it wasn’t there. You 

may maintain your burrow speed by 

spending a daily use of your hi power 

per round. If you run out of uses offei 

power or can no longer spend them 

(such as if you become unconscious) 

while not in contact with the face, you 

are immediately shunted out into the 

closest available space, taking id6 

points of damage per 10 feet moved 

in the process. Activating this ability 

is a swift action that does not provoke 

attacks of opportunity. 

At 10th level, when you emerge after 

burrowing, a layer of earth or stone 

clings to your body for M4 rounds, 

granting you damage reduction 10/ 

adamantine during that time. ? 
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CLASS ACTS by Ericjansing * illustrated by James Zhang 

POWER WORD, SPELL 
Still Spell allows any spell to be cast without a somatic component, but 

the spells on the following list don't require a feat to cast motionlessly. 

Spells with an asterisk (*) are found in the Spell Compendium. S 

5TH-LEVEL BARD SPELL 
Wail of Doom*: id4 dmg/lvl; 30-ft. cone; pan icked or shaken. 

6TH-LEVEL BARD SPELLS 
Charm Monster, Mass: As charm monster;all within 30 ft, 

Geas: As lesser geos, plus it affects any creature. 

Otto's Irresistible Dance: Forces subject to dance. 

O-LEVEL SORCERER/WIZARD SPELL 
Evo c Flare: Dazz I es o n e c reat u re (-1 o n attack ro E Is). 

1ST-LEVEL SORCERER/WIZARD SPELLS 
Abj ur Ectoplasmic Armor*: AC vs. incorporea I touch. 

Conj Benign Transposition*: Willing subjects switch. 

Blades of Fire*: Your mefee weapons deaf 

+id8 fire dmg for 1 rnd. 

Deep Breath*; Your lungs are filled with air. 

O-LEVEL BARD SPELL 
Flare; Dazzles one creature (-1 on attack rolls). 

1 ST-LEVEL BARD SPELLS 
Critical Strike*: +id6 dmg, doubled threat range, +4 to confirm threats. 

Expeditious Retreat, Swift*: Your speed increases by 30 ft. for 1 rnd. 

Feather Fall: Objects or creatures fall slowly. 

Focusing Chant*: Gain +1 on attack rolls, skill checks, and ability checks. 

Invisibility, Swift*: You are Invisible for 1 rnd or until you attack. 

Undersong*: Make Perform checks Instead of Concentration checks. 

2ND-LEVEL BARD SPELLS 
Bfadeweave*: Your melee attack dazes your opponent. 

Blindness/Deafness: Makes subject blind or deaf. 

Blur: Attacks miss subject 20% of the time. 

Deiusions of Grandeur*: Subject thinks it is better than it is. 

Grace*: Light grants +2 Dex, -rio-foot speed, melee attacks are good;-20 on Hide . 

Sonic Weapon*: Weapon touched deals +id6 sonic dmg with each hit 

3RD-LEVEL BARD SPELLS 
Geas, Lesser: Commands subject of 7 HD or less. 

Suppress Breath Weapon*: Subject can't use breath weapon. 

4TH-LEVEL BARD SPELLS 
Dimension Door:Teleports you short distance. 

Ruin Defver’s Fortune*: Cast on another's turn; choose benefit. 

Shout: Deafens all within cone and deals $d6 sonic dmg. 



Div Critical Stri ke*: +id6 d mg, doubled th reat ra n gef +-4 

to confirm threats. 

Golem Strike*: Sneak attack constructs for 1 rnd. 

Guided Shot*: Ignore distance, cover, concealment 

penalties with your ranged attacks for 1 rnd. 

Insightful Feint*: +10 on next BlufF check to feint 

Trans Expeditious Retreat, Swift*; Your speed increases 

by 30 ft. for 1 rnd. 

Feather Fall: Objects or creatures Fall slowly. 

Slide*: Move subject 5 feet. 

2ND-LEVEL SORCERER/WIZARD SPELLS 
Abjur Scintillating Scales*: Your natural armor bonus 

turns into a deflection bonus. 

C o nj Ba I efu I Tran s po s it i o n*: Two s u bj e ds swi tch p I a ces. 

I Hus Bladewea ve*: Your melee attack dazes opponent 

Blur: Attacks miss subject 20% of the time. 

Delusions of Grandeur*: Subject thinks it is better 

than it Is, 

Trans Blindness/Deafness: Makes subject blind or deaf. 

Extend Tentades*: +5 ft. reach of tentacle attack. 

Fearsome Grapple*: Tentacles help you grapple. 

Knock: Opens locked or magically sealed door. 

Razorfangs*; Your bite or claw attack threatens a 

critical hit on a 19 or 20. 

Slide, Greater*: Move subject 20 feet. 

Sonic Weapon*: Weapon touched deals +id6 sonic 

dmg with each hit. 

Wings of Air*: Subject's flight maneuverability 

improves by one step, 

3RD-LEVEL SORCERER/WIZARD SPELLS 
Abjur Avoid Planar Effects*: Protection against overtly 

damaging planar traits* 

E n c h S u pp ress Breath Wea pon*: Ca n't u se breat h wea po n. 

4TH-LEVEL SORCERER/WIZARD SPELLS 
Conj Dimension Door: Teleports you short distance. 

Translocation Trick*: You and subject switch places 

and appear as each other. 

Enth Geas, Lesser: Commands subject of 7 HD or less. 

Evoc Shout: Deafens all in cone; deals $d6 sonic dmg, 

Trans Raise from the Deep*: Creature or sunken ship 

made buoyant. 

Ruin Delver’s Fortune*: Cast on another’s turn; 

choose benefit. 

Spell Enhancer*: Cast another spell In the same rnd 

at +2 caster lvt. 

5TH-LEVEL SORCERER/WIZARD SPELLS 
Conj Dimension Door, Greater*: Short-range, multiple- 

use dimension door, 

Teleport; Instantly transport up to 100 miles/lvl, 

Div Contact Other Plane: Lets you ask question of 

extraplanar entity. 

6TH-LEVEL SORCERER/WIZARD SPELLS 

Ench Geas: As lesser ejeos, plus it affects any creature, 

Necro Aura of Terror*: You gain an aura of fear, or your 

frightful presencebecomes m 0 re effect i ve, 

7TH-LEVEL SORCERER/WIZARD SPELLS 
Conj Phase Door; Creates invisible passage. 

Teleport, Greater: As teleport; norangelimrbno off-target. 

Teleport Object: As teleport, but affects touched object. 

Ench Hiss of Sleep*: Induces comatose slumber in subjects. 

Power Word Blind: Blinds creature with 200 bp or less, 

lllus Solipsism*: Subject believes it alone exists. 

8TH“LEVEL SORCERER/WiZARD SPELLS 
Ench Charm Monster, Mass: As charm monster a 11 with] n 30 ft. 

Maddening Whispers*: Induce madness in subjects. 

Otto’s Irresistible Dance: Forces subject to dance. 

Power Word Stun: Stuns creature with 150 hp or less. 

9TH-LEVEL SORCERER/WIZARD SPELLS 
Abjur Mordenkainen’s Disjunction: Dispels magic, 

disenchants magic items. 

Prismatic Sphere; As prismatic wall, but sphere. 

Ench Power Word Kill: Kills one creature with 100 hp or less. 

Necro Wail of the Banshee: Kills one creature/lvl. 

Trans Time Stop; You act freely for id4+i rods. 

Wail of the Banshee: Kills one creature/lvl. 

O^LEVELWU JEN SPELL 
Flare: Dazzles one creature {—1 on attack rolls), 

2ND-LEVELWU JEN SPELLS 
Blur: Attacks miss subject 20% of the time. 

Knock: Opens locked or magically sealed door, 

4TH-LEVEL WU JEN SPELL 
Shout: Deafens all within cone and deals 3d6 sonic dmg. 

5TH-LEVEL WU JEN SPELL 
Teleport: Instantly transports you as far as 100 miles/lvl. 

6TH"LEVEL WU JEN SPELL 
Geas: As lesser geas, plus it affects any creature. 

7TH-LEVEL WU JEN SPELLS 
Power Word Blind: Blinds creature with 200 hp or [ess. 

Teleport, Greater. As teleport; no range limit; no off-target. 

Teleport Object As teleport, but affects touched object. 

8TH-LEVEL WU JEN SPELLS 
Power Word Stun: Stuns creature with 150 hp or less. 

9TH-LEVEL WU JEN SPELLS 
Power Word Kill: Kills one creature with 100 hp or less. 

Time Stop; You act freely for id4+i rnds. 
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AZTEC MYTHOS II 
Agriculture is the foundation 

of civilization From laborers 

and craftsmen to nobles and 

warriors, all depend on the abundance 

of crops produced on farms, orchards, 

and chinampas {floating gardens). Not 

surprisingly, then, Tlaloc tire rain god 

is arguably the most widely worshiped 

deity in the Central American highlands. 

Without rainT crops wither, and thus it 

is vital that the correct propitiations to 

Tlaloc he made year round to guarantee 

enough rain for a good harvest, 

the second sun had 

gone, Tlaloc claimed 

the sky and took Ills 

place. After a time, Quet- 

zalcoatl sent a firestorm 

■that burned the earth. The 

shower of flame burned so hot 

that even the sun went up in 

flames. Those people who sur¬ 

vived transformed into turkeys, 

a bird important to the Aztecs. 

Quetzalcoatl then invited the 

rain gods wife, Chalchihuit- 

licueT to become the fourth 

sun, and she agreed. Her 

time as the sun was 

marked by unending 

rain. The water eventually 

rose above the mountains 

and the people changed into 

fish. IL rained so hard the sky fell, 

and with it the fourth sun. 

When Quetzalcoatl discov¬ 

ered Food Mountain—where 

com, beans, peppers, and ail the 

other foods had been hidden since the 

beginning of the world—he asked 

the other deities what 

they should do with it. 

Most believed they 

should take its 

contents and 

give it to the 

people. Yet 

not Tlaloc, 

who stole 

the food while the other deities debated. 

The rain god sdll has the food from Food 

Mountain, which he gives back only a 

part of each year—some years more, 

some years less. 

Tlaloc and Gh alchihuMicue dwell in 

the paradise realm ofTlaLocan, where the 

souls of people who died from drowning, 

lighting, or in childbirth reside. 

CHALCHIHUITUCUE 
Lesser God (Neutral Good) 

Chalchihuitlicue (She of the Skirt of 

Jade), the goddess of water, beauty, 

and youth, is revered by water-bearers, 

fishermen, and chimmpa workers who 

depend on her for their livelihood. She 

is associated wiLh fertility and child¬ 

birth and serves as the patron of art¬ 

ists and craftsmen, young lovers, and 

women in labor. 

Chalchihuitlicue lives in Tlalocan, 

a beautiful paradise created for her by 

her husband, Tlaloc. After Quetzalcoatl 

deposed Tlaloc as the third sun, he 

chose Chalchihuitlicue to serve as the 

fourth. The ceaseless Tain of her time 

eventually flooded the whole world. 

Usually depicted as a beautiful 

young woman wearing a skirt of jade 

scales, Chalchihuitlicue is sometimes 

represented by a river with a fruit- 

laden cactus on its banks. Jade and 

the prickly pear cactus both symbolize 

the human heart, over which she has 

metaphorical dominion. Her symbol 

is that of a jade fish. 

Chalchihuitlicue teaches a simple 

philosophy of respect for life. Love and 

beauty transcend all boundaries, and 

her followers are encouraged to look 

for and nurture goodness wherever 

they fold it. 

Portfolio: Water, beauty, youth. 

Domains: Goodt Healing, Luck, Water. 

Favored Weapon: Trident. 

Clerk Training: Clerics of She of 

the Jade Skirt look after wells, lakes, 

and springs. These clerics make 



THE FIRST TWO SUNS 

This article, the second in a new series presenting everything-your divine char¬ 

acter needs to worship historical deities, features the deities who acted as. the 

third and fourth suns in the Aztec creation stories. The first and second suns, 

Tezcatlipoca and Quetzalcoatl, were presented in the first article of the series, 

in Dragon #352. Tezcatlipoca, the dark god of chaos and evil, served as the first 

sun but wasn't bright enough. Quetzal coat I, god of order and goodness, knocked 

Tezcatlipoca from the sky and ascended as the second sun (until Tezcatlipoca later 
knocked him from the sky). 

THE ROLE OF CLERICS 

The D%D alignment system cannot do justice to the complex morality of early 

Central American cultures. While many of the Aztec gods were undeniably evil, 

they had authority over phenomena vita! to all living things. Although the gods 

asked a terrible price, they also provided all that is good in the world: food and 

drink, beauty and wonder, family and friendship. 

The manner in which the people worshiped the deities varied from city-state to 

city-state, and indeed from individual to individual. While the Aztecs waged continual 

wars ostensibly to capture prisoners to feed their hungry deities, other Mesoamerican 

tribes worshiping the same entities practiced human sacrifice much less often. 

If you use the Aztec pantheon in your game, you should allow clerics to be 

of any alignment, rather than merely within one step of their deities. It is not 

unusual for a good cleric to worship the gentler aspects of an evil deity—such as 

Tlaloc as the life giving rain or Tezcatlipoca as defender of the downtrodden— 

and eschew the more violent aspects ofthegocfs worship. Conversely, among an 

evil culture, an otherwise good deity might be placated with ghastly rituals. 

As a further optional rule, an Aztec cleric can cast spells with any alignment 

descriptor. Evil is still evil, however, so a good cleric who repeatedly casts evil spells 

or who engages in evil rituals (especially human sacrifice) becomes evil herself, 

A cleric can still lose llis spells and class features if he grossly violates the tenets 

of his deity. Although less concerned with ethics and morals, the deities still ban 

actions that harm- or oppose their portfolio—even an evil cleric of Tlaloc would 

never poison food or drink granted by the god. 

sure fresh water remains available 

to all who need it. They protect 

these sources of water from overuse 

and contamination. 

Quests: Typical quests include 

discovering why a well has dried up, 

uniting star-crossed lovers, and bring¬ 

ing water from Tlalocan to a prince 

with an incurable disease. 

Prayers; Offerings to Chalchihuitli- 

cue are thrown into a body of water. 

Typical offerings include flowers and 

small pieces of jade. 

Temples: Temples to ChalcMhuit- 

licue :rre built near sources of fresh 

water, such as rivers, lakes, and cenofes 

(natural wells), and contain decorative 

elements made from jade. 

Rites; Few regular ceremonies exist 

for ChalchihuitHcue, Clerics of She 

of the Jade Skirt serve as celebrants 

foT marriages and births or might be 

called upon to bless a new chinampa or 

public artwork. 

Herald and Allies; Chalchihuitlicuek 

herald is an iSth-level celestial human 

cleric. Allies are Medium and Large 

water elemental^ and elder tojanidas. 

TLALOC 
Intermediate God (Lawful Evil) 

Tlaloc is the widely worshipped god 

of rain, for without his life-giving 

water the city-states could not survive. 

Tlaloc is also seen as the protector of 

children and served as the third sun 

until Quetzalcoatl sent a firestorm to 

end his reign. 

The most inhuman looking of the 

highland gods, Tlaloc has a reptilian 

countenance with wide staring eyes 

and a tusked maw. He is served by bis 

children: minor water spirits collec¬ 

tively known as the Tlaloques, 

Tlaloc promotes a philosophy of 

obedience and discipline. In order 

to receive the gifts of heaven (such as 

sunlight and rain) one must obey the 

will of the deities. He teaches that 

those who respect their superiors 

are rewarded, Tlaloc encourages his 

followers to seize opportu nities to 

advance themselves whenever possible, 

just as he does himself 

Portfolio: Rain. 

Domains: Air, Law, Plant, Water, 

Favored Weapon: Sickle. 

Cleric Training: Clerics of Tlaloc 

learn the means to track and predict 

weather (the will of Tlaloc). When not 

serving at the temple, clerics might 

be found providing guidance and 

blessings to rural communities. 

Quests: Typical quests include 

annexing a ceuofe from a barbarian 

tribe, protecting a noble's child from 

evil spirits, and leading an army against 

an impious king. 

Prayers: Clerics of Tlaloc make idols 

from commeal paste, which they then 

sell to farmers who wish to supplicate 

the rain god. 

Temples: Most cities have a promi¬ 

nent temple to Tlaloc built atop a zig- 

gurat. These temples usually sit along¬ 

side temples to the sun god, Tonatiuh 

(or Huitzilopochtli, in Tenochtitlan). 

Small shrines to Tlaloc and Chalchi- 

huitlicue are also found near springs 

and cerrofes. 

Rites: Typical agricultural rituals 

are performed at various times of the 

year to appease Tlaloc. During times 

of draught, however, clerics perform 

additional rites. These rituals involve 

shouting and dancing through the 

night in hopes of waking the rain god 

from his drought-inducing slumber. If 

prayers fail, the clerics offer the blood 

of a youth to Tlaloc. The youth's cries 

are taken as a positive sign: the more 

tears, the more rain 

Herald and Allies: Tlaloc's herald is a 

zoth-level lizardfolk druid with wide eyes 

and large tusks. Allies include formian 

taskmasters, formian myrmarchs, and 

Huge elemental (air, fire, or water). ^ 
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by Amber E. Scott * frustrated by James Zhang 

BARBARIAN GUIDE 
Tfiis guide employs charts, rules 

clarifications, feat and prestige 

class suggestions, and rulebook 

references to enhance and ease the play¬ 

ability of the barbarian. 

RAGE 
The ability to rage is the barbarian's pri¬ 

mary feature. While raging, a barbarian 

can't undertake any actions that require 

patience and concentration. 

Duration; A barbarian's rage lasts for 

3 rounds plus i round per point of his 

rage-enhanced Constitution modifier. 

Skills Useable While Raging; All 

Strength- and Wisdom-based skills. 

Also Balance, Escape Artist, Intimidate, 

and Ride. 

Feats Us eable While Raging; All except 

for Combat Expertise, item creation feats, 

andmetamagic feats. 

Sneak Attack A barbarian can sneak 

attack while raging. 

Bardic Music: He cannot use bardic 

music that requires a Perform check 

while raging. Some bardic music effects 

do interact with rage. He cannot con¬ 

tinue to concentrate on an effect while 

in a rage. 

Unconsciousness: Falling uncon¬ 

scious does not end a rage. 

Feats: Destructive Rage, Extend Rage, 

Extra Rage, Instantaneous Rage, Intimi¬ 

dating Rage (Complete Warrior); Mad 

Foam Rager (Player's Handbook II). 

Prestige Glasses: Bear warrior, eye of 

Gruumsh, frenzied berserker, rage mage 

(Compte Warrior). 

OTHER CLASS 
FEATURES 
Barbarians have several other class fea¬ 

tures besides rage. 

Damage Reduction: A barbarian's 

damage reduction is an extraordinary 

ability, so it persists in antimagic areas. 

If the barbarian's DR reduces the 

damage to o, it also negates most special 

effects that accompany the attack. 

A barbarian who gains damage reduc¬ 

tion from another source applies the 

best damage reduction he possesses in a 

given situation. 

Fast Movement: The barbarian's fast 

movement grants him an unnamed 

bonus to speed, which stacks with all 

other speed bonuses. 

Uncanny Dodge; Uncanny dodge 

protects the barbarian when caught flat- 

footed or struck by an invisible attacker. 

An enemy can still attempt to feint a 



RAGE DAMAGE REDUCTION 
Level Rages/Day Rage Modifiers Rage End Penalty 

1st l/day +4 Str, +4 Con, +2 Will,-2 AC Fatigued 

4th 2/d ay 44 Str,+4 Con,+2 Will,-2 AC Fatigued 

8th 3/day +4 Str, +4 Con, +2 Will,-2 AC Fatigued 

11th 3/day +6 Str,+6 Con,+3 Will,-2 AC Fatigued 

12th 4/d ay +6 Str, +6 Con, +3 Will,-2 AC Fatigued 

14th 4/d ay +6 Str, +6 Con, +3 Will*-2 AC Fatigued 

16th 5/day +6 Str, +6 Con, +3 Will* -2 AC Fatigued 

17th 5/d ay +6 Str, +6 Con, +3 Will*-2 AC — 

20th 6/d ay +8 Str, +8 Con, 44 Will* -2 AC — 

*Plus an additional +4 bonus on Will saves to resist enchantment spells. 

CLIMB 

Modifier or DC Task 

-5 Move half speed with a single Climb check. 

+2 Use a climber's kit 

+2 Climb a rope, knotted rope, or rope-and-wall combination 

when you have 5 or more ranks in Use Rope. 

Climb DC Avoid falling when taking damage while climbing. 

Slope DC+10 Catch yourself on a slope while falling. 

Wall DC+2G Catch yourself on a wall while falling. 

SURVIVAL 
DC Task 

10 Move up to half your overland speed while hunting and foraging (no food 

or water supplies needed). Provide food and water for one other person for 

every 2 points by which the check result exceeds 10. 

15 Gain a +2 bonus on Fortitude saves against severe weather while moving 

up to half your overland speed, or a +-4 bonus while remaining stationary. 

Grant the same bonus to one other character for every 1 point by which the 

check result exceeds 15. 

15 Keep from getting lost and avoid natural hazards. 

15 Predict the weather for 24 hours in advance, plus an additional day for every 

5 points by which the check exceeds 15. 

barbarian. On a successful attempt, the 

barbarian Loses his Dexterity bonus to 

AC normally. Uncanny Dodge does not 

apply when a barbarian loses bis Dexter¬ 

ity bonus while climbing or making a 

Balance check. 

Feats: Dash, Greater Resiliency (Com¬ 

plete Warrior), 

Prestige Classes: Darkwood stalker, 

dervish (Complete Warrior); bloodhound, 

dungeon delver, highland stalker street- 

fighter (Complete Adventurer). 

BRUTE STRENGTH 
Barbarians often utilize their raw power. 

Sunder: Sundering an item requires 

an attach roll, so a barbarian may apply 

Power Attack and similar feats to his 

sunder attack. 

Overrun: A barbarian can only 

attempt to overrun a single, target with 

the action. If the target of an overrun 

chooses to avoid the attack, however, 

the overrun doesn't count against the 

barbarian's attacks this round. He could 

then attempt to overrun another target 

provided he has enough movement and 

an action left. 

Feats: Cleave, Far Shot. Great Cleave, 

improved Bull Rush, Improved Grap¬ 

ple, Improved Overrun, Improved Pre¬ 

cise Shot, Improved Sunder, Improved 

Unarmed Strike, Point Blank Shot, Power 

Attack, Precise Shot, Quick Draw, Rapid 

Shot, Shot on the Run (Player's Handbook); 

Brutal Throw, PowTer Throw (Complete 

Adventurer)] Clever Wees ding, Close-Quar¬ 

ters Fighting, Earth’s Embrace, Flying Kick, 

Level DR 

7th 1/- 

10th 2/~ 

13th 3 i~ 
16th IF 
19th V- 

RIDE 

DC Task 

5 Guide with knees 

5 Stay in saddle 

10 Fight while mounted 

15 Cover 

15 Soft fall 

15 Leap 

15 Spur mount 

20 Control mount in battle 

20* Fast mount or dismount 

*Armor check penalty applies. 

SUNDERING MAGIC ITEMS 

According to the official FAQ (wiz¬ 

ard s, com/d efau It aspPx-dnd/rules), 

contrary to text in the Dungeon 

Master's Guide, you do not need 

an item with an equal or greater 

enhancement bonus to sunder a 

magic item. A magic Item gains.+2 

hardness and io extra hit points per 

enhancement bonus it possesses. 

These bonuses apply only to actual 

enhancement bonuses the item has, 

not special abilities with effective 

enhancement bonuses used to .cal¬ 

culate price. Magic items that have 

no enhancement bonuses do not 

gain extra hardness or hit points. 

Ranged Pin, Ranged Sunder, Roundabout 

Kick, Sharp-Shooting, Tlirow Anything 

(Complete Wanior); Brutal Strike, Flay, Pen¬ 

etrating Shot jplayers Handbook II), 

Prestige Classes: Eye of Gruuinsh, 

frenzied berserker, hulking huxler, reap¬ 

ing mauler (Complete Warrior). 

WILDERNESS SKILLS 
Barbarians, druids, and rangers are the 

only core standard classes with Sur¬ 

vival on their class skill lists. The Track 

feat, combine® with the barbarian's fast 

movement and combat focus, makes 

him an excellent tracker, n? 
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COMICS 

by Aaron Williams 
uiuiui.nodwklc.com 

I either want lest corruption, or more chance 
to participate in it. - Athleifh Brilliant 

THIS IS AN ^ 
AWFUL LOT OF TROUBLE 

TO GO THROUGH FOR THE 
. &WORP OF HAM y 
X> SAMMICH. 

WHY? WHY DID THEY BURY ALL OF 
THESE AWESOMELY COOL MAGIC 
WEAPONS'? I MEAN, WHY NOT PASS 

THEM ON TO THE NEXT GUY WHO 
CAN GO OUT AND GET SOME USE 
FROM THEM? YOU DON’T BURY THE 
FARM WITH GRANDPA WHEN HE DIES 
ALONG WITH HIS HOUSE. YOU PASS 

‘EM ON AND HOPE THE NEXT 
GENERATION CAN MAKE SOME CASH 
WITHOUT HAVING TO START OVER! 

X THEY MADE 
/ LOTS OF THINGS X 
THAT MADE OTHER THINGS 

GO “KABLOOIEWE 
NEED AT LEAST ONE TO 

STOP THE ARMIES 
v of GLUGLORP / 
hX bloogart. 

THAPS THE 
X BLADE OF HA’AM X 

SALAH. IPS ONE OF THE 
MOST POWERFUL RELICS OF 
s. THE SECOND AND THREE-y 
JV QUARTERS AGE. 

X I GUESS X 
IPS A GOOD THING 
THEY PRESERVED 

THEM IN ALL THESE 
. TRAP-FILLEP , 

TOMBS. A 

AW, MAN! THERE GOES 
•NUTHER TOWN. *H1C* GUESS I 

GOPDA PRACTICE MORE. _ 

X HOW ABOUT X 
USING THAT THING ON 
SOME MONSTERS 

OR A DUNGEON OR 
X SOMETHING?! X 

THERE’S SOMETHING ^ 
TO BE SAID FOR EARNING THE USE 

OF THESE WEAPONS. 

RIGHT. CAN X. 
YOU IMAGINE WHAT N 

WOULD HAPPEN IF SOMEONE 
iJUST GAVE YOU THE BLADE 

OF HA’AM SALAH WHEN 
S. YOU WERE ONLY > 

A KIP? 

X ’CUZ X 
THEM'S ’R’ 

DANGEROUS, 
V STOOPID- 

V»j\HEAP. y 

NOW X 
G1MMEE A 

KISS OR I'LL 
POINT THIS THING 
aAPCHER DAD'S 
KL. COWS... Zc 

MORE MAGIC ITEMS 
FROM THE SECOND AND THREE 

QUARTERS AGE WOUND UP IN ACTIVE 
VOLCANOES THAN RELICS FROM 
X_ ANY OTHER ERA. 

y no, you X 
f HAD YOUR > 

TURN WITH THE 
SWORD, AND NOW 

. WE HAVE TO 
V BORROW / 
V it. Ak 

y if you X 
* CAN’T LEARN 
TO SHARE, YOU'LL 
HAVE TO GO BACK 
TO THE TWILIGHT 
WORLD OF DEAD 
THINGIES WHERE 

■L YOU BELONG! , 
vV. HONESTLY! X 

K IT > 
WOULDN’T 

HAVE BEEN 
EXACTLY 

LIKE 
k THAT... y X PERHAPS X 

BECAUSE THEY 
CAUSEP THEM 

IN THE FIRST 
V PLACE. > 

AH. GOOD 
POINT. / 
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COMICS 

I MEAN THEREi 
WAS, BATTLING THE 

OREAD LORO MOLDYWART 
IN H(S VERY LIBRARY... 
WHEN I CAST BIGBY'S 
GRASPING HAND!" 

HOLY CATSf 
WASN’T LAST NIGHT’S 

GAMING SESSION 
HILARIOUS? 

' lLOVE 
IT WHEN 

YOU COME 
AWAY FROM 

A GAME WITH 
A GOOD 

, LAUGHf 

r WHOOPI ' 
HAH, HAH. 

HAH! (GASP) 
HUNF! HAH! 

- 
Y BUT l PANICKED ^ 
( AND SOMEHOW CAST 
( "P1&BY S GRASPING 
V HAM” INSTEAD! 

HA HA HA! .X 
^Apta p—S^r<n \ 

Am 

FcRll 
.INSTANTLY 

CRUSHING KEN’S TENTH- 
LEVEL PALADIN UNDER 

A MASSIVE, PLUMMETING 
LEG OF PROCESSED PORK! 

YOU KNOW 
WHAT’S ALSO 
FUNNY? THAT 

SOME PEOPLE 
SEEM TO HAVE 
NO SENSE OF 

HUMOR... 
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COMICS 

The 

Unfortunately 
r not. It is a large jar of ^ 
apricot-scented exfoliating 
facial gel. The goblins were 
apparently quite concerned 
^ with how supple their a 

las. skin appeared. 

Oh. Well 
* keep the ring and 
the cloak until you get a 
chance to Identify them. 
And I guess give the gel 

•V stuff to Haley, 

r Ooo, what is ^ 
thatH some of that 

Keo-somebody's 
^ Ointment? f 

Any good 
magic items? 

The high 
priest had a magical 
ring, a magical cloakf 

and this. 

|r JACKPOT1 
We've hit it big, 

Roy! Blackjack and 
strippers for 

k. everyone! J 

Geez.Jt's^^ 
mat like we're going 
to be anywhere near 
t a shower anytime , 

soon... 

v vVe found ^ 
it in the priest's 
piggy bank in a 

< secret room. a 

...or, you 
could keep it for 

yourself, uh, if you 
fei really want. A 

Check it 
out: 10,000 copper 
pieces! Cha-CHINS' 

Whaaao! 
I mean, ^ 

we only do one 
si rip a month 

here,,, 

WT' That should^^ 
r weigh 200 lbs., and^ 
as a Small character, 
your carrying capacity 
is only three-quarters 
l what a human' s a 

fes would be, 

r And how ^ 
exactly are you 
parrying that? 

Uh, with my 
hands, dumbass. 

r No, I ^ 
mean how are 
you strong 

enough? A 

We're tracking 
encumbrance now? 

^ Always^ 
have been, 
actually 
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